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Through a creative use of image and text ,  'zines are perhaps the best cultural 

example of an intense interaction between projection and portrayal. Producing a 

'zinc is a search for a voice in response to feeling jettisoned and underrepresented 

in the mainstream press. 'Zines inject the persona1 into the public (Gunderloy & 

Janice, 1992, p. 28). 

Wnting and positioning myself opens questions of legitimation and dong with Cixous (1994) 1 question who I am as 1 write this 
research text: 

1 wonder: when writing, am 1 transgressing? A t  first: no answer. Then: why am I 

asking myself if 1 am transgressing? If I were transgressing 1 would know, wouldn't 

13 1 do not know. ... I am in uncertain incertitude. Sometimes 1 believe that 1 

believe 1 am transgressing without knowing it, no trangressively. And sometimes I 

think: everything is transgression. And also; nothing is transgression. Am I 

transgressing by writing what 1 am writing? Or by not writing what 1 am not 

writing? Or both? (p. 97). 

Injecting Ihe persona1 into the public presses me to look at what Cixous (1994) asks, whose narne and from what theoretical 
siandpoint they are speaking and who is îheir master and where they are coming from? How 1 respond shapes the writing of my 
research text. 1 have questioned the construction of my self in the text and how I did the work by reflecting my self out. I see 
'personal experience methods" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994) 8 a way to maintain an aura of intimacy and friendship, 
a sense of familiarity, in making the private public. In my writing 1 attempted to navigate a course that challenges and expands the 
identities of girls and myself as a teacher educator. 1 continue to see and heu  concealed stones that are miseducative for girls. 1 

see my stories composed over time as a way to inscribe reflexivity on my body so 1 leam to write to what 1 do not understand. I 

imagine different futures for girls as they l e m  to negotiate tensions and contradictions among: the tomious routes through debates 
about biology as deshy; the social construction of gender; the economic parity; the authority of the phallocentric order; the rnyth 



of rnotherhood; the childcare debate; the body; the class structure; the race issues; the split between theory and practice; the beauty 

myth; the research on girls; the discourse on violence, and the etc. 

I see how close I am and how I am seen with the girls. 1 represent my knowing and my shifhg subjeclivities of identity as 1 

question my position and disrupt the acts of switching between observer and participant. Bringing my apecuiiarities of 
inner experience" (Krieger, 1991)  tO the sites of struggk within my research expaience does not rekve me of the 
necessity of critique of my position, my assumptions. Positioning of the author may be read as a prescriptive disclaimer warning 
of critical interrogation (Alcoff, 1991). Can critique occur with an author who up front States they are speaking from a specified 
limiied location? 1s the need to position related to privilege? My notebooks acknowledge present theorists, educational 
researchers, fiction wnters, songwriters, activists, poeis, and visual artists whose works trouble an already interpreted world and 

tum the lens upon themselves. My h o p  h a  been to mess up the mater's house; knowing t h e  rnaster < s tools wilï never 

dismantle the master's houseu (Lorde, 1984 , p.  112). 

wartlirig wanlirrg wanririg 
we're in the master's iiouse 

but riut usirrg the master's fools 
makirig strict observnrice necessary wlten yoic open this book 

yoic will rreed a leris grourid witli precisiori 
as you live with us 

by 
lookitrg closely and litigeritzg over the photograplis 

by 
listeriing deeply to our cmversatio~is 

have faith 
you cari dive into the seemingly unfathomable 

and plumb its depths 

find your owta questions i~a our stories 
iri the white spaces of the evaded 
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finish writing 
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the novel 

ihis is work 
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but 





01. a position narrative: who am Veye ? 

C h l d  asks me, "Why do you study girls, women and feminism? There's never been a problem with your Me." 
I breathe. Huh. 
I srnile at her. 
"No problems?' 1 look directly at her. 
And 1 chuckle. There are stories b a t  we talk about and others 1 don't want to talk about, yet. 

What do I tell Chloé? When is a good tirne to tell her about 'problerns'? 1 know her problems won? necessarily be mine. What 

can she learn from hearing problem stories? Who gains? When as her mother do 1 share silenced stories? We have begun our 
conversation. So what is the problem? 

As a teacher I look and lisien for a teachable moment. We taik about what we watch in relation to possible meaning as we author 
our lives. As a researcher I am intentional in sustaining a space to linger, to slow down time to think about what is seen and 
heard. I know 1 watch and listen with inîensity. 1 know my work did not just corne from nowhere. I have wdtten 

through/with/against my sexed identity reflecting on experiences of my body since my girhood. 1 watch and I have learned to 

attend to gender, identity, and to employ a frarne of suspicion while engaghg in "unruiy pract ices" (Fraser, 1989 ) . 
What matm in my life and the lives of these girls means speaking about the often unspeakable: the politics of the body; the 
pleasure and pain experienced as bodied persons. 

As a graduate student of curriculum 1 think about knowledge claims made about/on/througNagainst/with girls. Who makes 
knowledge claims: Joumalists; Psychologists; Sociologists; Educators? 1 wonder what sense Chio6 makes as she looks at my 
book shelves. I see an extensive influence of women's words and women's photographs. I listen to her question of why and 

find myself questioning again. What is the problem? Why study girls? I wonder if Ch106 subscribes to a postfeminist position 
in telling us: "th women are al1 right'. I lhink thai we are just beginning to figure out the lives of girls. And as a researcher 1 am 



mindful about how I am doing research and I ask myself: why 1 am doing research; why girls?; and who I am in constructing a 
representation with girls? 

1 am mindful to educative and Ymiseducative experiencesN (Dewey, 1938).  1 watch inside and outside of S C ~ O O ~ S .  1 hear 
school stories from Chloé, her friends, and parents at her school. 1 work as a researcher in schools. Education conversations are 
much on my mind. As a mother I watch from ihe outside. I try to look in, be invited to see. But it is hard. What 1 hem are 
stories of abusive practices by those in power. The reproduction of abusive practice presses discornfort on my body and is 

calibrated by experience, almost like a measuring instrument for difference, so discornfort is 

informative and of fers a starting point for new understanding (Bateson, 1994,  p. 15) . 1 Bm troubled with 

what 1 see as miseducative experiences. These expeciences frame my knowing and make me question what is seen. I question 
my discursive practices of seeing and how that influences my nanative knowing. I would be pretentious to think that 1 cm "see 
through," "sec clearly," or "ascenain". However, I can describe and show. 

1 always wanted to be a photographer. I mean a 'real' photographer, not just in my research work but in the larges public. My 
opporainity came when Ronna telephoned asking if I would like to be the 'official photographer' for a Hope Foundation 
fundraiser. This was a fist lime photographing, in a larger public. This was a luncheon for about two hundred fifty people at 
the fundraiser. 1 feel cornfortable behind the camera, a source of companionship. holding a hand to enter an unfamiliar place. 
Holding my camera means my gaze captures the people knowingly or not 1 asked people about king photographed; other times 
1 watched and snapped. I captured posed shots; ones of Tommy Banks in conversation and of his fingers dancing on the piano 
keys; ones of presentations for people being publicly acknowledged, and ones of people taiking and visiting. 

In high school1 read Life magazine. 1 liked the full page glossy pictures and wondered if 1 might recreate some of those photo- 
journalistic images. I imagined myself as a photo-journalist photographing private experiences, the missed, distorted, stories 
from the dark brought to light. 1 created black and whik photographs in ihe dark room. hours of pleasure in making visible the 
invisible. This research is a frame of coming to know self as a eacher educator questioning my practice of seeing. 



02. what matters 

What maaers makes a problem out of everything. 

a problern 

a puzzle 

a dilemma 

a riddle 

a questiori 

ro be fued? 

nnswered? 

Demanding that girls be considered not only changes what is studied and what becornes relevant to investigale but it challenges 
the existing disciplines politicaily. Girls have not been omitted lhrough forgetfulness or mere prejudice. The sinictural sexism of 
most academic disciplines contributes actively to Ihe production and perpetuation of gender hierarchy. What 1 leam about the 

world and people is ideologicaily pattemed wilhin a prescribed confonnity of a social order which is produced and reproduced. 
Studying girls is not just about girls, but about the culture and ideological schemata which sustains a regime of power in the 
world, narnely those of class and ihose of race. 1 am not attempting to replacdsubstitute gender with class, or race but I want to 

challenge authonrative cultural scripts in the making of girl culture. 

1 wonder about questions of research issues, membership of movementslcanons/fie1dd and the question of what is a girl? What 

is an educated girl? What matters for them? These questions are posed not to straitjacket the studies of girls but to open and go in 
search. 

As an educational researcher, I talk with girls about what matters to hem. I do not exclude myself. As a teacher and as a 
researcher I reflect on what 1 evade, dismiss, ignore when 1 see and heu stories girls tell me. I need to be present fuUy to hem 





her body, and attending to the girl-in-body, the lived bodily experience of the girl. I have had to lem to see myself through 
multiple eyes, as Bateson (1994) wrote: 

Women have had to learn to be attentive to multiple demands, to tolerate frequent 

interruptions, and to think about more than one thing at a time. This is a pattern 

of attention that leads to a kind of peripheral vision which, if you limit roles to 

separate contexts, you may not have. Sometimes this multiplicity can be confusing 

and painful, bu t  it can also become a source of insight (p .  97). 

The visual narratives in this research help me remernber my own fierce inner-girl. I also experienced the loss of this fierceness 
with a siormy entry to womanhood. Throughout my work 1 found, through my senses, that fierceness, the means to wacch and 
Sec what matterS. For me, 'the experience of pleasure and pain is what gives lif e meaning and gives moral 

questions their terrible weight. It is the reason that evewything matters" (Bach, Kennedy, & 

Mickelson, 1997, p.  16). 

Behind the school doors in the orange Camero, their lighthearted voices giggled as they shared a joint. She took one lasr to ke. 

"Zt's history. " Throwing rhe roach out of the car winûbw inm the school parking lot, he pulled out the Zig Zag papers with a 
nickel bug of pot. '7'11 roll another joint here and then let's go down to the park." "To hell with school, it sucks unyway. " 

Wirh an hour for lunch plus a spare clan immediately follbwing, leaving school seemed roo easy. Besides she knew her 
boyfrind would always drive her bock in t h e  for her outdoor physical educarion class, if she really wanted to be in c h .  

Spring was sneaking in, md the sun seemed even hotter behind the car window, she took another blast, kissed her boyfienci, 
g n ~ i n g  "Yu, Itm outta here. " 



Off they drove. The grey school building was lefr for the outdoors, for sitting on the side of a hill overlooking the river. The 
park, Iocatedseveral blockrj?om the high school, was justfar enough to get away from the institutional ethos, an excuse to be 
outside. n i e  park was a place of solidarity, a priva te space, a transient space; when school classrooms seerned too awful to 

contemplate. In these habits they resembled their peers, having lost every thing in the way of ce rtuinty, faithful to skipping 
uninteresting cfassrooms for the park and river with the obsessiveness of many ojtheirjiiends. They were not alone; sex, 

drugs, rock and roll thrived in their high school years of the lare 70's. 

The sound of an old mufler rollhg into the parking lot startledher back to the thoughts of the reality of school. "Oh shit!" The 

rusty blue van pulled up, which meant that lunch and rhat the first afremoon c h s  was over. Oh well, her french frDm the gang 

had arrived ready to parp. It was jwt another Friday night. "Who wmts a beer?" shouted a manly looking boy hurrying out of 
the van. "Fuck the clam" She snuggled her boyfriend, he held her closer, hugged her one more time. "Yu it's Friday, no one 
will notice." " Yu, rig ht. " He rol fed another joint and invited the gang to corne down to the picnic table by river's edge. The 
music of 'Foghat' blared from the van's stereo speakers, the guitar pumping the pulse of what might lie ahead Some sensual 
promise seemed to hang in the air, but what and where, what action would take place, eluded them for now. 

She was a 'good' girl who loved the socialization of school lve. She wanted to know about the things thut interested her. She 
excelled in the arts. She avoided academics. She wondered who liked conjugating verbs anyway. She wanted knowledge; 
knowiedge that connected to her life, the life she was living. She was also a model who had her own mney .  Beloved and 
well-cared for by her family and her boyfriend of a year she, too, loved thena ail. After dinner on Friday night she performed 
her daily feminine chores. She curled her straight k i r  into a Farrah Fawcett look alike, applied n smidgen of muke up, polished 
her nails and popped her yellow birth control pill which she had been taking for nearly a year. She studied herself in the mirror, 
smiling as she slipped on her boypiend's old faded jean jacket. Lovely. She was ready for 'IT: a fulfilling evening of parrying 
and committed sex, afer ail they were a couple. 

Tonighr the sports car pulled up on t h e ,  bejng lare annoyed her, although it never bothered him Her parents busied themelves 
wizh the supper dishes reminding her once again to be home by l2:3O, a curfew which, curiously enough, she always respected. 



Again she was instructed not tu drive with boys who had been drhking. Her father wouldpick her up ifneeded Repeatediy 

she was instructed "please be curefil". Hugging her parents goodbye her father's stem worh of "don't get pregnant" had 
become inessentid. She knew his wordr of warning, he wasnttjust making conversationJ but she answered "yes To tell the 

truth she knew she had done wrong in the eyes of her Christian father; he had always treated sex with suspicion, cerninly 

premarital sex was inherently sinful. She wondered what he would Say or think ifhe knew she founà sex pleasurable, 

enjoyable, even fin. She knew she was lucky, possibly smart, not io have gotten pregnant. She nodded, checked the clock and 

ran out the door. And that wm the end of that. 

Re-teiling o lived story 

My 'an example' story has been told and retold; it's a telling telhg story. At the time I was seventeen, now I'm thirty-seven. So 
much has happened. As a teacher and a researcher I think about my life as a fierce girl and the words that Woolf (1929) said to 

an audience sixty-nine years ago addresses stories around my life as a girl and the evaded curriculum. 'men a subject is 

highly controversial and any question about sex is that, one can only show how one came to hold 

whatever opinion one does holda (p. 5 )  . Her words dlow my story of being a girl to be told in multiple ways. For me, 
it is not a narrative of personai disaster and redemption: it is an exploration of how, what and why we need to study girlhooc! 
stories that unveil the evaded c u ~ c u l u m :  stories with substance use; sexual activity; and contraceptive use. Thmghout my work 
1 use the term "evaded cumculum" introduced in the Amencan Association of University Women (AAUW) (1992) report 'How 

schooh shortchange girls': 

. . . rnatters central to the lives of students and teachers but touched upon 
briefly, if at all, in rnost schools. These matters include the functioning of 

bodies, the expression and valuing of feelings, and the dynamics of power. In both 

formal course work and in the informa1 exchanges among teachers and students, 

serious consideration of these areas is avoided ( p .  75) . 





As a researcher and a teacher, 1 remember how 1 acted and reacted to dimensions of the evaded curriculum in the classroom and 
the research process (Bach, 1992; 1993; 1997), of how I stopped the W that addressed the life expenences of sexuality, race, 
abiism, substance use, and suicide. 1 remember my student sex education cuniculum creating a double-bind. On the one hand, 
the popular media encouraged me to explore and embrace uncharted sexual totality, on the other hand adults in authonty treated 
that unknown iemtory as if it were already mapped and found dangerously unfit for human habitation, so that curiosity was seen 
at k s i  foolish and at worst immoral. Women and girls in this culture îive with sexual fear like an extra skin. Each of us wears it 
differently depending on our race, class, sexual preference and comrnunity but from birth we have been taught our lessons well. 
Reclaiming my stmies, breaking the silences by speaiciig and writing, has allowed me to understand wilh greater clarity who 1 

am in relation to others in my lie. 

In retelling my story, I wonder what a curriculum out of the textbook of my ïi fe ', the term used by MacIntosh (1992), 
would have looked like? What discourse of sexuality might render possibilities for Our children's lives? Who determines what 
sexual behaviors wiiî be tolerated? If adolescents meet the noms of their peers, no& the noms of others in positions of authority, 
will ihey feel the same entitlernent as 1 did in making choices about their bodies, about sex. and about intimate relationships? 
Who defines the rneanings of entitlement to/over/with girls' lives? As a researcher, and as an educator, I explore stories of the 
evaded cumculum in the lives of girls. What boundaries of entiflement are teenage girls experiencing? How do girls understand 

autonomy, intimacy, and relaiionships? What do girls have to say about what they see? 
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06. my body through a ph.d 

Our bodies are sensory-motor systems that generate the excess force which makes them 

able ta move themselves, systems that move toward objectives they perceive, that 

code their own movements. Our bodies are also substances that can be moved and that 

can be coded. Subjected to regulated operations of force, our bodies become 

subjects of capacities, skills, and inclinations; they can be made use of. In and 

through operations of force, the bodies of speakers become identified, coded, and 

significant. Discourse is elaborated about them. Language is i t se l f  power; the 

determination of what is said, in what codes, to whom, and in what circumstances 

organizes a power structure about interlocutors (Lingis, 1994, p. 5 3 ) .  

my body 

n some body 

a body 
wri f irrg 
pliotograpliirig 

workitrgworkitig workirig workirigworki~zg~orkirig~orki~~g~orkir~g workitigworkirig workirig ~ o r k i ~ ~ g ~ ~ r k i ~ i g ~ o r k i ~ i g ~ o r k i i i g w o r  
king workirig working worki~igworking working worki~~gworking working workir~gworkirrg working~vorkir~gworking worki~q working workirrg 
rlirou h n ph.d 
with g lurred identifies, jlowirig fhrough 

studerr t 
feachirig nssistarit / research msisrarit 
scholard~ip wirrner 
volun teer 
mother/lover/darrg~~rer/sister~rierrd 





rlie favorable word raises a Ilmp O/ tears 
some sleep 
some calm 
just orte more mammogram/irltrasotr~id 
jus1 one more to be sufesafesafesnfeso fesufesafesn fesafe 

a momerit of repose 
a body at 
peace for a while 

begiris wirh a srieeze/colNfliJJever 
feve rjie verjiever 
chillsweat brorichifisssssss 

fa f igireeeeeeee 
pairz 
pain 
lhrmb pain 
flngers iiurt 
hand pairi 
wrist pair1 
pairi 
pairr pliysiotherapy 

ph ysioph ysio 
physiophysiopIiysiopliysiopliysiophysiopliysiopiiy 

quiet 
ariger 

tearsiearstenrsiears 





07. can there be a curriculum of experience? 

1 start the dishwater, tum on Ihe dryer, feed the cab, let the dog out and wave good bye io my farnily who will be back in about 
three hours, a moment. In this moment 1 ask myself, and imagine, what a curriculum of experience might look like? What 
experience is worthwhile? Whose experience is seen? Who intempts the rawness of ignorance, the greenness of irnmaturity, the 
loss of what is missed? What is a woithwhile curriculum for girls? What does it mean to be an educated girl? an educated 
woman? Who decides how bodies ought to live their iives? What acquired subject knowledge might influence a curriculum of 
experience? 

Now we have the problem of discovering the connection which actually exists w i t h i n  

experience between the achievements of the past and the issues of the present .  We 

have the problem of ascertaining how acquaintance with the past may be translated 

into a potent instrumentality for dealing effectively with the future. We may 

reject knowledge of the past as the end of education and thereby only emphasize its 

importance as a means. When we do that we have a problem that is new in the s t o r y  

of education: How shall the young become acquainted with the past in such a way 

that  the acquaintance is a potent agent in appreciation of the living present? 

(Dewey, 1938, p. 23). 

What past experiences shape my present vision? How have the achievements of my past and the issues of the present influenced 
what I look at? These questions of past and future press me to think about my present practices in authorhg my life as a 
beginning teacher educator. 1 know my interpretations are framed by my past experiences, present understanding and projective 
possibilities for my future which frarne an important understanding of who I am in relation to other's lives. I hink and watch 
what is acknowledged in relation to cumculum. What matters to whom? 1 have learned whose vision has been excluded, 
dismissed, distorted and rnisrepresented. 



In a "Room of One's Own", Woolf (1929) argued na woman must have a room of her own if she is to write 

fict iona. 1 connect this to my own lived stories as a woman who wants to write those stories of iived experiences that touch 
upon economic oppression, male scholarship, feminist scholarship, traditions in women's wnîings, authority in women's 
relationships with women, and women's discourse. Presenlly, I have some money, a room, and time. As a graduate student my 
understanding of curriculum lingers in my mind. 1 cannot imagine a single overarching cumculum that is responsible for al1 
girls. 1 see curriculum contingent on the negotiated intentions and while different cumcula may support the same intentions of 
educalion, precisely how those intentions are lived out is a rnatter of further negotiation. In my view, where negotiation is 

evaded, dominant cultural scripts set a singular curricular agenda of what happens to girls. What episternological constmlnts are 
detemined in the structuring of a cumculum? How does a cumculum look when we use already interpreted language, that 
b h g s  with it the already cons~ucted metaphors, signs and siory. How rnight we intempt and mess up ihe scripts of girlhood? 
How can girls' evaded experiences inform cumculum in readdressing conditions which have shaped our knowledge daims? Girl 
is the visual sign, but not a straightforward signifier. 

The politics of girl culture is a politics of metaphor: it deals in the currency of 

s igns  and is, thus, always ambiguous. For t h e  subcultural milieu has been 

constructed undewneath the authorized discourses, in the face of the multiple 

disciplines of t h e  family, the  school and t h e  workplace. Subcultures Eorms up in 

the space between surveillance and the evasion of surveillance, it translates the 

fact of being under scrutiny into the pleasure of being watched. It i a  hiding in 

the light (Hebdige, 1988, p. 35). 

1 think about the way that gender has been encoded and how lhat affects girls' ïives. 1 wonder about the taken for granted 
experiences of Ming in ihe light. In my view, cunjculum ought to be seen overlthroughlagainst a life being lived. I see 
curriculum at once king  constructed and reconstructed through storied narratives of expedence, concealed by gaps, those 

necessary spaces for the unknown, uncertainty and surprise that cornes witb watching, looking and seing. Cumculum is a 





It is difficult work. Making change is not easy. Reforming equai access to educate women and girls is chdenging and important 
work, today, just as it was for Wollstonecraft (1792) * ~t is useiess, to seek ref orm for women alone, without 

speaking about a general ref onnat ion of al 1 society a (p. 3 1 ) . 1 think about curriculum as reflecting diverse lives 
lived inside and outside of the classroom knowing that: 

Our education system supports the practice of specialization and requires a process of 

selection. This means that from a comparatively early age crucial areas of knowledge 

become alien, other peoples' business. This exclusive learning process, together with 

cornpetitive practice, ensures that we begin our progress towards social and economic 

independence by developing defensive positions which discourage dialogue and 

intervention from outside. Any attempt to redefine the educated person in the manner 

the future requires, without also addressing the long-standing value hierarchy that 

places the public sphere above the private, productive processes above reproductive, 

and men above women, is futile. We cannot expect people to endorse an education in 

traits and qualities they consider suspect. . . .educators cannot by themselves 
transfoxm our culture's attitudes and expectations. . ,we can become aware of and try 

to counteract the negative messages transmitted by the standard curriculum about women 

and their culturally associated tasks and traits (Roland-Martin, 1986, p .  10) 

With this in rnind 1 continue [O be inierested in challenging entrenched beliefs about femininity. What origins of women's and 
girls' thinking connect with my present understandings of curriculum? 1 believe, lhrough a curriculum of experience, girls might 

become independent, free in mind and body. I want girls' lives to matter. 

The Eacts of the body both separate and connect. They testify to the links between 

hurnan beings and other mamals and living systems, but they divide the sexes and the 

developmental stages. The body's truths are often concealed, so it is not always easy 







theories have explained this optical illusion and inform us that retinal image can 

never be compared to the actual object, we are unable to 'seet outside the world of 

imitations, of representations. If we imagine this mechanism duplicated by the 

camera lens then a photographer is caught within a double bind. There i s  both the 

recognition of the limitations of the optical frame and a drive to capture the 

'object of desire'. Through this scopic vision Our outwardly shared experience is 

no t  lived, but imaged; internalised as a more enduring replacement for the Ireal'. 

(Brettle & Rice, 1994, p .  4 )  

1 have troubled the use of the first person through multiple personas and voices, inhabiting different îhought, and moments. The 
stages of identity formation are sensuai, cornmonplace, and ofkn close to home: sianding in the mirror; stiffening at the hands of 
a knife; discerning the pleasant scent or fear of a hand caressing the shoulders. 1 have blended fictional and theoreticai 
approaches that address subjectivity across caiegories of sex, class, gender, and ethnicity. The use of the first person is no[ self- 
congratulatory, nor a larnent for a lost or post-self, nor a site of an essential self. Nor will readers find "selt" depicted as a 
storehouse of accurnulated knowledge. As a composer 1 celebrate the pleasures as well as the stniggles, and invite multiple 
readings. At times 1 drift through memory, speaking to the complex task of mining the site of subjectivity. 

1 could not envisage how each girl would respond to photographing. The engagement the girls had witb the camemworks left 
room for unpredictable, even eccenlric discoveries, for openings not closu~es. What appears firs~ are photographs that embody 
autobiography and stories of the evaded. n ie  visual narrative tex[ is produced at the crossroads between the act of photographing 
and composing a story as an attempt to bring together educational critique and girls' experiences. This notebook attends to 
making ihe privale public and the possibility of seeing the evaded in the girls' daily iives. I have incentiondy created a stak of 
vulnerability for them and the stories they tell of iheir photographs by extending the dialogue about how they perceive 
chemsehes. By making the evaded public came io know int imacy is sacred - packed with boundaries, limits, 

assurnptions, privatization, silences, isolation and an area in which seemingly innocent decisions are 

made i n  dangeru ( B r e t t l e  & R i c e ,  1994, p .  4 ) .  



seeirrg fhe hyphen 

I bo2i home, peddle as fmr as I cm1 
I like the rush of going fmt, swervirlg irp, arid jumpirrg ciirbs 
I hink nboirt wlint I jlrst Ilenrd 

I see 
hear it again os 

! relisteri to a jlood of voices, seeirig quiri tiieir fices, 
rememberirig how they move tlieir bodies 
I wonder has my genrle oppressiori 
defined the problem 
missed the subtle irisitiuation 

working iriside my heod, did I Say eriougli? 
was I deep eriolcgli ? 
toirgli enougli? 

You tell me, 
tiiose who love i f ,  tltose who doubr 
Yoic cannot kr~ow Iiow 1 got Iiere 
You cartnoi see Izow I feel 

S M  wlio mighi hear a d I e e l  the srory 
diflreritly 

do I cortrit rears, iirrrt, silerrce 

Iiow am 1 supposed fo/eel 

Mer I henr their words 



wiiaf I dare trot tell 
Will they hear what I have to stly 
as the truth, the real, the autheritic 
wiiat experience mukes serise 
whaf matters 
learnirig to irnderstand the turnirig iriside out, outside ira 

wltar is  in tliat tear drop o m r e  
of welness moistwe 
a tranqrrilldy of hzowirtg a wmiig, a loss 
tliat lump rhar moves ~cp my throui 
I pinch myself; qrrick I wori't raise the rears, I dudt warit ro see 
«/id 1 warider wfiere dues rlie srory O/ the fear go? 

At times watciiirig scares me 
this writing lue memu seeirjg 

makirig serise uf thirikirig irrirliirikable 
firrdirig an escape kriowirig flrere is 
No way zo hide 

iri  the liglii 
ktiowirig I have scratcIred the sw-ice 

perhaps, somerhi~ag di fferenr c m  be seen 



01. visual kno wing 

Life taught me that being an artist was dangerous. 

(hooks, 1995, p.  1) 

Life îaught me lhat being an artist meant living on the margins. 

In high school 1 worked with clay, metals, and fabrics. My Visual Art's teacher, Mrs. McCallum, was a white middle class 
woman who promoted and exhibited my art works. 1 remember her words of praise. This was my only high sçhool teacher who 
valued rny art interest. Being a student in her class transfmed to valuing what my mother did for a living. My mother is a 
painter who continues to paint and show her works in galleries. This art teacher encouraged me to attend a post secondary art 
college. 1 really believed her. I spent extra tirne in the art room. I escaped to her room. After school and lunch times were 
productive and pleasurable. I learn by seeing, talking and doing. This leaming space wiih this art teacher made me believe that 1 

was an artist. I remember with sadness the day she told me she was leaving the school. 

Growing up in an artist's family frames my visual knowing. Art experiences mattered at home and were cultivated through exua 
curricular activities; 1 grew up in art filled rooms and with trips to galleries. As 1 read 'Art on my mind: Visualpolitics', hooks 
(1995) offers anoiher tellhg of the place of being seen as an ar&ist with her high school story. No! believing that a white male ut 
ieacher understood black people's lives, bel1 hooks could never believe that a black women could be artists. Her parenu 
influenced her to not see herself as an artist.. Her story of difference connects for me as a woman, from the standpoint of 
viewing artistic knowing and career possibiliiies. 

My sense making rneans that 'art is on my mind'. 
What happens to girls who find pleasure in the arts? 

W hat spaces exist in SC hools? 

What knowledge is legitimated? 





Our task is to c u t  back content so that we can see the thing at al1  (Sontag, 1966, 

p. 34). 

The photographs included in these notebooks, irrespective of Ihe quality of the reproductions, include images that haunt me. 1 

question my intentionaiity when 1 present and represent the cameraworks. Am 1, too, reproducing those practices that cnticize? 

It is as though 1 have three parallel spools running simultaneously; one with photographs, one with transcript text, and one with 
associations surfacing from my memory and reading. Viewing the photographs evokes words although the story is not bound to 

them. Sometirnes the stoiy between images and argument may seem tenuous but 1 hope that there is connectai knowing, a 
tension, that necessary tension of theory practice. Connections are always dynamic, dialogic in nature. 

Sociological and anthropological researchers have constmcted visual documentaries, essays, histories with photography and f i m  
(Collier & Collier, 1986; Berger & Mohr. 1982; Harper, 1987, 1989; Becker, 1974, 1981; Herron & Williams, 1996). In 
approaches to counselling, photography and other forms of visual representation have reframed life expenences within CO- 

counselling contexts (Martin & Spence, 1989; Weiser, 1993). My narrative research (Bach, 1993) draws upon the use of still 
photography to evokr: memory in our lives, a memory around which we consinici and reconstnict Me stories. Berger (1972) 
wrote: 

Photography, because it preserves the appearance of an event or a person, has always 

been closely associated with the idea of the historical. The ideal of photography, 

aesthetics apart, is to seize an Y h i s t o ~ i ~ ~  moment. . . photographs convey a unique 
sense of duration. The 1 am is given its time in which to reflect on the past and 

to anticipate its future: the exposure tirne does no violence to the tirne of the X 

am: on the contrary, one has the s trange  impression that the exposure time is the 

lifetime ( p .  4 7 ) .  

Seeing the girls' enjoyment from documenting their daily life with box cameras and talking about their photography, I was stmck 
by the power of re-shooting images, of shooting photographs of photographs, and with the girls' revisualizing and retelling their 





the unconscious and remain dormant for a long t ime" (Spence, 1995, p. 176) . This happened to me as the 

researcher. 1 see îhe photograph as an d a c t  which can be read and reread over the. Each reading evokes a different sound, 
something different is seen and heard. With that difference cornes reflections of mernories. 

Yet , unlike memory , photographs do not themselves preserve meaning . They off er 

appearances - with al1 the credibility and gravity we normally lend to appearances - 
prised away frorn their rneaning. Meaning is the result of understanding functions. 

And functioning takes place in tirne, and must be explained in time. Only that which 

narrates can make us understand. Photographs in themselves do not narrate. 

Photographs preserve instant appearances (Berger, 1980, p. 51). 

According to Spence (1995) photographs offer US a site lû 'ob j ect i fy and see a separate part of ourselves which 

can be integrated back into the overall subjectivity, or core self, as when we ara ready for it. , . " 

(p .  176) . Althouph photography objectifies, because visual narrative involves the process of listening to the stones told about 
photographs, they can also act as 'transitional objects' towards another reality. In this sense they can be seen as stepping stones 
perhaps, a way of searching for narrative truth. 

The carnerawork in this visual narrative is amateur, and 1 understand what Spence (1995) means when she writes about the 
electrical charge, the energy released in photography: symbols are especial ly powerfui for transf oming the 

unconscious which does not operate with the language of logic but with imagesa (p. 166) . Each t h e  
looked at the carnerawork it was possible to order and reorder the photographs into a variety of mini narratives. There is never a 
fixed story being told, no narraiive closure. In constructing a variety of representations, stories moved around, providing an 
infinity of possible tellings or montages. The photographs start further and more sustained conversations. Listening to the girls 1 

was aware of the cathartic release when they spoke about their carneraworks. 1 sensed that the girls responded viscerally without 
the mediaiion of their intellect. 



Visual narrative research makes 'visible' different parts or stories of girls' stories, their subjectivity, as weU as enabling us &O 

explore different positions, diffenng standpoints wilhin a dynamic and thus one can play with positions of authority. 
Transformation of fixed or screen memories becornes possible through such forms of constructing the visual narrative. 
Photographs can help us to acknowledge w hat has previously been resisted and repressed, then let go and move on from the 
material king worked through; i t helps us to unfreeze memories. As weli, Spence (1995) believes, photographs enable us to 

corne to ternis with negativity, photographs c m  be markers of triumph, a celebration of inkgration, and the successful 
exploration of an issue or pattern. 

I see this in the girls' cameraworks. As well, there is something powerful behind the combination of image and text which forms 
the mode of composition of my visual narrative research. Spence's (1995) awareness of photography's potential keeps me 
mindful w hose view is pnvileged. 

What bias does the viewer/reader inflect in the viewing of the picture or in the 

reading of the text (language is also ideologically biased and can be understood in 

many ways)? What might be the possible responses of a person who is not part of the  

social, sexual or racial groups an image is explicitly directed at, All photographs 

are message carriers, either between members of the same social class who share 

common codes, or between differing classes and cultures (p .  3 9 ) .  

In Our culture most of the 'messages' received by girls are mediatecl via the dominant culture. What matters, for me, is the 

reproduction of misrepresented lives. 1 see most of these messages as privileged in short, 'to saiute. . .and show their 
ident i t y  papers a (Cixous, 1994, p. 5 1 ) and in rnany ways, that means 1 see theories re-presented as concealing and 
distorting the relationships of girls with Other, and often witb each Other. What happens if these messageslimages are distorted, 
ignored, and institu tionall y dismissed? 



In photographic image, it is possible to experience a multitude of responses and yet the impossibility of defming what is 'Real' 

remahs. It is a matter for debate whether these images will ultimately be replaced by the seamless representations of new 
technology. Photographic 'mlli' has never been absolule, but in its various attempts to intemene in and celebrate political and 

persona1 lives il offers access to a paFticular view of human States. Once we question the photographic 'moment of (nith', it is 
possible to consider the moments More and the moments after the shutter is released - we are free to explore the possibility of a 
photographic 'movement' and 'intervention' in time (Brettle & Rice, 1994, p. 4). Despite this: 

Digital imaging dramatically changes the rules of this game. It creates a condition 

in which the image maker may choose among different devices and procedures for 

mapping form intensities in a scene to intensities in a display or print, in which 

image fragments from different sources may quickly and seamlessly be combined, and 

in which arbitrary inventions in the image-construction process are easy to 

introduce and difficult to detect. The distinction between the casual process of 

the canera and the intentional process of the artist can no longer be drawn so 

confidently and categorically. Potentially, a digital 'photographn stands at any 

point along the spectrum from algorithmic to intentional. . .the referent has come 
unstuck (Mitchell, 1992, p. 31). 

1 have leamed to see photography as making obvious the difficulties 1 have with every variety of "data", of field tex& of this 
narrative research. 1 see a continued need for multiple forms of representation of data and research. And fmding photography's 
place is how I have come to understand the place photographs occupy in different ways of telling a story which are controlled by 

the girls themselves. Visual narratives dismpt and subvert girl culture as a means of reinforcing, docurnenting, and checking 
narrative statements. Through their narratives the girls have given me ways of penetrating the cultural clichés, the view of the 

archetype characters in myths about girls. 
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The images, created with photographs, thicken ways of seeing. Images suggest a space for visual representation similar io that of 
journal entries, field notes, and artifacts better thought of as field text s a  (Clandinin & connelly , 1994 ) . The visual 

field texts are consliucted by the girls and myself to represent aspects of life as it unfolds. Through conversations around their 
photographs we Co-conslruct a 'research t e x t  (Clandinin h C o n n e l l y  , 1994), one 1 refer to as a #visuai n a r r a t  iveM 

( Bach, 1996 ) . These visual narratives show a social life as a process of lived experiences made up of relationships and sliared 
understandings among the girls, their worlds and myself. Elhics were signifcant in our conversations in relation to photo-taking, 
photo-viewing and photo-gathering [discussed in 12. photographic ethics: talking out both sides ufyour muth]  

Each girl utilized five or more rolls of film, each crealing close to 100 images, as a way to document their life stofies. The girls' 
words and their photographs show and tell of lives in relation to the levaded curricuium* (AAUW, 1992 ; Style ,  1993 ) . 
Throughout the notebooks 1 have ken borrowing my interpretative understanding of Weiser's (1993) and Spence's (1995) 
works, as well as their photographic directives, as a way to permit the girls and myself a space and a language to construe our 
own understanding of the cameraworks in relation to the evaded curriculum. What is evaded for girls when we teach and 
structure curriculum? What is left siient? What realities fmm their lives are institutionally dismissed as lesser, inconsequential, or 
not worth noticing? 

Cameraworks 1 

projective phorographs 

In the following projective photographs 1 attempted to deal with the ways 1 construct meaning from any photograph: 

The projective component of understanding photographic meaning underlies al1 

interactions between people and snapshots. Projecting meaning ont0 the photographs 

(and anything else our  senses encountex) is integral with our looking nt them. 



Photographs simplify by partializing l i f e  and help slow time into units of meaning 

that people c m  study, In describing and reacting to  photos, people are frequently 

able to m a c h  pockets of strong feelings (Weiser, 1993, p. 13). 

Listening to schoolgirl stoies of selected photographs unearthed questions such as: Whar about a tiile? What is the story that 

goes with this photograph? Ask the photograph its name, whal il means and whether it bas anything to teU. you? 1s there anyone 
you know who would like to have this photograph? Consider the thoughts, feelings, memories, and fantasies that you have 
become aware of in this photograph. 

Cameraworks II 
making me tuphor 

working with self portraits 

A photograph is not only an image, it holds a slory, an interpretation of the real, a trace of life, of something &bat is held as 
unchanging. The girls' visual narratives are surrounded by mucually constructed meaning; their phoiographs point to where they 
have been, as well as io a way where lhey might be going. Working with making metaphor evokes a memory in our lives, a 
memory around which we constnict and reconstruct stories. 

Berger and Mohr (1982) suggested: 

A photograph is simpler than most memories, its range more limited, Yet, with the 

invention of photography we acquire a new means of: expression more closely 

associated with memory than any other. . . Both the photograph and the remembered 

depend upon and equally oppose the passing of time. Both preserve moments, and 

propose their own form of simultaneity, in which al1 their images can coexist.  Both 

stimulate, and are stimulated by, inter-connectedness of events. Both seek instants 



of revelations, for it is only such instants which give full reason to t h e i r  own 

capacity to withstand the flow of time (p. 280). 

Photographs the girls collected focus on daily life, imagination, fantasy, interpersonal relations and fragments of their Me stories. 
1 invited the girls to 'Go photograph for this moment": 

"Your favorite place" 
"Your favorite activity" 
"Your favorite person" 
"Your favorite objects which are special to you" 

Cameraworks I I I  
coffecting culture 
self port rai^ taken by orhers 

Here the girls were invited to have new phoiographs creaied of themse~ves by a significant other, a space to leam from seeing 
other perspectives as nnother way of collecting lheir culture. 1 asked them to try to: 

Have someone play ut being detecrive: have them fol10 w you around for a fe w days pho tog raphing you, as 
iftrying io figure out who you are and what you are like from rhe photographs they take of you. T>y not 
topose. Then with the second halfof the film have the person photograph you as you wish: pose al1 you 

want. 

If there is a narrative form unique to photography, will it not resemble that of the 

cinema? Surprisingly, photographs are the opposite of films. Photographs are 

retrospective and are received as such: films are anticipatory. Before a photograph 





'happy farnily'. Taking a look, turning sideways, are forms of autobiographical documentation chat can be put together, and that 
open the possibüity of explorhg the conuadictory visual markers of sexuality, power relationships and expressions of desire. 

05. re~earch relationships 

i 
work hard to 

avoid 
the inviradon of rejecrion 

as a researclter 
i 

rry 10 
sidestep 

possibilities 
O ?  

re fosal 
i try ro be a research pleaser 

At first 1 think of my research relationship as one of k i n g  tnie to self, k i n g  real, balancing the contradictions of interviewing 
girls and wanting to be one of [hem. My intention from the beginning has been that the girls would photograph daily life lhat 

would unearth the evaded experiences and I would listen to the stories they told about them. I provided the girls with carneras, 
film and developed the girls' photographs for the cameraworks. 1 had my tape recorder and transcribed tapes and photographs, 
1 was the data collector. As well, I am a doctoral student in curriculum studies who is armed with educational theones. Being in 
relation witb the girls and using their words and photographs 1 begin to write a k x t  withJagainsVthrough my stories of coming to 

know girls differendy. I am mindful to Code's (1987) assertion that [ I ] t is persons who know -- not abstracted, 

isolated intellects, understandings, imaginations, or faculties of reasona ( p .  101). 
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combined with a question about the way that the other perceives me, in other words 

with a recognition of xeciprocity (p. 74). 

The girls were engaged in the cameraworks and I sensed they were cornfortable and that they enjoyed talkllig about and showing 
their photographs to me. Research relations, egalitarian and feminist, developed and changed with lime in part due to my dual 
position of researcher and fnend. My hope of reciprocity means my eydi desires to see the girls as friends, next week, next 
month and ten years from now. 1 worked to creak a space for conversations, for the possibiiity to leam from understanding the 
evaded. I was hungry for a collective, an ability 10 move toward difference resulting from negotiated meaning between myseif 
and the girls. How then do 1, as Trinh Minh-Ha (1989) suggests, 'inscribe dif f erence without busting into a 

series of euphoric narcissistic accounts of yourself and your kind?" (p. 28) . Acknowledging tbis also 
found myself recognidng and learning how io work the hyphen of Self and Other by what Fine (1994b) suggested. 

. . . .that researchers probe how we are in relation with the contexts we study and 

with our informants, understanding that we are al1 multiple in those relations. . .I 
invite researchers to see how these 'relations betweena get us 'better" data, limit 

what we feel. free to say,  expand Our minds and constrict Our mouths, engage us in 

intimacy and seduce us into complicity, make us quick to interpret and hesitant to 

write. Working the hyphen means creating occasions for researchers and informants 

to discuss what is, and is not, "happening between," within the negotiated relations 

of whose story is being told, why, to whom, with what interpretation, and whose 

story is being shadowed, why, for whom, and with what consequence (p. 72). 

Fidelity in research relationships is a %3irect response to individuals with whom one is in relation' (Noddings, 

1986, p .  497 1 .  1 uied to be honest with myself and the girls in my narrative research as I worked to confrm and recognize 
genuine inquiry and refiection by nesting Our work withui an 'ethic of caringa (Gilligan, 1983; Noddings, 1984) . In 
regards to the use of photography, we employed a quality of 'sensi t i v i  t y a  (Becker, 1974 ; Harper, 1987 ; ~ e i s e r  , 



1993 ) which lies at the centre of my relational work with the girls. Sensitivity requires that 1 work diligently to understand and 
develop an understanding of the girls' lives so rhat they may delemine which individuais and activities may be photographed. in 
ways that are appropnate to do so, and how resulting images ought to be used (Gold, 1989, p. 103). As such, I see sensitivity 
rooted in the reciprocal nature, that of caring relationships between those engaged with this visuai narrative inquji. 

06. the imag ernakers: construcring girls' agency 

Who is taking the picture? 
Who is doing the W n g ?  
And if so by whom? 

Oh, I thought I didn't have any reason, why not to have fun with this, with the camera it has the 
right to interrupt people's lives. 

(Morgan Camerawork I) 

But therets a kind of power thing about the  camera. 1 mean everyone knows you've 

got some edge. You're carrying some slight magic which does something to  thern. Xt 

fixes them in a way. 

(Arbus, 1972, p. 13) 

1 had fun giving the girls cameras. I was curious, excited, and anxious to view their photographs. 1 wondered what images they 
would shoot? What they would pose for? Whose gaze was it anyway? 1 think a lot about what girls see. 

Girls have till q u i t e  recently been re legated  to a position of secondary interest, 

within both sociological accounts of subcultures and photographic studies of urban 



youth. The masculinist bias is still there in the subcultures themselves. Subject 

to stricter parent contra1 than the boys, pinioned between the twin stigmas of being 

labeled "frigidA or a "slag", girls in subculture, especially working class culture, 

have traditionally been either silenced or made over in the image of the boys as 

replicas. . . . (Hebdige, 1988, p .  27). 

However, that tradition has been broken, ever since r b t  g rrls reshaped the meaning of girlhood. Our research group was named: 
'womyn and grils in education'. Our girlhood and educational experiences may not have been made of violence, tragedy and 

abuse but sugar and spice? 1 see these girls' cameraworks as an intemption to the dominant image-flow and heterosexual 
survival and entitlement. These girls have not gone underground. Some of the girls' photographs are king shown and named, 
perhaps for the firsst time. ?bey daim to be entitied to their bodies, schooling, careers and leam from seeing the sites of contest 
knowing that girlhood transfoms into womanhood. Greene (1993) reminds me, 'Young people, perhaps especial ly , 
live on the surfaces, organize their lives by means of surfaces - choice, speed, chance - and the 
image systems that help  make sense .  . . .fast moving young people often Wear masks, living among 
simulations that substitute things for other things (p. 209). 

07. beth 

Beth, a grade ten student, attends an Arts-based High School in western Canada. At sixteen, she tells and shows narratives of 

herself as a girl who loves her piano, making music, performing in drama productions and having relationships with friends. My 

relationship with Beth is intriguing. Initially, 1 felt discornfort with Beth, not reaily sure about how to take her. Beth plays with 
humor as a way to tell her stories, and, with tirne, I leamed from her use of humor. 1 consciously made our lives intersect with 
Our love for music. 1 remember chats in my car, and on the telephone, and ones she asked to have "off the record". My reading 
of our conversations reveals how we scarcely spoke of school expenences in relation to the formal cuniculum; stories of girls 

failing science, math, social studies are absent. 



1 taped our conversations, however, our second conversation of one and a half hour was missed. I forgot to press the record 
button. The following Phantom Interview, is my telling of re-looking ai her 'making metaphors' photographs after I drove her 
home: 

Phantom Interview - 95-01 -26 
l jmt "lost I J  an interview with Beth and missed an entire taped conversation. But are the recorded conversations the ones tha t 
count? I did not tum on the record button. I felt a comfort with Beth, as we began by 1ookUig at her phorographs, amuzingly 
intimte spaces and stories about her bedroom. A visual narrative she pieced together with five photographs. It is rhrough these 
photographs [image 29-51 of her bedroom, that she tells srories of popuiar advertising, stuffeed animals, love of lights, an interior 

life that I see as incredible. Beth talks about the musicians she cares about, Great Deal, Tori A ~ w s ,  X Series of Five. Tori Amos 

is a porticular favorite. In anotherphotograph [image 2:6], she tumed the lens on herse& put herseif in the fiame and chuckled 

when she iuoked at if. Perhaps, it was not necessarily what she was anticipating. I see a face with a direct gaze, a youthfi1 

image, and a smile. I wondered how Beth might appear as a baby and I thought about Beth ar a Little girl. I wonakred how I 
would negofiate viewing her farnily photo album with her. Her humor, her ability to teare me, breaks a tension and keeps the 

conversntion going. The next picture [image 2:7] she photographed her school locker, the inside door plastered with photographs 

of family; sisters, step sister, her little godchild Sam, popular culture images, a picture of the Beatles and her fn'endr. A teliing 

image ofBerhls daily life. Seeing her crutches leaning inside her locker left me wondering about living with cancer, of strength 

and silence. 1 evaded asking for stories. 1 avoided suggesting detaik or possible lead inr. Beth has a photograph of Maeve on 
the locker door and she tells me about earlier girihood memories of Waldorfschooling. Maeve is our connection to each ozher. I 

see her locker photograph layered with evaded experiences of hallway life. In her nextphotograph [image 2:8] of ribbons, sweet 
grass and feathers she speaks to her Cree heritage. This photograph opened a telling story of Beth ' s  understanding of healing 

within her Cree history and her connections with her father who is on eider in the Native community. She told me about her 

father's role in her healing process aper she went through her amputation. Then Beth tells me about living with her cancer at the 

age of eleven. How do young girls make sense of dis-ease, cancer and amputation? Hard questions. I thought about who I was 

in this conversation wih  Beth telling me her painfil stories. The next photograph [image 2:9] is of a popular coffee house, she 

photographs her f i e r t h  hanging out in the spaces where they like to sit. I wonder about the aesthetic pfeasure of schools and 



how they lack cornfortable home-like atmspheres. What do students look at? The next photograph [image 2: 10-1 ljtaken by 
Maeve is a portrait of Beth sitting by her piano. Beth told me stories about her grandmother and the giving of the piano ivhich 

she loves. I think about what girls love. In a similar phorograph [image 2:I2]  Beth is sitting on her piano, these photographs 

provoked stories about making music md about Beth liking to sit on the top of her piarw. In photograph [image 2:14] Beth 

photographed her leg, perhaps, tLhs photograph provided a space, a possibility to objectify and see a sepnrate part of her 

experience which integrotes back into Beth's subjectivity of living with cancer. She told nie stories ofherphantom pain in 
relation to school experiences. Beth spoke of teachers' and students' difjicculry in understanding and acceprulg phantom pain. 
The next shots[2:12] are of her legs, and, although Beth's leg is shown. it appeors hidden by the illurion of a bent hee .  I 
imagine what sense I cm m k e  of it, for now. Then in another photograph [image 2:15] is her cat Licorice and stories of loving 
her cat. The next one limage 2: 161 is of the sunset as she is coming back from Chrismias hulidays and the sunrise and the 
sunsei. The next picture (image 2: 171 is of her house, a m s i o n  like building in Toronto. Her father lives there with her sister 
and her srepmother. The next picture [ilnuge 2:18] is ojher at her stepsister 's house on her nephew 's swing and she talks about 
swinging und i fs  relation io Gymnastics. I thought about the work of JO Spence (1986, 1995) and herphotograph in 'The 

pi cture cf heal  th:, HOW h e s  Beth rnuke sense of what Spence writes about cancer and self-love. In the next photograph 

[image: 2:19J Beth is standing in fiont of Einstein, the image is discolored; a red color disorients the image and I wonder how 
p e r s  change ways of seeing. Her next shot (image 2:20] is of her cat which again speah of her care for animals. mis 
photograph [iinage 2:21 Jis of her mother on the telephone. Beth seenis @ speak very highly of her mom and ihe place of the 
orher three women in her ire. In [image 2:22/ she was taking a picture of a girlfrom school Ni which she spoke of her junior 
high experiences und dificulty she had in being thought of ar an "odd" sort of individual. I can't remember the exact wordr she 
used She spoke about the boy who stuttered and a girl who hm been bitten by a h g  and of how the three of them were seen as 
outcmts. This siory wm followed by how much more she enjoyed the urban arts school. In another picare [image 2:23/ of the 
school hallway Beth spoke of the ùificulty of sitting 75 minutes. I remember hating to sit that long when I was in High schooL 
Beth also told stories of cutting out early. I reineinber ihar too. What i s  a good length of time to sit on wooden chairs? The next 
photograph [iniage 2:24.] isfrom the bus srop, a familiar place, a daily life experience of arriving md leaving school. Bus stop 
stories. Her next photographs [image 2:24-271 are of a d r a m  production party and she told stories of ihe cast from the p l v .  1 

attended the performance and I see faces that lookfamiliar to meJ there are photos of the entire cast, girh curling their hair, and 







Maeve is a grade eleveri student who attends an Arts-based High School in western Canada. At seventeen Maeve tells and shows 
narratives of herself as a girl who loves dancing, family and the body politic. My relationship with Maeve is one of ongohg 
friendship. Her siblings play with my daughter. Maeve speaks freely of figuring out friendships, desiring boyfriends and her 
suuggles in becoming a woman. Maeve visits me frequently; we meet briefly at the doorstep and share conversation snips, 
highlights of friends and upcoming dance performances. My reading of our conversations reveaïs a frequency of how ofien we 
spoke of body and ballet. 

When 1 began looking at Maeve's photographs I saw spaces of wamth, friendship and love. I liskned to her stories of growing 
up in a famiiy nested within Rudolf Steiner philosophies of anthroposophy, leaving me intngued with the place of Steiner's work 
in educational practices. 1 watch Maeve with curiosity and listen as she tells me about k i n g  a girl in relation to resisling 
womanhood. Her photographs show a fascination with representing images of light and daiic. 'ïhroughout her cameraworks 
she has several photographs of lights, candles, and the dark. In her first photographs [image 1:7-81 she showed images of the 

'Holy Bible' with a back drop of white Cotton fabric which 1 connecl with her spirituality. She shows me parts of her bedroom, 
her desk at which she studies and draws, and personal artifacts, books and treasures. Maeve talks frequently about her mother 
for whom she cares deeply, her support and direction from her father, and her admiration of her younger brothers and sister. 

Maeve was detemined to recreate her ballet class photograph. A photograph of a photograph in [image kg]. This was a 
successful class and she spoke of many positive dancing experiences with these girls. Stories of friendship and gossip flowed 
from chis photograph. Yet, with each roll, Maeve wanted to capture it "bettei" than the t h e  before. 1 became curious by 

Maeve's desire to recreate this already professional photograph. A photograph of a photograph. 1 thought a lot about this 
photograph as I read in various disciplines of understanding photographs mindful to what the girls and I negotiated ai  the 
beginning of the research. 1 am listening to stories about their photographs. I listen to what Maeve thought about ballet 
relationships, cornpetition, and response to success. Maeve spends hours with her time at the ballet school with girls and 

women. Maeve talcs about her desire to be a dancer. "really really wanting to be a dance?' and of "teaching children". Maeve 



has spent pst summers working as a camp leader ai. a nearby histoncai site where she enacied a persona of the big sister or 
mother. 

She tells stories of the dance politics of this place as she makes sense of what she sees and hem. 1 sense Maeve trying to 

inkgrate the contradictions of home and ballet Me. The personal and the private. 1 feel a direct connection with Maeve as I 
remember similar stories from other subculture politics. Direct contradiction belween values and beliefs at home and the outside 
publics. Sites of contests that press for different ways to see. 1 appreciaie Maeve's intensity, ability to search, and to ask 
questions through sustained conversation. 

The next photo-narrative that moved me were her photographs [image 2: 2,3,4,8,14,18,19,17,33,24,31,32,33] of her body. A 

mini narrative about the body politic of ballet dancing. She photographed: her toes pressed up against her white dresser; her 
knees; a head shot; face shot; the back of her head wWi a ballet bun; her hand wilh her fmgers spread out wide with rings and a 
watch; her backside sitting in a chair; and another bending over; a chest shot; a stomach shot; her feet; bare toes; work socks; and 
one of her pointe shoes next 10 a book about Karen Kain. The senes continues with photographs of getting ready, performing 
feminine rituals, hair, teeth, body and a weigh scde. Seeing her photographs made me think of Haug's (1987) body memory 
work in Female Sexualization. 

She aiso shows photographs of herself sleeping. Seeing her sleeping pressed anolher way of seeing Maeve. 1 am curious about 
girls' dreams, desires and hopes as I reflect on the girls in my Master's work (Bach, 1993) and see how their lives change as they 
challenge traditional scripts of k ing  a woman. I wonder how girls negotiate the contradictions of the larger culture. What is 
prowted from h m ?  What is told? This photograph opened a tellhg story of baliet and cultural expectations of having the right 
body for ballet. Maeve spoke to Canadian and Russian expectations. I am impressed with her critique as she begins to accept her 
body, as she re-invents her self with her body. How do young girls make sense of the body in their homes, in relation to other 
symbols and images? II is a hard question to understand. 1 thought about who 1 was in lhis conversation with Maeve teiiing 
body stories of eating and not eating and I remembered my own stories. 





I was attentive to my research entry with Morgan. Morgan asked questions about the place of pho tography in research and the 

ethics of visual research as did Morgan's rnolher. 1 learned from her to tille my 'media release' as an 'academic release'. [See 
Appendix]. Morgan expressed a desire to be part of my research to Maeve. As a researcher I was pleased. 1 remember people 
asking, "How will you get participants?" In our first telephone call, 1 can still h e u  Morgan's easeful voice telling of her 
involvement in the visual arts, of loving photography and I sensed her desire to be a part of the work. Morgan questioned the 

criteria for my research, Did she need a camera? film? I hoped by teliing her 1 would be purchasing the cameras, fdm and the 
developing that my frame for this research was okay for her. I wanted high school girls who actively connecied their learning to 
the arts. 

We first meet at a cafe in her neighborhood. We shared some food as we taiked about the camerawork and I showed her Judy 
Weiser's book to give her an idea about my thoughts on photography. Morgan's questions regarding the use of cameras and of 
geiting the 'fight', the 'perfect' photograph, pressed me to think of how 1 engage the girls to be part of the visual narrative work. 
W hat en tices? Why would girls participate? Who gains? 

Morgan photographed her daily life wilh intensity and determination. A mind like a camera is full of ideas and long afler the 
carneraworks were completed Morgan continueci to document her world visually. We siil1 have three rolls of film to talk about 
from her visit to Japan with a school exchange. Morgan made me ihink about how honesi I am to myseif and to olliers. 1 found 
a lost part of myself with Morgan and her awakeness to family roots made my story clearer. 

Thya, a grade eleven student, attends a large academic urban High School in western Canada. At seventeen, Thya tells and 
shows narratives of herself as a girl who loves ballet dancing, her boy fsiend and girl friends. My relationship with n iya  seems 
to shadow my high school stories that span over age, generaiion, and social class categories. I see our lives intersecting with our 
search for relations with men. Thya's early and desperaie struggle for understanding personal relations with young men is traced 
though compulsory stories of k i n g  a heterosexual girl. Thya speaks of enticlement with body and tells stories bat  have enabled 







There is debate about girls, and discourse continues around the pleasure and danger of the body. It is my hope io reframe 
possibiiities of sming and listening to girls. How to decide which words and which photographs, at once suggested, located and 
problematised rny ideas of private. Each photograph shown opens a dialogue with those who look at them. 

You Qn't have to worry about saying that on the transcript. 

1 mean untll it becornes publfc. This is my big debate, what 

is private for me rnay not be the same thing for you. Who 

you talk to and show your photographs is up to you, 1 

mean I'm not going to show your rnom the transcripts. 

We'll decide together what will be public. My work Is with 

you [the girls]. 

Fine. 

l'rn not going to show anything without you knowing. 

Okay, but I can show my mom if I want t a  

for sure 

thal's great 

I feel rc!spomible for words I make public, 

What happeris when we make girls' piiotograplts public? 

Wliut's ut risk? 

for the girls 

for me 

for orhers 

Whar is lijé wirhour risk? 

I corilinus to let the girls kwow what 1 make public. 

o~liers 

Who will the girls show iheir pliorograplis to? 

Wliat sfories will [hey make pubIic? Whai is my 

respomibility in makirig the girls' pli0 fograplis pub1 ic? 



n ie  distinction between public and private, perhaps, the dated slogan of 'the personai is political' lingers in my mind as I see the 
implications of this distinction working against girls. The artificial division between the public and private means analyses are 
needed t0 inve~tigate ~ O W  "the division was created and constant ly reinvigorated, what work it does, and 

why it was seduckive when daily life is so often ignored or rejected it. . . Public/private is one 
such metaphor (Jordanova, 1994, in Bret tle & Rice, 1994, p. viii) . One way imagine the relationship between 
the personal and public is to imagine a fine line between the hvo spheres. I can imagine the personal pleasure, on one side and 

the public danger on the other. Blumng, pulling or erasing the fine line belween the private-public writing on the body makes 
possible a space for sharing stories to frame questions about evaded stories in the girls' lives. Alcoff and Gray (1993) address 
the need for new ways to anaiyze the personal and the political as well as new ways to conceptualize these terms: 

Experience is not 'pretheoretical' nor is theory separate or separable from 

experience, and both are always already political. A project of social change, 

therefore, does not need to 'get beyond* the persona1 narrative or the confessional 

to become political but rather needs to analyze the various effects of the 

confessional in different contexts and struggle to create discursive spaces in which 

we can maximize its disruptive effects ( p .  2 8 3 - 2 8 4 ) .  

What can be said about photography in a pauiarchal order that privileges vision over other senses? Can I not expect hem to bc a 
domain of masculine privilege? Working wilh the girls and their photographs and stories emphasizes the artisuy which shapes 
my vision. My interpretations are positioned by that past. 'That a point of view can be understood as both the 

experienced 'Il, and the 'eye' which 'looks outt and optically defines the public space has 

ramifications unique to photography and other photo-related media within visual arts" (Brettle & Rice, 

1994, p. 30). 





12. photograph ethics: talking out of both sides of yoirr mirth 

With respect to the use of photography I employ a qudity of nsensit iv i tyf l  [Becker, 1974; Harper, 1987 ; Weiser, 

is 93 ) which lies a\ the cenue of my relation wilh participants. Sensitivity requires that I work diligently agains t "othering" by 
attempting to understand their lives so that they rnay determine which individuals and activities to photograph and how resulting 
images ought to be used (Gold, 1989, p. 103). As such, 1 see sensitivity rooted in the reciprocal nature, that of caring relations 
arnong those engaged with visual narrative inquiry, the reciprocity and caring relationships thtit I explored in 05. research 

relationships of lhis notebook. I am rnindful to a #covenantai ethica (GOM, 1989) as a way to negotiate relations between 
those who id1 and visually show life stories and share personal experiences. 

Morgan 
94- 12-02 
Cameraworks I 
projective photographs 

Okay, how did you take Lhis picture? 

Oh yeahl But I don? talk to them. Because I really how wiii 1 focale tfiose people? 
didn't know them. I'm sure they have forgotten I 
took their picture. wlio forgets? 

I thought it was quite fun. That day I was a very exploisut iori 
energetic person so I had the courage to go up and u s i q  

ask. othering 

It does take courage doesn't it? bebig o pliotogropiier chariges my posiiio~l 



and it is a diflererrt tool. . . 
atid any roof cari be used nr~d abused 

And then this is where 1 Iost the camera at the h l .  . . 
bowling alley. what happens wilh lwt film? 

O kay Okay 
Is it okay? I thirtk lrard aborct wliy 1 am okay 

Who owns the image? the negative? 
Are the photographs ihe researcher's? for how long? 

What was negotiakd in the research ethics? 
Who c m  be shown the photographs? 
What about Others in the photographs? 

With digital imaging 1 find myself asking ünother question. Instead of asking questions of informeci consent 1 find myself asking 
questions of 'epistemic responsibility * (Code, 19 87 ) in relation to the cameraworks, and aitempt to show how the 
elhics of visual narratives are like U n g  out of both sides of your mouth. 1 cannot find a standpoint that concludes that a given 
image is a bue record of a real scene or event. We c m  take Ihe opposite tack and attempt to demonstrate that it could not be a uue 
record (Mitchell, 1992, p. 30). This example of listening to Morgan speak to three photographs provides an appropriate and 
effective theoreticai point of making sense of photographie ethics - of how I inevitably talk out of both sides of rny rnouth. 

Together we negotiated which photographs would and would not be shown. 



CI. 





she is really out of this world 
she loves to just act 
she is in Drama 

hem she is just making the 
weirdest face 
just being herself 

we have a lot in cornmon 
we both like Janice Joplin 

we recite al! the words to her songs 
while we are waiting for the bus 
and we sing 

And would you give her that pictiire? 

If she wanted it 
but I would like to keep it 

I would make doubles you know. 

a space which allows for iIie weird 

the bizarre 

being Iierself 

how does a girl sustair~ beirig 

herseif ut the 

crossroads? 

1 listen to Jariice Joplin sirtg ojlove 

hearirig generatioris oJ her music 

reproduced iii our daily lives. . . 

sirrgirrg as a way 

beirig heard 

voice 

plroto-sorting 

givir~g what a researcher warits 

photo-ga fherirr g 

sliarirtg i ~ t  a collaborative relariorisliip 







So I thought I realty don? know, but 

Dut again 1 mean by the tirne the book cornes wc can 

negotiatc. 

Because 1 don't know what pictures will be in tlie book 1 

don? know yet what you know is we won't know un01 

we've gone through the entire project 

Sure, and she was eager 
this girl was sure and she was so eager to 
have her picture taken 
she's into the camera. 

See she does 
she just likes making faces 
making people laugh 

1 have noticed t t~at  a lot of your photographs are of people 

piclured maklng direct contact, 

riego fia fe 

detemilring what's irr mid 

wliat's ow 

photo-iaking 

phoio-gntfieririg 

photo-vie wing 

desiririg being piciwed 

tnrrghirrg arrd plensrrre 

I fh i~rk  of Inirgliirig mid cryirig. . . 

Who do we aim orrr gaze al m d  why? 
wl~o's  takitlg the piciure? 

wlio is  lookirr~? 

Oh, yeah 





iheir cameraworks mems 1 attend io what May (1980) writes about a covenantai ethic, that is #at the heart of a covenant 

is an exchange of promises, an agreement that shapes the future between two parties. This promise 

grows. . .and acknowledges the other. . .It emphasizes gratitude, fidelity, even devotion, and care" 
(p .  3 67 1. I am mindful to how 1 negotiak relations between the girls who teil stories and share personal experiences about their 
photographs. As a visual narrative researcher, caring, sensitivity and covenantal ethics are related. I cannot be engaged in the 
reciprocal relationship required by the covenant without engaghg mysrlf idwith hearing and understanding the girls' Lived 
experiences, beliefs, values, and views of their worlds. The covenantal eihic eues me to deliberate the girls' needs in my 
researching and publishing (Gold, 1989, p. 105). 

1 have been attentive to the unique dilemmas that anse from employing visual methods. 1 believe Ihat the application of sensitiviiy 
grounded in covenantal ethics provide insight and understanding made available using photography within narrative methodology 
wiihout hamiing the girls and/or rnyself. Working within a framework of c m  enhances the research relationship by encouragjng 
me to stay aware of the girls' understnndings of what is included in the visunl narrative research process. However, no code, 
outlook, or technique insures that ethical problems will be resolved. .Covenant ethics is responsive in charactera , 
(May, 1977, p .  69 1 and consequently, 1 remain ready to alter or abandon the use of visual re-presentation if 1 have good 
reason to believe that the girls are being adversely affected (May, 1977, 1980; Gold, 1989; Weiser, 1994) 





*Se@ * 

"Look" 

'Oh my, what are they doing?" 

"My daughter  would never do t h a t !  a 

"You can't e th ica l ly  show t h a t . "  

"Who blacked out  their eyesu 

Over the last three years of exhibithg girls' photographs I have encountered viewers' responses that place me wiihin elhical 
positions of needing to acknowledge ihe response after listening to what others had to Say. How can I respond to ignorant even 
naive/moralistic, commentaries to these photographs? How can there be conversation around the silence? the illegai? the private? 

Herein lies an ethical dilemma of being a researcher as 1 learn to respond while making the private public. What is that? What is 
never? What are lhey doing? What is seen? I was intngued by this photo-narrative Thya created but not widiout uoubling my 
responsibility of being a researcher. When 1 see Thya's photographs I understand her stories to be a part of the evaded 

cumculum and from the onset of my project my intention has been to uncover/reveal aspects of the evaded c u ~ c u l u m .  Yet, 
somehow showing lhis particular photograph of girls smoking pot has troubled my ethical responsibiiity in re-presenting girls' 
lives. As some have reminded me, marijuana use js iilegal and 1 wonder is the evaded also illegal or, is the illegal very often 
evaded? Making the private public has been a conientious issue for me from the beginning. I was faced wiih the irony of re- 
encapsulating the evaded by realizing that, knowing the coded indexical nature of reading photographs, there are sorne I did noi 
wish to show. The further irony is Lhat by rnaintaining that position 1 cal1 into question the intentionality of my research. In 
discussions with the girls we were prepared to take the risk and have made the private public. 

I remember swing this photograph [image 1:15] the first lime, it is one in a series from a photo-narrative of seven photographs. 
Did this photograph please me? Interest me? Intrigue me? Perhaps. There is nothing extraordinary in it  . The photograph has 



the banality of a party aimosphere: two girls shanng a joint with a beer can off to the right. However, my gaze is pulled to the 
framed family photograph hanging direclly above the girls. 1 was sure this photograph existed for me, it is a silhouette from my 
life stories and presses me to look. The attraction for this photograph has been the question of response to the evaded in girls' 
lives. 

What matters is what Thya t e k :  ''1 want ieachers to know that al1 the girls at our school smoke pot, even if they don? wanl to 
believe it." What is one to think seeing girls toking and drinking? I hear the echoes of bad girl stories. G O O ~  girls just 

dontt do those things? Too awful to think about. AS a researcher I think about the stories told around the photo- 
narrative Thya has created. Whai were her expectations? What was she trying to tell me and others? What was she wanting us 
to see? What is taught and learned by showing a photograph with girls smoking marijuana and drinking? 

Thya 
95-0 1-04 

Camerawork 1 

projective photographs 

Okay, the parents peeklng in, 

As Bateson (1994) tells us, 

Trying to improve people by interfering w i t h  

their own preferences often makes things worse. 

One of the behaviors that is most easily 

condemned in other c o m n i t i e s  is drug use, 

although chernical tinkering with mental states 

is very nearly a human universal. Almost al1 

human groups have Eound something to eat or 

drink, to sniff or smoke, that alters moods 

even metaphysics, but these practices axe less 

dangerous when suppressed. Tt is often 



Isn't that hilarious, and there's Belinda as a little tiny kid. 

And her brother 

Wouldn't her parents just die. 

I think so. Yeah, makes it tough. But, that was so 
fun, I mean even there she is reminiscing, she was 
showing us pictures of her dad and stuff. . . 

And is tNs night just wlth girls? 

Yeah, just girls. That's Madeline, she is more of an 
acquaintance. I don7 really know her that well. But 
she's good friends with my good friend Belinda. 

Yeah. 

So that was the funnest night, because that was 
one night right after school started in September. 

custom, not chemistry, that determines whether 

a practice is harmful, and many interferences 

disrupt custom and leave chemistry to do its 

worst (p. 219). 

I thirik of family phofo albums but also who sees this 

photograph. Wonders about lhe photo-viewirjg. 

I 'm curioccs to heur Tliyn rell rliis story 

Sometime after when I talked to you. Forget when I 



talked to you but. IJirst spoke to Thya il1 September 1995 

Reaily in September. 

That was sometime right after the long weekend 

When the school year was starting. 

One quick party before school started. I t  was just a couple 

of us 

She's got long, long hair, My eye catches îhe images of girls 

Oh, doesn't she, well it's short now. Oh it was such 
beautiful hair. But it was so nice. Okay, we only 
had like two beers that night. There was four of us. 
Well, actually two beer and I think 26 of Vodka, we 
didn't really think about it. Well we did a little bit. 
She had one glass of it and she threw up. 

Oh, really. 

Like one little drink, I don't how she got, but thnt's kind of 

like me. 

On a empty stomach, maybe too much. 1 speak frum experience. Whnt did Thya Irear? Somehow I 

feel I am a silhoueite. I have ~ i o  fear for her. But how do I 





I used to do that, Yeab. 

But I don't do that for some reason. I don't know, al1 
my friends do but 

Then they are having a good laugh. 

That was always after, we were laughing and 

And is this just girls? 

Yeah, just girls. 

Okay. 

We have to do that sometimes, we all get together 
and we would drink. You know, I don? drink when 
I'rn with my boyfriend, because I don't know. It's 
not fun drinking with your boyfriend. The whole fun 
of drinking is when you're with a group of people. 
It's to flirt with guys and not really feel so bad about 

it happeris? chapter on why girls srnoke. 

Girls Grrls 

I krrow if's diferetif wheri rfle boys are arourid. . . 

I k~iow /I dori't know 

it. Like I mean just flirt, I don? know. But you know trot feeling bad. 

what, it was just awful, we went to a New Years Eve 
party, and she is so awful. I just set her up with one 
of rny good friends, Eric. He's this really good I remember my boy/rierzd's dirî bikes. I Iiad a lot o/futi dirt 

looking motor bike guy from my school, he is only in bikirig alrlioicgh 1 know my parenls worried aboui me. 
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That's just lncredlble 

Yeah, isn't she great. My mom is great, like I said I 
called her up at night and said, rnom they're al1 too 
drunk to drive. One guy puked on my sleeping bag, 
so I want to go can you please come and get me. 
And she goes no, is your life in danger, I Say no. donger/plemure? 

And she goes then forget it, I drove you up there 
I'rn tired, and I'rn going to bed. So she wouldn't 
corne and get me she trusts me, you know. She 
knows I'rn not going to do anything stupid. 

NO. What do you mean about somethtng slupid. What does I remember my pnreriis soying "Dori'r do arrythirrg srrrpid. " 
that mean? Who decides wliat's slupid? 1s ir ody stupid f i t 's  illegal? 

It's hard to Say because I drank, and I know I didn't 
do anything stupid, 

Like you would go out and 

Fool around with some guy. 

Okay. 

That's what I mean about stupid. a orie riighr sfnrid is srlipid. . .who suys. . . 



Okay, so mother doesn't believe that you're Intimate with 

Dana. 

No, oh no. 

Okay I doubt, . . a little 

Well, I don? know. It's hard to Say because some 
times she's crazy, like she'll let me go in my room 
with him, for hours. And we won't be doing 
something al1 the time. But I mean she won't 
interrupt and then we'll 

Doesn't she know, I mean she must know, what carr we presume to krtow? 

She will never ask me, I know her enough. whar is not addressedhckriowledged il1 families? 

why are we still silent about sexual practices? 

why are we cor~finui~~g a practice of moral fear? 
wherr do we talk about pleasure? 

No, this is the sazne picture. 

You're looking at magazines. Whal magazines are you 

reading? 

This one's called Seventeen. I rernember reading Severiteerr 





beth 
maeve 
morgari 

th yu 

how do i sfart 
i h o w  tkat we have already started 

su maybe i'm asking how tu contitrue 
what do i tell 

show 
arid leave 

wliy cari ' 1  i make sense of this. .... agoili 
what's the meariirrg? 

i wmf  to share your stories 
but i continue 

to worry/trorrble how your nnmtives will be r e d  
cuid seen 

in ari already interpreted world 
Iiow might i show and tell with a 

difference 
a way thaf will cliarige 
how we lhten to girls 

of how you see your worlds 

i think of the m m  who tells a 
'bimbett' story 

riomirig girls, objectifiirg, usirzg, abusiq 
words echo in my mirad 

in my body 
of beirig seen 



wiint is missed? dismissed? 
mkes  me wary 

uncertait~ 
will girls' visual riarratives 

charige/transfomi/i~~orm policy 
mnke n difference to the curriculum 

idout of schooi? 

or will we contiriue to 
evaddavoi#dodge/escape from 

shioi arid sidestep 
or acknowledge 

approach 
clarifr/con fess/co.fro~a üko~ifinn 

declare 
elucidate 
errcourrter 

exp lai11 
expound 

face 
illustraie 

meet 
prove 

girls ' 
experience or 

evade 
elude 
baf/le 

equivocate 

i kriow i have much to say 
but ojten 

i feel blockd 
silericed 

irr my position 
wher~ i feel 

in my body the emotioris 

em bodied stories 
fhn f swirl tlirougli 



some that stay Iiidderi 
denial 

what are you sayirig hedy? 

argue 
you rteed an argurnerit 

i d o d t  warrt to 
what am i arguir~g for 

i am necessarily troubled 
to argue/commarid/dictate 
it mems wirtners and losers 

if rnearrs exclusiori 
becairse of position i miglit 
igriore overlook propound 

or i could discitss 
plead 

dispute 
d@er 

talk about 
Iiofd/liarmor~ ize 

car1 i hold a riarrafive 
a visual narrative IO 

illuslrafe 
make more humarl 

the persoriaWpolitical 
by 

puftirig a face to the word 
pritting a picture fo Ille story 

show rrot just tell 
birt talk about irls' lives 

a bo i y 
n some body 

who is bitsy living a life 
irr mi afready interpreted world 



01. i see, i am not seen 

The only thing that is different from one time to another is what is seen. 

(Stein, 1926, in Dydo, 1993). 

1 catch my eye to evoke mernories. 1 look to connect stories, sirnply because no photograph I see contains as much visual 
information as the story might actually disclose. As a photographer 1 know the girls and 1 cannot depict everything we see. 
Therefore, the only thing that is different from one time to the next are the stories told around the photo-taking, photo-viewing 
and photo-gathenng from the girls' cameraworks. As a researcher working with girls I question: What is seen? Whose look 
matters? W hich look is universalized? 

Investment in the look is not as privileged in women as in men. More than other 

senses ,  the eye objectifies and masters. It sets at a distance, and maintains a 

distance. In our culture the predominance of the look over smell, taste, touch and 

hearing has brought about an impoverishment of bodily relations. The moment the 

look dominates, the body loses its materiality. 

(Irigaray, 1978, in Whitford, 1991) . 

The eydi that dominaies. The eyeli that resisu. What is lost? 
1 believe seeing is leaming. I am attempting to write about [looking] as a way to disrupt Ihe taken for granted of what is seen. in 
an already interpreted world. 

. . . .but for us the world becomes most densely informative, most luscious, when we 
take it in through our eyes. It may even be that abstract thinking evolved from Our 

eye's elaborate struggle to make sense of what they saw. Seventy percent of the 



body's sense receptors cluster in the eyes, and it is mainly through seeing the 

world that we appraise and understand it (Ackerman, 1990, p ,  230). 

So what is seen? What happens in girls' lives when shadows which disrupt categories of knowing and are sites for 
understanding the unfamiliar, are not seen by those who author girls' experiences? A reviewer of Oliver Sacks's latest text, The 

Island of the Color Blind, tells of Sack's research with children on the island of Pingelap. 

There are laughing children in the sunlight but in shadows are children with 

achromatopsia, their heads covered, or their eyes squinting to  avoid the brightness. 

Many islanders carry a recessive gena f o r  the condition they cal1 makum (literally, 

not see)  others are affected by total color blindness. The principal symptoms are 

the intolerance to bright light and inability to se8 fine detail (MacGregor, 1997, 

p. D16). 

What happens when we no longer look in the shadows? What happens when we don? see girls' expenences? I ihink about my 
ability to see Ihe unfamiliar, the concealmenl of Other. I turn my gaze, drop my eyes to avoid the brightness and 1 share this 

ability with the blind. 1 think about color blindness and of how a person's eyeglasses do not help me to observe the niles, and 1 

am not clear what part my eye plays in seeing how io solve a problem. To hide and evade girls' experiences is. in my view, a 
Thou shah not see discourse, which serves only to maintain a sort of blindness that marks the [dialogues] between aulhor - 
researcher - and the authored- the girl. I am interesied in my ability to see, as it contrasts wilh incapacities of colorJmoral 
blindness and I know that not everything 1 Say about what 1 see is relevant. What is seen if blindas are removed? What 

reinforces society's blindness? 

Has 'normal' vision limited what we see? I lhink about multiple ways of s e i n g  and about spaces created for girls to pursue 
separate visions ,, (Bateson, 1994, p .  15 ) . 1 think of the images that linger in my mind, a double vision of past 

experiences haunting images chat create discomfort on rny body and press my search for triple vision. What happens when 







02. in an already interpreted world 

CRUCIFY every finger in the room is pointing nt me 1 wanna sp i t  in their faces then 

1 get  afraid of what that could bring 1 go t  a bowling bal1 i n  my stomach 1 got a 

desert in my mouth figures that my COURAGE would choose to sel1 out. . . 
(Amos, 1991, L i t t l e  Earthquakes) 

'It4s funny how people w i t h  disabilities only focus on the ir  disabilities. awOmankU~meatmy 1995 
Arnerican Educational Research Association poster session. Ir's fitnny. . .only focuses on disabilities. 1 am necessarily troubled 
by this response to Beth's photograph. An interpretation ouiside of her photograph leaves littie space for possibility. C m  I really 

walk in another person's shoes? I have corne to believe 1 cannot and, perhaps, the most I can hope for is a space to wonder, 
imagine, and quesiion. Can 1 ever really know or presume to know? The most 1 can do is listen, heu, see and hopefully 
understand. 

This wornan's words said nearly ten months ago uoubled me then just as they do now. 1 remember wanting to say "No, no, no' 
you've got it aii wrong, that is not Beth's story, you've never met Beth, never spoken to her, you have never listened, you don't 

know her." 1 fel t the tightening in my body when she said tha t s a l  1 they seea . Her words left me resisting the sense of 
what she was trying 10 Say. I wanted to stop her from looking at Beth's photographs, push her away, ask her to leave. I didn't. 

Since then I have thought deeply about what is behind the reading of, in this case, Beth's photograph [image 2941. 1 had never 
met this woman before, she was a manger responding to my girls' work. I was trying to l e m  from a manger. 1 could see no 
physical disability and the woman never shared with me that she herself had a disability. And yet, 1 remember watching her 
quick gaze, her glance, clipping a moment, of this particular photograph followed by an irnmediate response. She never asked 
for a story nor looked for other irûormation; 1 heard a simplistic statement with high inference. 



Just as 1 could Say, "that's a heaxt, that's a lung ." We go through lifeIa saying, 
"I must be in love, " "Oh, this is seasickness, " This is an orgasm, " *This is a 

midlife crisis." We are ready with culturally constructed l a b e l s  long before w e  

encounter the realities, even to the point of saying, "This is a heart attack," 

rnust be dying ."  We can cal1 our fate by name before we meet. It will not retreat, 

but we are o f t e n  relieved when doctors name our conditions (Bateson, 1994, p. 5). 

Her response agitated me. It's just not that easy. Not because she was 'wrong' or that it was 'untrue' but rather that she had 
already interpreted Beth's experience without knowing insights I had corne to learn about Beth throughout Our engaged 
relationship. What happens to girls' photographs if we respond without the story, name their experience? It is this kind of 
response that leaves me wondering what wiii be missed, dismissed, ignored, ultimately evaded from girl's experiences which 

have been seen in constnicting their visual narratives in a world of captivity that is already interpreted. 

I am not naive; I know that I can't stop her or anyone from reading into what they read but I have a responsibility. As a 
researcher, I am mindful of 'Othering' the girls' visual narratives. Therefore, 1 suuggle in the re-presentaiion of how girls' 
images will be seen, and ultimately read, which in tum might affect their lives. What will it mean to see girls' lives visually? Il's 
not enough for me to simply show. It's no& enough for me to sirnply accept ba t  1 have no control about the meaning people bring 
[O the photographs. And yet, 1 also know that is impossible for me to appropriate response, nor would I want io. m i s  creates a 
research dilemma. 1 think about how the girls' visual narratives will be captured in an "already interpreted" world. 

So, at the very least how might I create a pause for 'Others' to stop, io really look and to listen to the girls' experiences with 
photography. Is it possible to see without 'already made interpretations'? Herein lies my struggle with an already interpreted 
world. Can we see a different way, make different connections to the photographie work created by girls? Can we see an 
"amputated leg" without bringing in our existing knowinglinterpretations? Was lhis an accident? Birth defect? A dis-ease? 
Beth's photograph challenges images produced in fashion and media advertising as weii as in the medical profession. Spence 
(1995) writes: 



. . .it should be possible to talk about health and aesthetics as a duality. Women 

who are involved in illness should think more of documenting the processes, not as 

'personal problem' (though they are) but as a way of making visible what is done to 

people and is never talked about openly. It might then be possible at least to 

discuss things more within one's family, at most to go public with them (p. 1 3 9 ) .  

Will these photographs attract voyeuristic readers? What happens to girls when 1 make the personal public, knowing the personal 
becomes politicai? 1 continue to struggle with making the girls' carnerawork public. 

I was intentional in choosing to work with still photography because it slows down tirne, places images into uni& of memory that 

c m  be studied through storks, that can be retold. Their images, epics, are narratives told Lhrough storied experiences over tirne. 

Together we construct and reconstruct meaning about experiences lived. 

But new plots require us to intervene for social as well as educational change. As 

long as we limit ourselves to educational institutions, even as we make feminist 

knowledge, we bind ourselves and other women to old plots. We can revise, emend, 

and even scrap the materials ne have on hand, but only to employ our telling stories 

in narratives whose conventions are alwnys already there. New plots require us to 

rejoin feminist inquiry and social activism (Kartman & Messer-Davidow, 1991, p. 2 9 ) .  

I want 'photography that listens'. And yet, how can we listen to photographs in an already interpreted world? As a researcher 1 

am attentive to what 1 show and tell about the images. Does this make me matriarchal? 1 conlinualiy ask myself if 1 can really 
expect a different response? It is a sirange prejudice which sets a higher value on depth rather than on breadth, and which accepts 
superficial as meaning 'not of wide extent' but 'of litlle depth', which for me, seems decidedly on the surface (Engerer, & 

Wuohela (1997). 1 know the girls deserve space, possibility to have their photographs seen in multiple ways. Photographs 
simplify, yet complicate the photographer's story, by partializing life. Talking about a photograph slows time into uni6 of 



meaning that 1 can study. In describing and reacting to photographs 1 have experienced discomfon as I touch pockeis of strong 
feelings of difference. This keeps me rnindful to what Bateson (1994) wrote around issues of difference while questioning the 

double helix of what when iistening to cynical remarks . . .part icularly those in the public eye - and 

synthesizing these into the conviction that an entire people could be always devious and insincere. 

We f a i l  to hear in the implied comparisons. Dangerous compared to what? Insincete compared with 

whom? Outside danger may be a part of the comfort of homea (p .  36). What can do to di~nipt the cornfortable 
institutionaiized indexical nature of photography and story? 

03. analysis of content 

these are the orles? 

So these are the ones? 
These are the ones you ad? 

Yeah, and so man negatlves 
they were on dl f? erent film 

because rny mom keeps snltchlng rny camera 
and takes pictures 

of my sister and my grandparents 

That's a new one 
a new one? 

Yeah, that's what I dld 
You've spun b a t  off th is  roll? 

Two rolls 
72 photographs 

Yeah, that's my shots 

Actually Oh# and Okar th s is too. 
Oh, wow 

Camerawork II with Thya 





of ambiguous 
or urisrrucfured atialysis 

as itrk blots-cloud pic fures 
cartoons 

rliat erzcortrage sporz taneous resporises 

As a way to start the conversation and hear stories of what matters to girls, 1 invited them to the projective cameraworks by 

talking with them about lheir perceptions, values, and expectations. In the following projective photographs we attempted to deal 

with the ways we construct meaning from any photograph. The projective component of understanding photographic rneaning 
underlies interactions between people and photographs. In this conversation Morgan speaks to her desire of projecting feelings, 
in this case, sadness, a depressed mood wiih a camera. 

Morgan 
94- 12-02 

Cameraworh 1 

projective photographs 

See for me, its going to be hard because I have 
to decide what my goals are and rny feelings are 
and how I want to plan it, to me that's wrong. 
It has to be specific. 1 don? want it to be 
spontaneous where it is just meaningless. I 
thought I'm feeling sad and I'm just realizing that 
I'rn in such a depressing mood. I just want to take 
a picture of myself but I'rn not going to get what I 
want. I've been experirnenting with ways to try to 

Wifi fhe girls creafe what tliey W U I I ~ ?  What do they lhink I 

wanr? 1 think about how projectirig rneahg onto the 

photograplis is ititegral with occr looking ut iIiem. What 

does ;liai meari for girls? 

This is oiie of my Jrst conversaiioris arid I thirik about 

'wrong ' and the words of Arbus, (1972) 

1 hate the idea of composition. 1 don't know 

what a good composition i s ,  I mean 1 guess 1 

must know something about it from doing it a 

lot and feeling my way into it and into what 

1 like. Sometimes for me composition has to 

do with a certain brightness or a certain 



get photographs t0 show my feelings but 1 want coming to restness and other times it has to 

the camera not to be seen. do with funny mistakes. There's a kind OE 

rightness and wrongness and sometimes 1 like 

rightness and sometimes I like wrongness. 

Composition is like that (p .  10) . 

In Photographing the Self, Wler (1990) provides coded orientations for photographs; they are limited, but provide a 
sense of frarning what the girls photographed in the cameraworks. 

Resulis: Photographie orienta lions 

Ac tivi ty 
Aes thetic 
Animals 

Cars 
Drugs 
Dyad 

Farnily 
Groups 

Medonic tone 
Inside 
Music 
People 

Popular culture 
Religion 
Schoul 

Self 
Sports 

I borrowed these coded orientations as a beginning, t Look and to frame the girls' projective cameraworks: 



12 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; Hedonic tone; Music; Inside; School 
Family grandrnother's gift of piano; sister; sister's tattoo; coffee shop narrative; bedroom lights; guitar; girl and son; school 
friends 

Maeve 

I l  photographs: Aesthetic; Religion; Self; Inside; Outside 
home shots, birthday cake, ballet photograph; trees, shadow shot, candles and bible 

Morgan 

16 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; School; Hedonic tone; Inside; Outside 
girls friends and strangers, pregnant schoolgirl, aesthetic nature 

19 photographs: Dmgs; Hedonic tone; Dyad; Popular culiure; Food; Family; Aeslhetic;lnside; Outside; Activity; Sports 
boyfriend; skateboarding; food narrative; niece sleeping; birthday pmy; sister; ballet phomgraph; party narrative 

Lisiening to the stories the girls told of selected photographs unearthed questions: 
What about a title? What is the story that goes with this photograph? 
Ask the photograph its name, what it means and whether it has anything to tell you? 

1s there anyone you know who you would like to have this photograph? 
Consider the thoughts. feelings, mernories. and fantasies that you have become aware of in this photograph? 



Cameraworks I I  

metuphors of se& working with self portraits 

A photograph is not only as an image, ii holds a story, an interpretation of the real, a trace of life, of something that is held as 
unchanging. The girls' visual narratives are sunounded by mutually constructeci meaning. Their photographs point to where 
they have been, as well, to a way where they might be going. Working with self portraits evokes a memory in our lives, a 

memory around which we constnict and reconstnict stories. 

Maeve 
94- 1 1-29 
Canleraworks II 

metaphors of self 

It waç just sort of after I started to become happy 
agaln and this one is (laughs). I took it of myself 
just to get rid of the film and it's a face that t make 
often but I don? realize that I am very, very, active Whai serise is niadeJrom ihe cameraworks. Later 
and vivid, I guess, I'm quite a character when 1 talk. the girls tell me they actuafly took pliofographs of thirigs 

I use my hands and rny face a lot and (laughs) we ihat muitered to them. 

just think it's priceless to have it hanging in her 
locker. It's totally hilarious. It just makes everybody 
laugh because it totally doesn't look like me at al!. whar do we see i~c orrrselves? 
Like I've never seen myself look like that at al1 but 
everybody else does. Whenever I am talking. I 
can't even do it now. 



Looking at self portraits, making metaphors I framed the girl's cameraworks: 

Beth 
3 1 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; Hedonic tone; Self; Music; Inside; School; Family; Activity; Pets; Outside 
bedroom narrative; Cree - sweet grass; school locker; piano narrative; leg; prosthesis; Einstein; cal; selc  mother; school friends; 
drama narrative; swing; outdoor nature; faiher's house 

Maeve 

35 photographs: SeIf; Family; Activity; Inside; Hedonic tone: Dance 
ballet tom; ballet photograph; self 'body' narrative; 'light and dark' narrative; ballet dance narrative; sister and brothers; mother; 
bedroom; bathroom; self sleeping; seIf studying 

Morgan 
16 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; School; Selt Family; Hedonic tone; Sport; Inside; Ouuide 
self in mirror; facher narrative; drawing of self; trees; leg and candle; martial arts: molher and sister; girlfriend; coffee shop 
narrative 

Thya 
54 photographs: Drugs; Hedonic [one; Dyad; Popular culture; Dance; Food; Farnily; Aesthetic; Inside; Outside; Activity; Sporîs; 
Cars 
2(a) - trunk narrative; boyfdend; party narrative; family Christmas; boyfriend and sister narrative; niece sleeping; 
2(b) - car narrative; ballet dance narrative; boy friend; dance school; self studying; 'niece' babysitting 



Cameraworks III 
collecting culture 
se~purtraits taken by others 

Here the girls were invited to have new photognphs created of themselves by a significant other, posed and not posed images, a 
space to leam from seeing other perspectives and 1 framed the girl's collecting culture from cameraworks III: 

Beth 

37 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; Hedonic tone; Self; Inside; School; Activity; Outside; Cars 
self at school narrative; girlfriend bedroom night; school hallway narrative; school locker; teacher; car story 

Maeve 
9 photographs: Self; Family; Activity; Inside; Hedonic tone; Body; Aesthetic 
36 phoiographs: Self; Cars; School; Inside; Dyad; Hedonic tone 
3(a) - an; music; violin; family - sister; girlfriends; self as photographer; self in bathtub; legs 
3(b) - fashioii modeling narrative; trees; sister; body narrative; baüet pain narratives; drawing; aunt's dress; light and dark 
narra (ive; 

3(c) 36 photographs: Self; Dyad; Hedonic tone; Body; Food; Inside; Outside; Activity; Car 
Body; baiiet tom; girlfriend party night ; school hallway narrative; school stud ying narrative; car narrative 

Morgan 

38 photographs: Aesthetic; Dyad; School; Se% Hedonic tone; Inside 
self school haiiway narrative; horne/house narrative; architecture; school art; me and my cat; school friends; teacher; trees; bird 



Th y a 
26 photographs: Self; Hedonic tone; Dyad; Popular culture; Food; Family; Aesthetic; Inside; Oubide; Activity; Sports; Cars; 
Dance 
self in ballet outfit; tmnk narrative; ballet picture; boyfriend and Party narrative; foodlcooking; sisters; ballet toes; car narrative 

Cameraworks IV 
Fundy photo albitm 

Why are the farnily photo albums where the most shadows are? 

Befh 
We never had this camerawork experience. I am assurning this never happened for several reasons. No time. Relationship was 
different. Too personal. Too close to the evaded. 1 c m  imagine Beth's photographs before cancer. Perhaps, there are few 
photographs, or no albums put together. 1 know ihat my own albums stopped being put together after Chlofs  accident. The 
images of her feet at birth and now are painful to look at. At no time did 1 ever feel that Belh needed to share this cameraworks 
with me. 1 am just aware and mindful to what is private. 

Maeve 

1 looked at pictures from her babyhood, siblings and family members. This was a enjoyable and happy interview. 1 know 
Maeve's siblings since they play tirelessly with my daughter in our home. 1 have a deep sense of connection wilh Maeve through 

her brother and sister. This family album let in more light for me to see Maeve's stories. . .. 

Morgan 
Unfamiliar family stories, for me, cautionary stories told around the images of adults in her life. A biker's photograph was 

revealing and opened siories of her mother's suenglh and change in her life. Morgan's birth was a transformation for her 
mo ber. 



Thya 
Her family album included no photographs of Thya. She wasn't aware of this until we reached the end of the book. Thya shared 
painfu1 stories of abuse, lives filled with confusion, that texture her daily Me. 

Cameraworks IV was a personal, very privnte experience and 1 struggle in the representation of the family photo albums work. 
Much is missed. 1 turn to Spence (1995) for making meaning of my intention to work with the girls' family photo albums. 

By using existing family album photographs as a basis for telling stories and 

beginning to unmask memories with a sympathetic listener or in a workshop or 

collective situation. The agenda for this is always set by the context, the degree 

of trust and the underlying goal of the process (p .  1 7 2 ) .  





On the other hand, Hebdige (1988), Rosler (1989b), and Mitchell (1992) question what photographs seem to Say. According to 
Mitche11(1992), "They do not seek to recover or retrieve the truth captured in the image but rather 

liberate the signifier from the constraints imposed upon it by the rationalist ideology of 

represen tat ionM (p. 164 ) . He argues digital imaging dramatically changes the rules. 

Potentially, a digital 'photographl stands at any point along the spectrum Erom 

algorithmic to intentional. The traditional origin narrative by which automatically 

captured shade perspective images are made to seem causal things of nature rather 

than products of human artifice - recited in support of their various projects by 

Bazin, Barthes and Berger, Sontag and Scruton - no longer has the power to convince 
us. The referent has corne unstuck (p .  30). 

And yet, «> our human eye, oihers argue Ihe photographs seem to bond image to referent wilh superglue. Cm the 
symbolhmagelsignifier ever change for girls? Leaming to disnipt the subject of other dichotomy troubles understanding girls' 
lives. Apart from the interactive process of my visual research work, I have found that the girl's photographs and stories 
challenge the discourse of making schoolgirl culture and this leaves me wondering about distinctions between, for instance, good 
and bad, legitimate and illegitimate, style and substance, entitlernent and exclusion, pleasure and danger, and the ta& of 
disrupting the authority of the impermeability of those distinctions. 

Understanding my specific visual research pnctices and lheir possible meanings has meant a twofold approach. I have worked 
alongside approaches to art criticism and personal experience rnethods, as guidelines, not inflexible nks, as 1 trouble my 

rdwriting of the girls' camera work. 1 work between the frames of traditionai/conventionaVmodernist uprincipies of art 
eiementsa (Blake, 1981; English, 1988; kland, 1990; Paley, 1995) and elements of #personai experiencea research 
methohods (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994). Together these elements may be senously played with for particular ends to my visual 
narrative inquiry. This has meant recognizing and understanding self in relation to the CO-construction of # f i e i d  t ex ts  1 am 
mindful of privileging my uepist emological status of themw (p. 419). I have captured but a few of the stories the girls 



told and showed me and Casey (1995) reminds me that "the repertoire of stories st il1 wai t ing to be told (and 

studied) 1s practically limitless. What better way to grapple with making sense of our rapidly 

changing world than through the study of stories?" (p. 240). F~rth&wflhg,Ire-sihia~dmy~df w i h h  a 
postrnodem aesthetic practice as an attempt to author, to map, with an intelligent and an imaginative [Ueye] as 1 bring together 
some sense of order, direction. and injunction of wnterly possibiiity to the data chaos, while resisting regularity, logic, or 
syrnmeûy. A freeplay of writing the light gloria in contradiction and confusion of uncornfortable practices. 

Art whatever it may be is exclusively political. What is called for is the analysis 

of forma1 and cultural limits (and not one or the other) within which art exists and 

struggles. These limits are man and different intensities. Although the prevailing 

ideology and the artists try in every way to camouflage them, and although it is tao 

early - the conditions are not met - to blow them up, the time has come to unveil 
them (Haacke, 1975, p. 72). 

In my visual research we attempt to unveil the evaded. The task of placing together photographs and stories is daunting. Issues 
of re-representation, signature and interpretation plagued much of my work. 

1 cannot agree that "the world is the product of interpretationa alone; the world 

is also the product of human activity. Point of view - how we as concrete 

historical agents understand the world - must become standpoint - the position from 
which we try to change the world. At this time, the sirnilarities among various 

feminist perspectives - radical, socialist, lesbian, heterosexual, black, white - 
may be more crucial than their differences. When it comes to acting in the world, 

even when the world is nothing more than academy, it is often to our disadvantage, 

indeed our survival, to act from one standpoint (Zimrnerman in Hartman & Messer- 

Davidow, 1991, p. 97). 
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art elements terms personal experience inquiry terms 

Unity 

Harmony 

Contrast 

Rhythm 

Repetition 

Gradation 

Balance 

Dominance 

Situation 

Standpoint 

Intentionality 

Time/rhythm 

Continuity/temporal 

Signature/Voice 

Contemplation 

Interaction/Relationship 

visual narrative moments 

watchinglperipheralvision/inventiveness 

re(con)textualizllig/opportunity/nuance 
distortion/tiltfframe 

inte:mxtuality/relationalityltone 
disrup t/deny/subvert 

discord/difference/discomfort 
recurrence/cepeti tionlretum 

pulse/nsk/implosion 

Coming to terms with visual narrative practice is my wish to extend Ziller's (1990) content analysis [see notebook three 03. 
analysis of content]; this is my reading of seeking out affiliation with other practices, with non-hierarchical "moments" as a way 
[O celebraie girls' phocography and stones. My inten~on in placing these words together is 10 provide a sense of the lhickness of 



the work, the layering over time, and space. Perhaps, these visual moments simply help me to fill some gaps in Our 
understanding of hoking at girls' photographs and this is my way to compliment girl's camerawork. I consider "momenf' as an 
"indefinite point in time with an undetermined duration or nonspecific geographical location or placeu 

(Rosenau, 1992, p. xüi) which makes me think of a "visual narrative moment'' as a possible stage/step/move of analyzing visual 
narrative inquiry. Mixing elernents of old and new creates a son of pastiche; . . . a f ree-f loating, crazy-qui 1 t , 
collage, hodgepodge patchwork of ideas or views (p. xiii) 10 tUXt.ly~e visual nanative& Conne~ting dement~ of art 
design and personai experience methods, and already interpreted principles, 1 trouble the essentialism of these pre-given 
assumptions and seriously play with a "visual narrative moment?, as a way to look behind the foundations and challenge 
"symbols, signs and fictions" of schoolgirl culture. In composing visual narrative research we tear back the ve il 

(Morrison, 1987, p .  110) and provide alternative sites of coming to know girls; an opportunity to see, again, wilh fresh 
eyes. 

eighr visual narrative moments 

In writing the storîes with images from the girl's camera work 1 take responsibiiity of re-presenthg them. 1 would, however, feel 
arrogani/pretentious!matemalistic if the narratives were read as one Inith. After watching and seeing the girls and k ing  in relation 
with thern and my preoccupation with the missing discourse of how [the evaded] plays it self out in girls' iives, I offer my re- 
presentation which has been mutually consmcted by girls and myself with the veiï drawn [aside] (Morrison. 1987, p. 
110). Tuming to Greene (1991) my hope is that by writing around and showing the girls' photographs a space wiii open to go in 

search for the missing, of what is ignored and what is not seen. 

There have to be disciplines, yes, and a growing acquaintance with the structures of 

knowledge, but, at once, there have to be the kinds of grounded interpretations 

possible only for those willing to abandon "already constituted reason," willing to 

feel and to imagine, to open the windows and go in search (p. 122). 



I work hard tu see 

to turtz my eyes out 

arid look to the ourlying/surrourtdirrg 

encirc lirrg prey 

wltile living or1 rhe margiris 

watching for 

the evaded 

1 watch for prey, sneaking up behindheside me, with open eyes. I am alert to seeing. Looking puts emotional pressure on me to 
learn from seeing. I use peripheral vision io inform my understanding as 1 picture possible compositions of making girl culture. 
First rny practice is located in watching by learning from seeing through/with/against other sites of representations. 

Look in the mirror. The f ace  that pins you with its double gaze reveals a chastening 

secret: You are looking into a predatorls eyes. Most predators have eyes set r i g h t  

on the front of their heads, so they can use binocular vision to sight and track 

their prey. Our eyes have separate rnechanisms that gather l ight ,  p i ck  out an 

important or novel image, focus it precisely, pinpoint it in space, and follow it; 

they work l i k e  t o p - f l i g h t  stereoscopic binoculars. Prey, on the other hand, have 

eyes at the sides of their heads, because what they really need is peripheral vision, 

so they can tell when something is sneaking up behind them (Ackerman, 1990, p. 299). 

In my view, visual narratives make visible the invisible, and cm be seen as sites to make meaning while documenting and mnking 
girl culture. 





I have photographed since guhood. My favorite mernories are in making art, in particular photographing my world. I fa9  a 
direct connection when working witb photography and narrative expenence. Bateson (1994) addresses my thinking on 
restorying and leaming: 

Spiral learning moves through complexity with partial understanding, allowing for 

later returns. For some people, what is ambiguous and not irnmediately applicable 

is discarded,  while for others, much that is u n c l e a r  is vaguely retained, taken in 

with peripheral vision for possible later clarification, hard to correct unless it 

is made explicit. Beyond the denotations lie unexplored connotations and analogies 

(P. 3 1 ) .  

Butwhatismemory? . ..the act of imagination is bound up with memory" (Morrison, 1987, p. 119). 
This allows work to invite multiple readings which leads me to question how we educaîe the imaginative acr? Who is shaping Lhe 

imaginative act? Whose signature marks and remarks the imaginative act? 

What 1 am concerned with here is a process of educating the imagination. The role 

played by the imagination both in cognitive and moral life is often underestimated 

in philosophical discussion. But the fact that one cannot know everyone intimntely 

so that one can be in a position to move empathetically beyond instances one has 

taken the trouble to know well to other, apparently, instances. Such responsible 

cognitive endeavor seems to be essential to moral life in which engagement with 

other people as the people that they are is a serious concern (Code, 1991, p. 96). 



The same photograph, seen in u different contexi, is interpreted very differently. Apart f'rom the interactive process of 
conversations about the photographs we began to see the layers of multiple meaning as Spence (1995) writes: 

Whilst we know, intellectually, that photographa are not 'realt, do not 'tell the  

truth', but are specific choices, constructions, frozen moments, edited out of time, 

yet we invest them with rneaning. Still, most people believe that photographs have 

the power to signify 'trutht. It is this contradiction and tension thut is so 

productive. . . (p.  173-176). 

This contradiction and tension is a necessary part of my reseorch process. As I view the girls' camerawork and witness their 

vacillahg stones it becornes apparent that '&ruth' is a construct, and that the girls' identities are fragmenkd across many 'truths'. 
Selecting a standpoint. framing a story, and choosing the photograph expose moments of intentional acts. Mitchell (1992) wroie: 

. , .documentary photographer Lewis Hine remarked that, 'while photographs may not lie, 
liars may be photographers." Many serious photographers (though not amateurs who use 

auto-exposure, autofocus, point and shoot cameras) also regard manipulation of exposure 

and focus variables as important means for realizing their intentions (p. 30). 

This opens questions of Inith and what legitimate knowledge looks like. According to Rich (1979) ly ing is done with 

words, and also with silenceN (p. 186). 

And to speak of lies we corne inevitably to the subject of truth. There is nothing 

simple or easy about this idea. There is no "the truth," "a trutha - truth is not 
one thing, or even a system. It is an increasing complexity. . . This is why the 



effort to speak honestly is so important. Lies are usually attempts to make 

everything simpler - for the liar - than it really is, ought to be ( p .  187-188). 

An understanding of this frees up the self from the constant search for the fixity of an 'ideal self and allows an enjoyment of self 
as process and becoming. Visual narratives joust reality of girls' culture. This has to do with de-centering and leaming to pay 
attention to lives on the margins. 

perspective, 1 ike staridpoiti f ; outlook; vie wpoiri f ; as tu /rame 
chassis 

strtrctural case 
put together 

errclose 
exposure 

fake the e vidence aguiwt 

i like the parrorama 
beirig "vie wy " It oldirzg triple, strorrg ari d forcefil vie ws 

but iiot n rirtrrowly dejined theoreiical commitmerrr 
rtmmrive and point of view 

n rtarrative tritlli 

Our srable, certtered poltlr O{ view of their arduous daify raskr. The srraighzfonvard offen becomes surreal, and zhe camera seiicp awi 
angle are ihe viiol jirst sieps in volidnîirrg the preserrce of rhe cornera arid spectafor ponnirtg shots through 

Iiigh arigle sliots 
carnera set-up 

camera arigle 
camera placemeri f 

The most common of d l  camera angles is the eye level shot, which gives the viewer a sense of foUowing or panicipating in Ihe 

action and dialogue. Yet it is a convention capable of archetype. An emphasis on direct, eye-level camera angles forces the 
viewer to respond to the medium as a technological extension of our eye; we becorne dutiful observers, witnesses and characiers 
as our senses are awakened to our lived experiences. 



opportuni ty/re(con)tex tualizinghuance 

Visual narratives composed with photographs and stories provide oppoiiunity for making images and making meaning. Tlie girls 
çreated texibooks of their lives; as a siWspace of possibility as it aiiudes to the evaded curriculum in their lives. Visual narratives 

are specific sites for re(con)textualizing meaning around the images and stories. The images and stories are re-told over tirne and 
with relationship. They reveal complex patterns, creating a multi-layered experience for the viewer through photographie 

messages that Xe Eansparent and myskd~us.  # A  photograph i s  a secret about a secret. The more i t t e l  1s you 

the less  OU known ( A ~ ~ U S ,  197 2, p.  4 ) . Despite the illusion of giving understanding, what seeing through 
photographs really invites is an acquisitive relation to the world that nourishes aesthetic awareness and promotes emotional 
altachment (Sontag, 1973, p. 1 1 1). 

There are interconnections, overlaps, and evolution of the visual narratives among the girls b ~ g i n g  the past forward and 
interfacing it with the present. These visual narratives create complex, conceptual works that address contemporary issues while 
simultaneously deconstmcting the evaded cumculum. Visual namalives encourage diversity and autonomy, flexibility and 
openness, a site for manipulating ihe medium of understanding the body through its surroundings, a visual documentation of girl 
culture. 

Slowly change a color from wann [O cool, a value from light io dark, a line from thick to thin, a shape from smail to large. Each 

girl's stories shade and shadow boih the differenilsimilar. With time 1 began to see gradual change which irnplies movement, to 
suggest deep space. A sharp break in gradation intcmpts movement through the photograph creating a rhythmic accent or 
establishing a focal point. 1 can unify contrashg elements by making a gradual transition between them or enhance areas Ihat are 
plain and unintereshg by introducing subtle gradations of color or value. 



inter tex tuali tyhelationali ty/tone 

Visual narrative means an infinite complex of intenvoven interrelationsliips #an endless conversation between the texts 

with no prospect of ever arriving at or being halted at an agreed pointa (Bauman in Rosenau, 1992, p. 

427 ) . Absolute incertextunlity assumes that everylhing is relaled to everything else. 

As I galher the images and stories to compose the visual narratives, my intention is to bridge, make a picture, berneen our 
experiences and the viewers. Rather than address a specific fragment of ourselves - the unreal world of girlhood, our drearns 
and Iongings - the experiences are layered and overlap. Though a memory may be hazy or not clearly defined, we may find the 
meaning of it reinterpreted through the effects of time, as we reinvenl ourselves through memory; knowing an 'endless 

conversation between the texts with no prospect of ever arriving at or being halted a t  an agreed 

point : My desire is that YOU, the reader, see the niniiniteiy complex interwoven interrelationshipsa (Baurnan, 

in Rosenau, 19 92, p .  4 27 ) in the girls' photographs and stories. 

Between frames and across contexts, in gaps, overlaps, areas of suspicion and transitivity - in such spaces, circulating between 
individual works and transversing national positions. sorne inlnguing relations ernerge (Butler in Herron & Williams, 1996, p. 

387). 1 read the composition of these visual narratives, in juxtaposition - 1 think about how they have been re(con)structed and 
how my reading - writes and rewrites itself as 1 read them. 





The girls creakd many harmonious photographs that are pleasing to look at -- h m o n y  emphasizes sirnilarities in relationships. 
Close values, colors adjacent on the color circle, and similarities of lines, shapes and sizes are melodious. To liven up a 
harmonious photograph, I introduced sublle variations as we spoke about or around what was missing. Seehg some of the girls' 
photographs may be disorienting, creating discomfort for the viewer. Perhaps, I see something more in their photographs. I see 
them as a unique gifl thai. helps to explain who I am and where I have corne from. 

Donlt ask me how 1 felt. 

The photograph is the equivalent of how I felt. 

No words are going to help. But few people can liberate 

themselves verbalizing about their work; 

titles act as blinder. 

Adams (1989) in Bolton 

The visual narratives show girls' lives siiuated in history; they show chat che girls' photographs and stories reflect that 

"situatedness" and that their camerawork articulates a vision of universality that coexists in a diaiectical relationship to the 
particular. I think about the blinders and how diff6rance is a structuring principle that suggests definition rests not on the entity 
itself but in its positive and negative references to other texts. Meaning changes overtime, and ultimately the attribution of 
meaning is put off, postponed, deferred, forever (Derrida, 198 1, p. 39-40). 

Although seeing a photograph may create discomfort, 1 have leamed that both discomfon and diffdrance is calibrated by 

experience, almost like a measuring instrument for difference, so discomfon is informative and offers a slaning point for new 
understanding (Bateson, 1994, p. 15). 



Repeticion provides visual clues to help move the eye about the photograph. The Veye searches for related elernents that it is 
receptive to. Similarities in elements reinforce the viewer's recognition of symbols, strengthens the rhythm, encourages 
rnovement, and produces patterns. Repetition directs the search so that each recmnce of a color, line, shape, or value leads my 
Ueye to a focal point and introduces variations of repeated elements to prevent boredom. 

This contradiction between difference and repetition is intrinsic to the serial mode 

of production itself- a mode which proceeds from, but is not identical with, the 

mass production of commodities. For while mass production and the social logic of 

homogenization which entails work to elirninate difference (standardization), serial 

production reinforces a limited gamut o f  differences into the masa-produced object 

(Owens, 1994, p. 119). 

Pick up the vertical rhythms of a group of uees in a fence. 
Echo a cool background color in foreground shadows. 
Repeat a geometric shape in different sizes or colors N e  the pattems of the zebra. In my view, strong narrative repeats, but never 
the same way twice. By recurrence/repelition/retum I rnean a moment to what Dewey (1938) says when he wrote there is no 

intellectual growth without some reconstruction, some remaking, of impulses and desires in the form in 

which they first show themselves" (p. 64). 



pulselris klimplosion 

18ve won the game 

For no one knows 

Rumpelstiltskin is my namel 

Since it seems when 1 finished, 1 never have this sense of completion. I 'should se& ; 1 'should look'; 1 'should read'; and 1 
'should write'; are the shoulds that pulse in my body, aimost to an ache, of a heartbeat. Therefore, I stniggle to Say there is a 
sense nothing can be added or taken away. 

I w N  atiempt to have a unified look 

but I am onjy fooïirig myself 

this experience Ilas been 

one of leaniirig aiorig the way 

1 am htening do~ely t0 girls' questions, ufoliowing girls' inqui ry  i n t o  relat ionships as it becomes more 

philosophical, more critical, and more psychologically and politically dangerousu (Gilligan, 1991, p. 

4 4 )  . Adving in a new place and acknowledging my feelings of discornfort/surprise presses me to go and photograph; to make a 
picture; as I leam dong the way. Photographing offers me a site for making meaning; a pause, as 1 vrack an image from 

picture to meaning to texta (Morrison, 1987, p. 117 ) while 1 attempt to take a fresh look at the taken for granted. 
Recollections blur between fact and fiction, reality and fantasy, and the act of imagination ailows me into the unwntten interior of 
iife. 1 think about the way I catch my eye to evoke mernories, in particular, the intertextual relations between them. When does 
strangeness dwindle? 





Perhaps, visual narratives are a site of a societal entity b a t  acquires significance in the presence of the viewer. The visual 
narrative operata under the basic premise that the photograph and the story and it's viewers in any given dialogue are mutually 

constnicting: the visual narrative and the readers share an equd responsibiiity in determinhg rneaning from within any dialogical 
context. 1 wonder is it a dialogue more than a monologue. Visual narratives make no twth claims. Co-constnicted narratives. 
fragmented across a range of sites, are stories 1 have written, an attempt to show the teller's point of view based on her 
experience with the camerawork. I parallel my stories of coming to know girls and myself differently through/against/with 

every impulse of light exploding 

from t he  core 

as l i f e  flies out at us 

Vie visual narrative is achieved through a dialogue between: a) my presencation of the human body as a personal art fom; b) che 
historical significance of the human figure as a coded genre and ils influence on coniemporary consmcts of the body; and, c) the 
expenences of the viewers and their persona1 constructs of the body as it pertains to culture and society. By presenting visual 
narrative as a verb, in this manner. photography and siory semain aciive as an agent in forming, reforming and questionhg 
diverse aspects of making girl culture. By determining my visual nanatives as presently active 1 see them maintairhg their 
historicai significance, and they participate in constmcting contemporary ideologies and imaginings lhat travel freely through 
space and iime, they alter and form new cultural perspectives of girls. My hope is that readers will participate in a process to 

determine whether or not my visuai narratives are painful, isolated, sexual, beautiful, disturbing, exploitive, emotionaliy strong 
or victirns of circumstance. 



05. contests of meaning: on the other hand 

these visual narratives celebrute 

the girls' camerawork 

and the stories 

arourid their phofographs 

ktlowitjg that 

[Veye] have been iri 

relatiori with the girls for three years 

ntid that tlieir visual rrarratives 
iiave beeri 

re(con)structed 

[ witlr illformed corr sent] [with epistemic responsibiliry] 

iti relation with the girls 

[Veye J see rhese visual narratives 

as one possibiliîy of 

brig krliess 

there are marty ather stories 

mariy other phofographs 

[i/ere} do not krtow 

arid do rlot tell 

ihese v isual narratives 

ofler a site 

a contest for meariirig makirig 





public the private'. In showing the following compositions, I h o p  to "celebrate" each girl's visual narratives; certainly not 
violate the trust of a friend. 

On one hand: 

In conversation with Beth , we talk about her love of piano, poeuy and film. She has lived with cancer since she was eleven. 
These are the fast photographs slie has taken of her leg, a missing body part. I think about my Life and 1 ask myself if 1 could 
survive what Beth has experienced. 1 l e m  of a drama teacher who dismisses Beth's reaiity of a phantom pain durhg a dress 
rehearsal; she was told that she was looking for attention. Could someone join in that concem and try to bridge the reaiities of 
phantom pain as a iruth for amputees? 

On the other hmd: 
Beth writes poetry from deep inside. Could someone join her there? 

On one hand: 
In a conversation with Maeve , 1 see her pho tographs of ligh t and dark and I write about no t being able to see her. She shows 
and tells stones of her body overshadowed by a collection of images of: "damaged knees"; "bleeding toW; "small breasts" and "a 
fat bud'. These are complex stories of the body in cornpetition with the cultural expectations of being a ballet dancer. We talk 
aboul what happens when w e  ignore our body. Could someone join in that concem and try to understand the reflexive bodiIy 
prac tices in relation to ballet? 

On the other hand: 

Maeve t a l a  about the crossroads of becoming a desirable woman. Could someone join her? 



On one hand: 

Morgan is moving. Her family is in transition and another move means leaving her home. 1 am reminded of home and how we 
are tied to our biographies. 1 hem stories of desiring a relationship with her father. He lives in the same city. He doesn'c 
respond to her letkrs. Could someone join her there? 

On the other hand: 

Morgan reads philosophy, books different from the ones 1 read. She photographs trees, branches, buildings and homes. She 
ialks about connections to the earth and Indian life. Could someone join her there? 

On one hand; 

Thya wants to know if she will marry her highschool boyfriend? He is a "decent guy" according to niya: "he talks"; "he 

cuddles"; "he's cuie". Shc wants to talk about the Canadian dream of maniage. She also wants a university degree. Thya 

questions the 'cult of domesticity' as we Lalk around the labor contradictions of maniage, school and romantic love. 

On the other hand: 
Thya acknowledges stories of abuse; hidden in the tmnk are stories about the 'wolf' who lives in her house. Could someone join 
her there? 

On one hand: 

1 watch 'herstory' pass by. 1 Seemy StOry. 'There are always two things that happen. One is recognition and 

the other is that itls totally peculiar. But there's some sense in which I always identify with themN 

( R ~ ~ u s ,  1972, p .  1 ) . AS a mother, I want to tell them 10 have fun, play, be careful, things will be different in the morning. 
Hoping for the fairy tale ending. I want to hug hem. I don? want to judge them. I want to prevent any possible h m ,  nasty 

response, and exploitive labeling/siereotyping. I desire for them what I desire for my daughter. 



On the other hand: 
As a researcher, 1 want the girls to see multiple 'uwths'; scripts of possibility; different ways of 'knowing'; and to experience a 
way out by photographing their lives. 1 want to challenge existing knowledge clairns made aboutlforlon girls; I want girls to 
resist already interpreted experiences. I want their imagdgaze to matter. I want their stories to matar. 1 h o p  "others" will join 
in seeing possibility, diversity, and to imagine other ways of corning to know girls. 

In y ing to understand, appreciate, and perhaps, see the girls' worlds, 1 have written the following stories with the girls' 
cameraworks. The following stories emerge from my practice of looking. These are but a few s t o k s  from a collection of many. 
The stories have been reconslnicied with a split text in order to portray a sense of what rnatters for the girls and myself. The leR 
column represents our research conversations. The right colurnn represents my reflections on the conversations and how they 
intertwine w i d ~  the words of others. It is tiirough visual naaative that 1 am able to approach evaded experiences witb divergent 
views in order to consider the possibilities inherent within researching girls' lived expenences. 1 see the girls' stories emerging 
from the variations of eight namtive visual moments lived out through writing rny research text, The resulting juxtapositions cm 
and should be read in many different ways. 











seen Absolut Vodka ads, you know ads, you know 
of Absolut? 

Yes, but I havent stared at thern long enough to notice. 

(Laughs) I really like them, I have like Absolut 
Miami and Absolut L.A. and Absolut Warhol and 
Absolut. . . al1 these different ones and 1 have over 
fifty which covers most of this wall and il goes on up 
over here. 

Oh, neat. 

And it's interesting that you can just kind of see 
them and my angel picture. 

So what, they're from a magazine? 

This is my/irst faped irrterview wifh Beih and I am rlot 

askirtg her if slie drirrks. I would nor ask a frierzd the jirsr 

time we met, 'do you drink?', I thhk about my place as 

researcher arid ethical ways I live out rny relationships with 

the girls. 

At ieast riof iri the way Beth was saying. Now I see Absolut 

a h  ir1 marry places and I must say they are striking arrd cari 

be read in multiple ways. 

Beth izas a wann irrvitirig laugh, it breaks rny terision. I am 

fiervoirs with Beth. I'm riervous, irervous with this 

rct~certairr t y. 

I've have seeri Absolut ads irz a tiew way. Ir1 a bookstore iri 

Chicago I saw aii Iiistorical pliotographic book oir A bsolut. 

Made me thir~k oboui the corporate story, the place of 

alcohol irz people's lives. 

I didri 't rio fice rite angel poster. I rioficed the ribbon and 

feuthers, the Tori Amos posters. 1 read the words on 

another poster of a forest that was clear cut, 

'0 pardon me thou bleeding piece of earth that 

1 am meek and gentle with these butchers'. 

Next to tliis poster is Beth's leg brace with a bouquet of 

jlowers in if.  



I just find like magazines. l'II be at like the doctor's 
office or another waiting space and l ' I I  just start 
ripping it out or something and then al1 over my 
room I hang stuff which I love, I love hanging stuff. 1 tfiirik about wfiat Beth sees. 

[Funher into our conversation Beth tells me again about her bedroom] 

Oh, sure, it shows so much of what Toni Morrison says, I just 
loved a s  woman's writlng, she is a black lesbinn wrltçr. And 

she writes about the interior, the intertor life, and to me these 

pictures show a part of  your interior life, you know, literally. 

For real what ever mat means. 1 mean where else would 1 

ever get to sec your room. Unless you invited me 1 mean. 

What's the likelihood of you inviting an adult, a researcher, 
into your bedrooni. 

My room, I love rny room. 

Yeah, I always have too, I reaily connect wiih you on bat .  I 

loved my bedroom and even now, you know. It's simple, 

clean with straight lines, now because I like the empty space. 

I rtever wertt ir~lo Betli's bedroom, not for real, but aJer 

lookiq ut her bedroom phofograpiis I thiiik diflerer~tly 

nboltr fhe private made public. 

Salinger (1995) wrires about rernemberiq her friends' 
bedroom She has composed a pholographic book about 
teenagers' bedroorns. She tells a srory about going into 

homes oJ srrangers and going biio bedrooms. M y  

bedroom was a private place. Like Salinger, ns ut2 

adolescent, I became "aware of  the power to define and 

revise one's image through decor" (p. 2). 

1 was rio1 allowed tu have boys in my room. My walls were 















Ni terpreted world? 

And it is yours? I tliink about people who owrl things. Havirig an 

irtstrumerrt for self; having the privilege of playing. 

Yes, my grandmother gave it to me when 1 was 
eight years old and that's when I started playing. 1 remember myfriend's piano, playing wifh her, the pleasure 

o/makirig music togefher. We laughed and cried on the 

piano sfool. I remember her playing. Her mother made her 

play. I was a hack.. Her piano stwd against the family 

roorn w d  . Photograplis lined the top of il, images and 
stories rnarked histories of generations of Janet's family. 

But those photographs are only pieces of her life. Janet, 

nrid my oflier friends Randy and Rob, died in a head-O!) 

collisiori or1 a lottg ago May weekend. I was eighfeen. I 

coritinue to be in relatiori with Janet's mother . If's digeret~f 

tiow but her pinno stmds ha the s m e  place. 

Oh, wow. On your own? How do girls l e m  dong the way? 

Well, I took lessons for two or three years and then 
my piano teacher rnoved away and I've just 
stopped and I just kind of play rny own now. I can't 
read music that well but I play by ear pretty well. 

wow. 
I wish I made tirne tu play rny instruments. I rhirtk of the 

yenrs my purem provided me with guiinr atad Jute lessons, 

Who do we learti from? 







about the vulnerability now. The women that 

want to stay angry - and 1 know the angry 
woman, I've been there, believe - that isn't 
where the real power is. The feminist 

movement broke into a hierarchy and somehow 

became more controlling than that which has 

controlled it. It should be about no 

hierarchy, but how do you do that? That means 

no control, that means no domination. That4s 

very tricky (p. 38). 

Yeye resist positioni«g my sel/ 

îo r  roo lorrg. . . . 
Whose masier nnrrative domirrares. . . 
Cnricarures of Jemiriism 

Whni images do the girls have? 11 ssems to me mi iineosy 

divide betweeti " i d '  and "tliem", a divisloti pnitfltlly 

co~icretized by ihe girls siories. 

The divisions which characterized the early 

years of the Womants Movement have become even 

more cornplex today, multiplying with the 

energy and persistence of fruit flies despite 

our increosed awareness of them. It4s not 

simply a gap in understanding between women 

and men, but between rich and poor, white and 



non white, straight and gay, butch and femme, 

Freudian and Lacanian, liberal or radical, 

nature and culture, parent and child, parent 

and childless (Zimmerman in Hartrnan & Daidow, 

1991, p. 89). 

But she is just really honest and confident. bur fernirtism(s) mattet ta me. . . so does 
Horiesty 

Corifideri ce 
Siticerity 

1s she Canadian? Why ask this i worrder at my first read of the trariscript. 

No. She's American but 1 just love her. 1 just think 
she's so, she's inspired me. She's really strong. Thni she's reolly strong malters. . . 

I thlnk one of the other girls at school mentioncd her. 

Amos. Yeah, a lot of people, because she's 
kind of an alternative band woman. Well, 
she's not a band, but kind of an alternative singer. 

Oh, Okay. Oiher graduate students kuow of. . . but have they listeriedl 

So that people in that scene sort of know her. 
She's really neat. I like her a lot. 



And she has a very unique voice. 

O kay. 

Irr a ir~terview with Amos, Solomorr (1996) questioris Iier 

about the aflecfs of criiicism. I reflected of1 whar I read, 

Her V O ~ C ~ ,  don't know if it's redly unique, it's just 'And therefore, crit icism d0e.n t affect *ou? 

her music is just really unique. Amos responded, When somebodyls writing about 

my work, theylre really writing about 

themselves. 1 believe that, Because if you 

want to sit down and analyze my technique, you 

have to acknowledge the craftsmanship. When 

you cantt acknowledge that, 1 write you off. 

Corne on, I was writing music when most kids 

were peeing on themselves in their bed. 1 

mean 1 was playing Mozart. It doesnlt mean 

She's a g00d singer. 1 wouldn't Say she's like an that  OU like what I do, but there is a leveî 

amazing singer. of craftmanshipl (p .  37). 

No, no. I think aboici whai girls iike io do. . . 

She's more than amazing. 

Agairr I'rn thinking about whar I read iri the Shi&? magazirie, 

So when p e o p l e  say, "Tari Amos is so annoying, 

with her high voice and affected way she 

straddlea the piano bench," how do you 

And a fûatty g00d plaflist, shû writes ait her OWn respond? 'Fine. ~~d how about she cari play! 

music and plays the piano and when she plays it, What about that? That s fair. Then if you say 



you should see what it's like. l'II describe it. 
She sits sideways on the bench because she 
started playing in bars when she was like twelve 
and people never look at her, so it's like, she kind 
of straddles it with her right leg over the one side 
and then uses her left foot on the pedal, which is 
strange, you know, you should use your right foot 
and then she puts her hands like this and she 
always jurnps up when she's playing and, she 
really, she like dances on the piano and she never 
watches her fingers, which blows my mind because 
I always have to watch where I'rn sticking my 
fingers and she just totally sings and jumps up and 
just gets into her music and her hair that flips like, 
oh, she's really cool. 

Oh. and where have you seen hcr? 

I have seen her on T.V. and video. 1 have never 
seen her live but I remernber when 1 first heard her, 
it was on Dini Petty. 

Oh really. 

she annoys the fuck out of me, thatfs fair 

too, You know, people are saying this is my 

best work and my most challenging work and 

others are saying it absolutely sucks, you 

should burn it and urinate al1 over it. 

What's hard is when Itve met someone and Ifm 

totally misrepresentedM (p. 37 )  . 

How are girls represerired? Cati we ever represeni 

oirrselves? 

I've seert ihe video of Liîîle Earfhquakes wheri I had 

broriclriîis, Veye igriored my body, arid Berh brought over 

some audiio tapes of Tori Amos, lier biography and videos. I 

watclied mid read them. Like Beth I thought of Tori Amos 

as ari amazitig active youtig womari. Her experierices led me 

10 rejiec 1 oti church iriflrterices on my lue. Al fhough 1 am 

no1 $lie dauglirer of a preacher, Judeo-Christian values were 

iîpiield iti my girlliood. Somerhitlg iri Amos's music 







Rctelling beth's stories 

Never was a cornflake girl thought that was a good solution hangin with the raisins 

girls she gone to other side givn us a yo heave ho things are getting kind of gross 

and 1 go sleepy time t h i s  is not really happening you bet your l i f e  it is. . . 
(Amos, 1994, Under the pink) 

In over a year of corning to know Beth, 1 had liitle sense of her place within the formal school subjects, the basics, the required 
academics, nor did I press or explore thern, except perhaps, in passing, a kind of educational researcher's politeness. Mutual 
experiences of making music, of king productive in the subcultures of the arts, and relations with family were taîked about. 1 

wnte of Beth as telling strong siories, ones of her grandmother who had given her Ihe gift of a piano. Beth spoke of her love of 
piano. Viewing Beth's photographs invites me in10 a space that I had not expected. Within her panoramic bedroom narrative I 
was struck by the energy, by the details, of her private space. 

One of Beth's connections with popular culture revolves around the Me of Ton Amos - stories of her music, of her gislhood, of 
watching Tori's music videos and of reading her words. This has built a connection between Beh and myself. Hearing Beth's 
pull to Tori Amos means I listen too. I think of how Beth's words connect with the words of Tori Amos's song 'Silent all these 
years' where she questions "what > S  so amazing about really deep thoughtsa (Amos, 1991) . 1 see Beth having d e p  
thoughts knowing she'll never be a cornfiake girl. Beth's school stories reveai experiences with the evaded curriculum, the 
embodied experiences of living in schools, stories rarely spoken, rarely photographed. 











[In our second conversation Maeve talks furlher about Iight and daru 

Maeve 
94- 1 1-29 

caniera works II 
)nuking metaphor 

Yeah. 

This is just my light. I got my fingerprints al! over it. A first step is to aîïow for point light 

sources. Such sources distribute light evenly 

in al1 directions from a single point, but the 

intensity falls off with the square of the 

distance from the source to the reflecting 

surface. A flash photogxaph clearly shows the 

effect of illumination by a single point light 

source. Intensities of similarly colored 

surfaces diminish as the square of the 

distance that the light travels from the flash 

and back again to the camera: nearby surfaces 

are very bright, but distant surfaces fade 

into darkness (Mitchell, 1992, p. 148). 

And this is my 

Light, Wlint fades iriio darkness? 

Wliat hides h the light? 

Light in my room and I used no flash and I thought 
would look kind of neat and it looks really neat. 



Yeah, it is. 

I guess what I found. 

This way? Or tNs way? 

So wliot's iri rhe slrndows? 1s Maeve Iridirig hi the light? 

Oh, 1 have no idea. 1 don? remember. 

Okry. 

I think it was this way. 
I am rlibikbig abour Iiow rhe rranscripis are diflculr 10 

motch 11p wwiih the pl~ologrnplis. . . I see the imporlnme of 

ttilkirrg abour the pictures. 
Or this way or something but I got it pretty well 
centered. 

In reality, different types of sources not 

only have different shapes, but also emit 

This one in the flame? One that 1 took like the other l i g h t  energy i n  characteristically d i f  ferent 

one. L O O ~ S  pr0tty much the same. luminous intensity and spectral distributions: 

a candle does not produce the same spatial and 

Well, there's something about light, obviously. 

spectral distribution as a halogen lamp. 

Cornprehensive light-source models used in 

production of sophisticated renderings must 

provide for the descriptions of these 

d i f f e r e n c e s  (Mitchell, 1992,  p .  150) . 





Yeah. Well, this. I hate to say, 1 do, too. But tlicre's 1 urge each o n e  of us to reach down i n t o  that 

soniemng there. 1 don? know what it 1s. deep place of knowledge inside herself and 

touch that terror and loathing of any 

difference that lives there (Lorde, 1984,  p .  

I don't know. l'II have to see what else cornes 109). 

through my pictures. It's like, wow, never the same 
thing. 

1 know, 

end conversation 
1 ll~irrk aborri Maeve as sile looks a2 whar I see? 

In our hird conversation Maeve explores funher her interest of light and dark. 

Maeve 
95-0 1-29 

Contera works III 

collecthg culture 

This one is dark 

1 1Ike mat. likiiig niid iiol liking - I kr~ow it's more thari that. 

Another one, more playing with the lights, I just view 
when it's night and I turned on the lights, and just 
fold a piece of dark construction paper and pasted 













beautiful or healthy; 
The body: 

unthinkable (at least to some) as edible; 
focus of redernption, sacred and secular; 
site of pleasure, gustatory and sexual, 

release and consistent; pexformative sexual 
and social scripts; 

worker on other bodies; worked upon by other 
bodies and 
machines ; 

symbol of pollution, purity, and danger. 
The body : 

source of self; 
lived for self and others; 

encapsulating and encapsulated by social order 
No. and 

chaos 
(Oleson, 1 9 9 4 ,  p. 231-237) 

It's beautiful when you can see them. I think they're Beaitfi/rtl 

absolutely gorgeous. Sol I'm okay with that. Our wesieni notiorzs of beaury 

Yeah. 

With sort of my shoulder area. 

Oh, really, 1 thought, 1 was going "oh, wow!". 

That's rny face. 

I sense a powerf,tl opproach for Maeve's cor~struction of 

her body plioro-narrative whicli is corzcertzed with the jïesh ; 

tlre subjecr seems to cal1 (or close-ups, scars, mark, litmps, 

bumps, creases and hairs. 

. . .(the] word made flesh: 'youth culturef as 
sign-system centres on the body - on 
appearance, posture, dress. If teenagers 

possess little else, they a t  h a s t  own their 

own bodies. If power can be exercised nowhere 



else,  it can at least be exercised here 

(Hebdige, 1988, p .  3 1 ) .  

But not when 1 looked at the whole series, a mini narrative. It was uriexpecfed, a closeness that prompred me fo wnte 

Okay, about ballet denying practices. I have struggled with 

makirrg the private public and se~tled my discornfort by 

reducing Maeve's body photographs, believing fhaf foo 

close a focus on the purely physical body risks leaving the 

persoii behirid Maeve's cumeraworks remind me thar the 

pitrely physical dimension of flesh is brrt one thread in the 
body's fabric. 

I am thiriking aboltt tlie pairi iri relafion to beauty. I thi~lk 

about the memory work from Hairg and the rites of passage, 

iri this case, darrcing rites of passage iri reluriori fo the body, 

OS liair, legs, breasts, jeer. . . 
What bodily pairi is felt by ballet daricers? Are ballet 

practices cliarigirig to the body? 

What c m  tliey exercise with their owrl bodies? 

BOO ~ O O ,  my toes. (Laughs) sure toes i s  a story told by bo rh Maeve aiid by Thya 

These are just my bashed toes. 

Oh. 

It's Iike when 1 saw these, I remembered you telling me this 
story, so when 1 saw this 1 wcisn't surpris&. I thought, this 

so connects to your story but you know when you look at 

those toes. Are rhey clroosirrg stories of pairr, are tliey alive when they 

are bleeding? 

They were pretty 'ouchy' that day. That was just, it's 



just after 1 got new shoes. 

Yeah. 

The shoes I Wear are actually plastic. And plastic 
and glues warm to your feet better and when you 
first sofien these ones, they just bite. "they just bite" 

So, what would this photo say if  it  could talk? 

Probably, itJs such a little material thing but it totally 
affects you because you can't Wear shoes. You're 
like oool awel and you're like staggering around 
school and you feel really durnb because your toes 
hurt so much and you don't really know. I don't 
know, you don't want to show off. I hate it when 
people are always like "rny toes are too sore. I 
have blisters. I'm a dancer. Hal Hal" You know. 
But, I don't know, it's like par for the course with 
dancing. 

I am bumwirlg a Judy Weiser questiarr. I have found Iliat 

some of her questioris r h w  the coriversaiiori. Ifilid 

myseV thinkiq about Weiser's therapy work and I wonder 

iviiat this kind of quesrion leads Maeve tu respond? How 

does i f  cliarige the cotiversatiori? 

I ihirrk about bodily itijrtry mtd living a script of physical 

pairt. Wha f is the recitrrirrg damage to the body for//rom 

darice ? 

I thirik about the srories girls' tell iri relation to the 

srrbcultures iri which rhey [ive. 1 am iiot a dancer so 1 am 

curious about the stories and the politics of the body as 

girls darice throughout fheir girlhoodr. Maeve fold me she 

slarted wheii she was fhirieen which, as she achiowledged, 

was a late age for ballet. 

Y eah. 



And it's part of me. My dead toes. They're getting 
worse all the time like, they were, I guess, I don't Whai happeris ru womeri's bodies after years ofphysical 
know, by the tirne I'm forty, they're going to be Uzjury? I have afrierid who had beeri a gymriasl and 

pretty ugly, if I keep on dancing because they iiorseback rider who Iias Iiad ber spine fwed from damage. 

callousandeverytimetheyblister,theycallousa S/tewilltieverrideagaitl. 

bit more so it's like the beginning of the end. 

Really, so girls, dancers go around and taik about their toes. layeririg and buildirig up 

Will dancers acknowledge this pain arnongst one another or 
to others? 

Oh, Godl Yeah. We're always complaining about complaining 

 OU^ t 0 ~ .  or fellirrg a t e l h g  story 

oj  not being henrd 

O kay . What mtters? 

And you have to take really good care of them 
because your toenails can gel ingrown so easily or 
anything like you have to cut your toenails specific 
ways and all that. 

And who teaches you about that? Who do we learn from? 

You learn by trial and error and some teachers will 
give you advice if you ask but lots of times their 
ideas don't work for you. 



Oh, okay. So, this practlce fs a rite of passage son of Wng? 

I would Say so. 1 mean now it's a pain in the ass to 
have blisters and whatever. I'rn like "oh man" but at 
first it was so like "yes, we have blisters, we have 
pointe shoes, yes, yes." It was such a big deal to 
have my first blister. Yeah, that was pretty amazing. 
It was pretty cool. Now it's just normal. I have really 
bony feet. I always bruise them on the floor when 
I'rn doing splits or whatever because they're really 

bony. 

Well, that's what keeps me wondering about why, why? I 

wonder and al1 1 could think about is lhose practlces. 1 

mean, obviously, there's wonderful Wngs that happen wlth 

dance but 1 Iook at your feet and I'm thinking isn't tNs 

interesting. Because it's pain that like, you say, 1s a 
part of it but on the other hand, Is it.  . . 

Well, sornetimes you. 

1s it acknowledged? 

i /eye feel rraive, what is she tellirrg me abmt daricing -- is 

y ai11 'normal? cool? 

1 tliirik of ilie dnrnnge 1 have dorie tu my body, fractures, 

tort1 ligaments, sprai~zs, arid the damage I corifinue. . . 
wriririg is a sedetirnry ive. . . 

I have a back ache. . . 

I am tliiriking of sports sucli asfootboll and hockey where 

pain arid injury limit atlde1es' careers, those bodily reflexive 

prac/ices, perhaps, ignored? Leaniing to &ce N v e  with 

pairi ? 

Oh, definitely. It's like, and I mean teachers are like 
"Oh, yeah. We've been throuzlh it. We know what 



you mean but keep going babe. Too bad, We don? 
care. We know." The thing is that they have to be 
stiff like that because, I mean, you've got to do it 
however you feel you've got to dance and that 
toughens you and then the next time that pain isn't 
so bad and you move up to the next level sort of 
thing. 

Y eah. 

I tfiink about the work of Mifler(I990) and her ideas around 

poisorlous pedagogy. sliose reproducing practices, that keep 

the story going everr when the practice of abuse contirrues ... 
"if happened to me arid I suniived," or "it made me the 

persor1 I am" position. 

I remember rny rurinir~g years with a track club. I 

experiericed leg orid lower back irijuries. Everi wifh rhaf 

pair1 I can remember hearing niy $rack coach rariting at me 

"Hedy yoii 're meek! " I hated Iiim I co~itbiued to trahi, 

doiiig hills, srairs arid laps regardiess of ?lie damage arid 

nbrrse. 

Wns I touglierled? If  so, for wiiat? 

And I mean, physically you're so deadly tired but 
you have to really push yourself. Sometimes 1 sit 
in class and I'm like "why do I 8Ven bother?" I've 'why borher '. I rari for him for nuo years. The11 I quit and 

had a bad week for that. rm for myse2f. 

And so what keeps you going? Who keeps you hopeful and 

your story going? 

Well, I think even just seeing other dancers around, Just seeir~g? What 1s seen? 

you think and somebody else will Say "Oh they're 
so good. Oh my God! They're in advanced class. 



You know, they're so good." But I have to stop and 

think, but I can do that. I know 1 can. It's just that 
you realize, I haven't ben  pushing myself and 
you've got to take it a lot into your own hands. 
You've just got to want it. 

I don't know. I don't even know where I'm going 
with it yet. I just know that I want to, I'rn trying to 
discover what rny limit is and I guess what's most 
frustrating to me is because of my knee situation 
right now and I had a bit of tears on Saturday in 
class just because I was like "oh! enough" and it 
catches up with me every month or so and l'II be 
fine and you know everybody is going along and, 
"yeah, I can't do that, you can't do those jumps". 
Okay, I'm okay with that but every once in a while, it 
just grabs you when they are specifically picking on 
one thing because teachers will sometimes do 
that you know, we're really going to work on turnout 
today. We're really going to work on jumps. We're 
really going to work on heads, hands, you narne it, 
because everything is important but I don't know. It 

will just catch up and l 'II be like "Oh, God!" I can't 
even tell what my limit is because I can't jurnp 

How do we ackriowledge girls arrd recognize what they 

kriow ? 

Wliy du we ptcrh ourselves tu accomplislr what we warit, 

alorie arid iri relatiort, arid Iiow do we [ive orrt the 

co~ltradictions of lire desire and the reality. . . 

Gnrili, fliere are duys I dodt k ~ o w  where 1 am going, 

leclniirrg tu live ambiguity. 

I /eel the sadfiess of her sfory, of strivirig @r perfecfion, paiti 

for beaitry. 1 think of livir~g with i~ijury upon hijury which 
deplete my body of spirit and energy. But, on fhe other 
iiand, 1 think about Maeve saying "morirhly," perhnps, a 

body rhythm that ought to be irrtegrated. . . 

I r 's  okay to be tired. 

What wil l  Maeve d o  when she teaches? 



through a whole class or anything without totally WitIiotri ioially damagitg 

damaging myself. Whnr leads girls la deny arld damage tlteir owri uniqire 

pliysica lity ? 

Oh. Well, the knee pictures, that story makes sense. 

Yeah, yeah. 

1 know, okay. 

This one l took of me. I was impressed how it 
worked it and I'm always shocked how white I look. 
I mean do I look that white to everybody else? Holy 
COW! How do Oiliers see its? How do we see oitrselves? 

Tliat's just wild, 

Freaky. This is just to illustrate how dislocated rny 
right knee. How it actually is. 

Oh, ügdn. Altliougli I am riot so rtaive to tliiiik sport doesn't bivoive 

injirries I worider about the amourit and degree of injury 

Look at it. Look how crooked that is. Okay, it's atid  pair^. Who is watchir~g the daricers? 

supposed to be there. 
(Moves chair.) You can't really see but my knee is I hdr Iinve knee injuries so I listen carefully. I also see 

over there and it should be over alrnost that much womerifrie~ids who /ive out h e e  ir~juries from earlier sport 

more to make my leg straight. i~ijiu-ies. . . 



Yeah. 

And so that way to keep my knee over my foot 
which is what you have to do in ballet or you're just 
going to wrench everyt hing. 

So, what do they do? 1s there anything that b e y  can do? 

Il's like for that, I just don't have that much turn out 
in that leg it means. It just means that it's way more 
of a struggle to hold the turn out because I have to 
turn out from my hip. 

So much pain. All 1 could think about was pain seeing these 

photographs. Slre's jrcst got so rnrrcit pair1 this 'pour' girl. 

I figure that it's just a central point in my life but 
they've been actually really im proving lately. Realty 

doing very, very well. I'm impressed. I was jumping 
today and I've been jumping more and more. So, The etiditig, oti rke ofher hatid. 

that's good. Mlieve dalices wiili a gfad hearr. Slie iells me of let^ 

(Dog barks) 

I love it. I like them. There's my knee brace. 
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Retelling rnaeve 's stories 

I write about our conversations of Maeve's cameraworks as seeing in the dark and hiding in the light, learning to see in the 
shadows. Inside space is pushing outside light, a white and black dualism, perhaps, a shadow of Maeve's sense of becoming o 
woman. I ihink about the body consciousness and what is concealed al the intersection/crossroads of becoming a woman. Wlieii 
1 hear Maeve's wonders 1 remember and think about the experiences of girls. 

Maeve's repeated shois of already existing ballet photographs made me think about reliving wonderfui experiences and she iold 

stories of a very connected group of dancers and her desire to reestablish and sustain why she was wanting to recreate her ballet 

photographs. 

1 see Maeve's cmenworks as m expression of a body çoi~sçiousness experienced through the intersection between historical 
representations of the human figure and the contemporary body politic. In my view, Maeve's camerawork poses the question: 
how do we open up the gender categories of 'girl' and woman so that girls' identifies, their self-constructions and activities, are 
not bound by rigid, exclusive gender standards constructed by both children and adults? How can girls claim gender, act out 
gender, and be uncons~ained in their gender identities? Likewise. the other girls ask, how c m  girls claim desire, act out desire, 
claim pleasurelexpress pleasure, touch and be touched? 









10. this is home 

Morgan 
94- 12-02 
Carneraworks I 

This has got to be my favorite, I love it so much. 
The sunset and the lake. This is Calling Lake, we 
went there would be a few months ago. It was a 
weekend, two days. I went with Beth's rnorn, she 
drove Beth, Jackie and rnyself. So we went and we 
had such a blast. It was so fun, it was on an lndian 
Reserve, and it's just a srnall town of people, and 
we were al1 there with a bunch of Beth's friends 
frorn Calling Lake. Beth grew up there in the 
summers. This is the cabin we stayed in, well this 
was not a cabin it was a nice beautiful house. \t 
was beautiful. It was so big. . . 

Yeah! 

Like those ones. The cabins on Pigeon Lake. 

Mmy of rliese cabim are homes. 

1 grew irp by lakes iti British Columbia. As ati iiistritctor, my 

fatlrer had rwo mor~ths of holidays ench surnmer. I had 

woriderJul summers, rimes of pleasure. Morgan reminds me 

of the taken for grurlted in my Ire. 

Morgaii tells me abouf her learning at home, gardening, 

cooking, reading, drawing. . .and I find rnyself awake tu 

leaniing ai home rvliat Bafesori (1994) writes of i l1  leanlilig 



Oh, yeah. 

You didn't feel like you were tenting it out in the 
wilderness. It was enjoyable, and il's actually 
Beth's dad and step mom's house and they let us 
use the place, normally they rent it out so they let 
us have il for free. It was really nice of them. 
Already equipped with some food and you know 
munchies and stuff. So that night we roasted Our 
food over the fire and our hot dogs and it was so 
fun. That was the last night we were there. It was 
the last sunset we saw and it was huge. You could 
see the entire thing you know, no city buildings to 
block the way. It was lots of fun. That was a tirne 
when I was really stressed in school, so getting 
away was really needed. 

Those day trippers can be good. 

as cornirrg home. 

1 fhirik of Morgan's visual riarratives as, "dis cover ing 

connections and regulates within knowledge you 

already have is another kind of homecoming, 

a recognition that feels like a glorious game 

or a profound validation (p. 205). 

Wl~ere do 1 get away from it d l ?  

Morgan speaks about school stories arid her uriderraiitig of 

simiving i~ them. Slie reJecjs on what she leamed 

[ofre~ with her morher] and has tumed a Y s t range 

context into a familiar one, and finally i n t o  

a habitation of mind and heartu (Bateson, 

1994, p.213) . 











different emotions but yet it still is so beautiful. I 
mean, I know kids who wanted to commit suicide, 
and like why. I guess if you come from a certain 
background it will really affect you, of course it 

would affect you, if you're abused of course you 
don'! want to live that long. I just want them to 
see the beauty of life that I do. I'm lucky enough to 
have a normal chi)dhood so far. 1 love black and 
white photography a lot more than I love color. It's 
the trees even though it's in color it's still black and 
white with the sky, you know. 

What do you like about black and white photography? 

These issues came up at the university, sorne of my 

colleagues have been asking me. Why black and white? 

Flnd out what it is that the girls like about black and white 

photography . 

Well, 1 Say it's best because there's no room for 
stereotyping. Like with that photo I took of those 
girls with the dyed hair, you wouldn't be able to tell 
they had bright colored hair, so you couldn't 
condemn them for being weak, as society often 
does to rebellious teenagers. Through my eyes, I 
don't know, black and white gives more feelings 

po werfitl 

ever-elusive 

ever th reateri ing 

a poreririal darrger 

picfuririg deafh as cc way oitt 

Whaf is riormal? 

I Iiad a woriderfid girliiood. . .nt home. 1 siruggled IO make 

or lier con rem familiar. 1 live wi fil cotitradictiori. 

I tlririk of the free roofs /brnriches/grorrridirig/family 

Leanu'rrg alorig rlie wnyjrom abuse. . . so did I 

I rliirik about Iiow block and white is steeped bi docitmeritary 

photography, rhe photogrnpli as evidence, artstere, cold, 

objecrive. These are real photographs of the real thirrg. 

Paradoxically, th8 black and white systern 

signals what is real ,  It is the system for 

photographers to proclaim their intention to 

have their work and the issues it raises taken 

seriously, Black and white has become the 

real system, the system of high contrast, the  



for me even though cdour, has more diversity and C O ~ O U ~ S  of confrontation (Hebdige, 1988, p. 

detail. In speaking of colour it's assumed there 3 3 )  

should be more feeling because red is encouraged 
as strength and blue as sadness. I don? see it that 
way, I actually black and white that way, with conventionai narnings - blue suggesting the 
the different shades. blue of the sky, for instance - but also to 

the unconscious, that aspect of being which 

Okay. resides outside of the boundaries of the world 

we can narne with language and thus think 

Like, the deeper the shade, at least to me, the more about, and, 'as a resul t ,  coior coded 

precise and strong it is. And the more it has an pictorial distribution" (p .  220). 

edge to it, the more feeling. And the light here, just 
the white skies, are more inviting, so when you put 
them together it's like very neutral comforting, you 
know. 

Umhm 

I don't know, I never have been asked the question I Iiave riever asked b ~ t  the girls t d k  about lovirig black mid 

before. white nrid I thirik about the ethical issues srrrrortriding 

colorizatior~ tliaf corrverses black arrd white iri a colored 

scene, I have sfruggled with this wirhirr my work, the 

NO, no 1 rnean they asked me and 1 thought, 1 just asked trarisfonnaliori of color ru black and white, and the costs of 

them. 1'11 ask them, is that what 1 said, I dldn't know for represeritation and fecliriical challeriges, . . 
sure. 1 mean to me there's a sense of timelessness wlth the 

black and white. When 1 look at black and white it reminds 



me o f  my babyhood. I look at pictures of  Ch106 that 1 have 

done in black and white, It's hard to see a difference, I 

guess that's what I like about it. It takes away froin datlng 

generations. . . 

But anyway, I was in the Library and I saw this 
book, and it was just an amazing book, I don? 
know, the photographs were mainly of natural 
things, rocks, cliffs and whatever. There was a this 
one photo of a rock that wasn't wet, and a rock that 
was. And how even when it's in black and what, 
you can tell it's just the smoothness of one that is 
wet and you can see the definite layers of what 
isn't. Black and white photography relies heavily 
on texture, shadows and contrast to tell a story and 
to relay the same information color would. It makes 
it more interesting, you know. They had a picture of 
people in this book I got, and the thing is they had 
dark skin shows, but it wasn't the first thing that hit 

you. You feel like there's no racial difference, No difference. . . 
people are people, you know. With black and white Veye am wlzar i am. 

there is no colour difference, no discrimination, just 1 ihbik nboiii bodies 

simple truth. n soma body 

every body 

1 see il. I never thought about that. But you have al1 said 

fhat, 1 iNnk it's interesting, al1 of you have said I want to 



do black and white. So 1 think that interesting how others 

Say that. 

I've got this huge book, with portraits of actors from 
the 30s, 40s and the 50s. Its' got plctures from 
Clark Gable to Garland and you know al1 these 
beautiful people and they are in black and white 
a really soft filter for that smooth look.. You know 
it's almost as i f they are al1 wearing the same thing. 

Yeah. 

Beauty, their beauty extends more. YouJre not 
condemning them for, 'oh look at the dress she's 
wearing' or 'look at the colour of eye shadow she's 
wearing,' you're just looking at the actual beauty 

bear<tiJul 

beiweerr light and dark 
clmis, and obscrrrity 

plensure nrid pair1 

irrirotior~ mid desire 

that cornes out. Well, I don? know, I jus! thought of it beauti/icl 

now. Wlint is beairlijhl 

Okay, let's go on hem. Beautifid as o Victoriari ideal, tfiat 01 s o f ,  srnoorfi, delicofe, 
hamless -- or a more disturbirig form of the elevated 

irnposirig/inspirir~g/lof?y 

~n~estic/rioble/oic~sta~~dirightately 
virllr ous 

(next p hotograph) 









I I .  our fathers 

Morgan 
95-0 1-27 
Cameraworh 11 
tmking rnetaphor 

In this camerawork I suggested the girls thhk about 
nraking metuphors. Here we talk about working with self 

portraits. [image 2 9 ,  2, 3, 41 

What I was trying to do here was to make a self 
portrait in the mirror, without a flash. I was thinking 
more artistically than what it really meant. So I am 
glad it turned out. It is really weird the way I got this 

doil in the shot, it was given to me by my My eye c~irglir the do11 it rernirrded nie of my Graridfatfrer 

grandfather who passed away. It's a really long who /lad giverr me a dofl ar rhe frairi starion iri Hollarid. 

story but mom's father was abusive. For the longest 
time I adored hirn, no! understanding he had been 
abusive, but he was a real wonderful man after he 
had gotten over it. He realized what he had done 
to his kids and from then on h e  had been a nice 
man. I met him a few times and we spent some A r~ice man . , . 1 worrder 

time together. He gave this doIl to me at Christmas 
or something, I forget what holiday. For some 
reason I've had it with me al1 the tirne. Even now M y  Gratidfather was a jairfy uttkrrowri persori in my fije. 

it's still in my room. called her Cindy and thought never kriew him. I o~ily heard kirid stories of him 

il was weird because I was trying to take a picture 'spoiiirrg' my mother. 
of me, but I got the doIl instead. 1 don't know I think 
in terms of, well, I don? believe in coincidence so Wilat do 1 say? 



Okay. 

And that's in my room I am in the basement, and I 
only use curtains as walls. 

That's your room in the basement. 

Yeah, its cold and everything down there. 

Yeah, really, you've got warm blankets? 

No, I don't, I've got a few blankets but its fun. I was 
looking through this before. There are two pictures 
I made and I only used candle light. But ultimately 
they didn't turn out. And those are the ones I really 
wanted to see. 

Okay, 

So it is a true self portrait that in front of the mirror. I 
look dazed, weird. 

Coiriciderice or rneaiit to bel 1 warder why the girls t a k  the 

piclures they fake. I tliink aboirr the ones tliey cl~oose to 

folk about wifh me. I lliir~k about whnt h d y  Weiser told me 

irr lier workshop. . .you'll gel irrfonnatioii quickly. You'll 

kriow wliut io da wifh if,  you'il kitow wliere fo go witli i f .  

Bedroomr are spaces the girls Itave matiy stories aroutid. 

/ Iiad a r o m  irr the basemerrt. 

Mirie was warm. 

What don 't we wclrrt ro see? 

2 saw the eyes. 



the similarities 

Yours looks so srnall. 

l think there's a lot of dust on the mirror but, I 
realized after 1 took this roll of film that I was going 
more for experimenting with the camera and the 
artistic side than what the pictures were supposed 
to be about. I just felt I was missing the purpose of 
it. Have 1 cmiiribured to her feelirrgs of coristraint? 

1 think each of you has found what it [cameraworks] means 
for you. We won't know what It al1 is untll we sort of put a 
lid on it all. I'rn not sure, right now, I don? have a sense of 

that at this point. 

You see after that I thought and realized that my 
pictures were just pictures. I wanted to actually 
put some rneaning in it. I was trying too hard for a 
minute. Here I was comparing, because I have two 
fathers. One step and one natural, but this man's 
name is Daniel, and he's an ex professional bal1 
player, for the LA Dodgers and Milwaukee Brewers. 
From the time I was born he was pretty much there 
for me. He iegally adopted me as my stepfather 
and he was there for about five to eight years. At 
five they got separated, at eight years they got I have !rad a father hi my li/e. a22 my ive. Just the orher day 



divorced. So now 1 haven't seen him in five years he wrote me a four page letter. M y  fatl~er writes words he 

but he still pretty much raised me. And then he hm a hard tirne saying. I listeri wheri Morgari tells me her 

abandoned me, he was a very con trolling man and desire for a father. 

he couldn't control anyone. So he just gave up and 
left, and rny mom didn't want him around in our 
lives, because he wasn't a helping man. He was 
rnanipulative, controlling, and he wasn't a very 'Control' is  n cltltirral story heard over and over agairi, 

family oriented man. He had other families that agairi, and agairi, over agairi . . . 
he's abandoned, But I had. . . 

You mean when you were younger he was. . . 

Oh. he was great, for a kid you know. He gave me 
everything, it was more rnateriat stuff he gave me, 
everything I needed. If you needed like coats you 
know, shoes, new wardrobe, if you had to go 
places, activities after school, it was gwat but, he 
was always st work, you know. So he would try to 
make up for it and w e  would always go to the 
Bedrock Amusement park. 

1 don? know about that. 

Whai does fatlieri>tg look Iike? 

It was, like a fair ground, it was like being at Fair grourid. . . 
Bedrock on the Flinstones. And it was really fun I 1 i h h k  abour Fred ar~d Bamey wd their wives Wilma arid 

remernber going there. We also went to Banff, he Berry. Images of relatiotcships, tfieir dream atu.ijârzfasies 





maybe I was about 13. 1 started to communicate 
with his family in England and it is kind of, it's really 
stressful because having ~ W O  fathers and both of How mighr r/iose wirli authorify andposifiotis olpower 
them are not there for me. 1 don't know what these iriclude tiieir stories? 

men think. I know it's not all men, but they just 
come and leave, they come and go. You know 
even if there's children involved they still go. 
Maybe that's the problem they don't want to come, 
but I talked to him just recently and sent him a 
really, really long letter and I didn't get a response. Resporise. . . 
I explained everything, you know, why weren't you 
there, I want to have a relationship with you, I donit 
feel like you're my father and I don't want to cal1 you 
dad, but I want to get to know you so that I can. But 
I never got a response just a Christmas card that 
said, "HOW are you doing?" SO he didn't get it or Whnr comis? What motters? What does itfeel like? 

he's ignoring it, I didn't know who I am, that hurts a 
bit. Hltrts. . . n bit 

arid I tliitik about lier hitrt 

nrid her fatlier's Iiirrt 
Cari I assume Iie feels pairt? 

You wonder how painhl it is for Mm to. . . 

I made an effort, I reached out and. . . 

How rnighf Morgati iinderstand ihis story? 

What can 1 say? 

Wliat to say. . . 



But maybe that's why, you're so honest. You're so honest Honesty is a virtlte, so I was always fauglit ai home und a f  

maybe that was just too much. cliurch. I thirik aboirt behg horiest; living out sfories with 

Nitegriiy; beirig siricere; behg fair, being jurt; Iiow does that 

look? 

But then what can we do, if no one's honest then it's 
not going to go anywhere. Nothing's going to 
happen, and I mean I have, I'm almost 16, you 
know and nothing's happened. I don? have a 
father in the right sense. There's no right sense and 
there's no normal kind of father but there's a certain What is a normal father? 

kind of male figure that we need to be influenced What is father? 

by. And I never really had that, my mother is very 
open and she allowed these men tô corne and go, Morgari speaks opeiily. 1 heur a tone of voice rhnt qiiestio?is 

she didn't want me to be strictly momts little girl white tryirlg to forgive. Wlierr can girls !et go? 

never knowing any of the fathers or just restricting 
me, never to see them. She allowed me to Do girls let go of their fathers? 
experience and to get to know these men and then 
to decide for 
for myself rather, she was very open very, you 
know, il would hurt her to see me get hurt. At least Morgan hm corrversatioris rhaf illuminate smries of abuse, 

I'rn not hurt in the sense of never having known. So rite evaded that mattersfor her mother is shared, 

I just thought it would be mat to take pictures to 
compare my fathers, you know? See I've been told 
that I'rn like him, rny natural father. I also have been Wow. TliougliiJiil nird plnriried out. I am rrncertain how ro 

told I look like him. I'rn glad those turned out. And resporid. 

again that's in my room, in the basement. 



This tells anoiher story in research too, witb daughters and 

fathers, and where dads are, you know. 

l don't know. 

You know 1 mean you both are very. . . 

Just recently I tried to get a hold of Dan, my 
stepfather, he lives in the city. He has decided to 
leave us alone, because that 's what we wanted. It 
was too stressful for my sister who is his natural 

daughter. She has gone through a lot. A lot of 
problerns that she had to deal with, with hirn. 
Leaving, then coming and going whatever. When it 

came to Christmas we would go over there, and we 
would have to open up presents o n e  by one,  at the 
same time, there were no inequalities, it would be 
equal, right? But when I was done mine she still 
had 10 more and I felt there was a favoring thing 
going on because she was  his natural daughter. 
She got more. She got a fur coat, she got a whole 
wardrobe at his house for whenever she visits and I 
didn't. And then when he went to the lawyers and 
said, "1 would like to see my daughter", there was 
no plural in there. So it really hurt and I finally 
~ h o n e d  him one  vear and 1, and it was ciood that I 

oh well, 

I press the srory i t~to a space wfiere I feei safe. Talk aboui 

the researclr. 

Why wodd she? Brtt I sfiouldti'r assitme to hiow. 

Morgat~ has more phorograplis. 

She Iiolds these wirlz cure. 

Christmas lias srrch fmi ly  ries, images of romarttic riorions of 

family are illrrmiria fed everywliere. 





He's really old, he's like 64 now. There's a 23 year 
difference between hirn and rny mom. So that he 
could die of old age before I even move. But, yes 
so I don't know. 

Wlien you talk about the letter writing, yesterday one of my 

ffiends was talking about letter writing and how il connects 

our souls, you know. 

I also felt the same need to connect with my natural 
father, Andrew. I wanted to ask him ail the 
questions about why he decided not to be a bigger 
part of my life, you know all those kinds of 
questions. And because I've only met him once in 
my life, and he's still practically a stranger, I didn't 
want to ask those questions over the phone. So I 
decided to write him a really long letter explaining 
all my feelings and stuff. I think it's easier on paper 
than it is on the phone. I have to hesitate on the 
phone and worry about what I am going to Say 
because if I say it I can't erase it. And so on paper 
you know you can revise it and make sure you 

64 is  youtlg. 

I look at rhe people wlio I work witli arid see vifality arid 
wisdom. 

death - arlother evaded story. 
Wlien cari we talk abouf deatli? 

O d y  wlreri it happens to us? 

Is there a way to muke serrse of [/lis life? 

My motlier-bi-faw is dyirig of coacer. 1 felr unabfe 10 say my 

tlioqghts aloiui With suggesfions jkom Ronria atid Joy-Rictli 

I began writirig. I wrore her every week unril ir become too 

piairiful. . . to see tlrrorrgli my teors. . . 

Morg~rr rliiriks deeply nboirt lier conriectims atid how sl~e 
swtairis relatiorisliips. I see her as mitidfil iti ber 

commur~ication. W h t  do we learri from strangers? 



donJt Say anything that you donlt want to Say and 
make sure it sounds good and that you get the right 
message across. But the other thing is I'm dyslexic 
and writing is even harder and the writing takes so 
rnuch time and a lot of effort and a lot of feeling and 
if he did not get it, which it is a very likely possibility, 
I1m not about to write another one. I don't have the 
energy and the will to do it over again right now. It 
took me about a week of emotions to write that. 

Oh, wow you dfdn't photocopy it, 

Oh, no of course not, that's too bad too. But I 
wanted to phone him and Say did you get my letter. 
But if I phone him and if he says yes I did, I don't 
want to talk about it on the phone. I want him to 
write his emotions back and I like writing things. 
But if he says no I didn't get it, I don't want to have 
to explain over the phone what it was about then, 
you know. So either way I have to do some 
explaining, but 1 just want to find out whether he got 
it or not. What can I do but, once it's been a while 
l'II write him again. 

But you put your return address on it. 

1 cari relate io leaniirig strrrggles. . . illis is ari evaded story 

{or me, for riow.. 

Why wortld die? 

die's riot a researcfier. Yer. . . 

What cari 1 say? 
I iisteti ciosely 



Oh, he knows how to get a hold of me. 

I t  wasn't just your feelings though. Maybe it will take him a 

year to wdte one. Maybe he needs. 1 don't know, I'm not I renlly d m ' t  krtow whnt to say, 1 sertse Morgan's pain. 

tryjng to mnke excuses for him. 

No, it's like that. . . 

But what if, 1 don't know, but you probably struck a core, 

about real, is what 1 bet you've done. 

Welt, I hope I did, I want to move on. 

1 mean how do you respond to some of that. You have 

opened up a conversation. 

I gave hirn, I felt I gave hirn room. I had questions I 
wrote down questions and then how I felt about the 
questions. So I let hirn know where I was comlng 
from and I asked him in the letter to think about that. 
Or at least I wanted some kind of response 1 don? 
want to be abandoned again. But if that's what I 
have to go through I guess. The thing 1s in grade 4 
it was him, his moving toward me he took the step 
to get to know me and to meet me for the first time. 



And now it's too painful that he's contradicting 
himself because he made the step at first and now 
he's backing away, you know. It doesn't make a 
whoie lot of sense to me. What if it is too hard? 

It 's really interesllng how you talked about your father, 

since today I was re-reading the book, Meetirlg ai  the 

Crossroads. In that book the author talks about fathers and 

the girls letting go of fathers and at the age that you're at. 

Strange, you had just showed me those two piclures and 

your fathers and whole story was about those issues. 1 

thought oh, U s  is just bizarre. 

Never letting go of fathers. I mean, it's weird 
because they seem to want to let go of me. Okay, 
Dan was there but, it was five to elght years and 
Andrew was there in grade four for about a week, 
you know. That was his fathering period, and it's 
not that I'm M ing  go now. I was thinking that you 
you don? really let go, of your fathers. In my 
situation I guess when you're older, you know how 
you let go of parents, because you're older and 
you're growing up. For me, it is not a matter of 
Ming go of even Dan, it is of being more 
independent and looking at it from a different 
perspective, about seeing him as man, not only a 

I faff bock inio rny comfort with research, m u r h ~ g  her she is 

riorrnal, wi~af ever t h ~ r  is. Her story resoriares with fhe 

lives ojofher girls in my research and the work ! rend -- 
~tories of lives of ubundonmerrt and betrayal o j  

relatiorrsli ips, 

s O I wonder ut the stages arid ages rhai are writteri 

aboicl girls. 1s il coirtcider~ce or do the crossroads for girls 

occrrr cri (4 sirnilar age ? 

1 agree wirli Morgan, I never let go of my father, 

kis image, Iiis story, his injlitence. 

Nor realfy. I never lef go of my parenfs, I mari I [ive aport, 

birt the coririecliori, herstory arid echoes of pnmihg 

irflirerice my meanhg rnakhg. Of course, 2 rnake rny 



cc, 





Retelling morgan 's stories 

1 found Morgan's cameraworks challenged conventions of privileging beauty. What is beautiful? Who decides what images are 
beautiful? Her photographs lead me to associate the taken for granted in my He. Photographs of architectural fragments from the 
city in which she lives represents a sense of daily urban life. 1 see Morgan as a body who is grounded through her connection 
with nature, as she shared stories of her love of uees, branches and the earth. niese stories reflected her relation io  family 
overlaid by place, home, and history. 

Hearing stories of Morgan's family life conjured up stories of the place of fathers in my Me as I restory my experiences of k i n g  
the eldest daughter and a mother. 1 began to equate her hun with an idedized form of farnily which creates a discornfort on my 
body. I see Morgan's images of her father of a Lime; a lost tirne; an impossible cime; in which she had dreamed of an idealizeed 
father-daughter relationship. Morgan's stoies of her fathers remind me of the uncornfortable positioning and conclusions 1 

occupy after seeing and hearing her stories. In hook's view, the realm of the personal cm become politically efficacious and 
transfomative and need not obscure the conditions of the production of experience, if women do not merdy "name" iheir 

experiences but also 'place that experience within a theoretical contexta (hooks, 1989, p. 110). 1 read 
Morgan's photographs and story telling that ~ O O ~ S  (1989) writes #as a proceas of historization. ~t does not 

remove women from history but enables us to see ourselves as a part of historya (p. 110) . Morgan 
wimesses experiences that are not bifurcakd from theory, or as hooks (1989) suggesis 'the act of speaking out can 

becorne a way for women to corne to power' (hooks. 1989, p. 129 ) . 1 wfiE Morgan tdd  storks with courage. 

In my conversations with Morgan 1 experienced a heightened awareness to the living out of photographie ethics involved in doing 
visual research with girls. Her sensitivig pressed me to look at my research relationships with the girls as friendships. 

Morgan's careful and thoughlful responses in sustaining conversations wiîh myself reflected an honesty that grew wilh tirne. Her 
sincerity and questions of what it  means to care in people's lives in relation to those who hold positions of power opened space 
for making the private public. Being with Morgan I think about response - of how 1 act and do not act in my research practice. 
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work that I will enjoy but not a job. YOU know, 1 just Are weraisirrgourgirhto work, oraregirlsstill 

wish I could teach dancing. To me that's not a job. accessories? 

You know that's a drearn. That is so wonderful. I kriow, I b o w  what I wunt to do. I know doing wliat yorr 

And I love kids, and I love ballet so 1 can teach kids love cltattges the work. . . but the institutiorial story haunts 

ballet. Yeah, and I am going to. Because this year me. Love childreri, what does Thyo meari? 

I am finishing intermediate. I felt really discouraged teaching dartce 

because they tell you in the first 2 mon ths about ouf 
new performances. You were so discouraged and I 
would corne out of class I couldn't do anything I 
vegetated al) summer. I went suntanning at Queen Who decides? Whose evalr,arion C O ~ U ~ ?  

pool. Like I wouldn't swim IJd just go there dip my 
feet in and suntan and I lost a lot of muscle over the 
summer. Going back was so tough. And I thought I 
would never be able to do it. But I've been getting 
better and practicing in rny room More I go to bed. 
The other night I was doing splits and sit-ups. It's 

gotten a lot easier and I am doing things much 
better. In fact, I look a little like the prop students, 
and I am saying Om not doing too bad considering 
they're here everyday and they're not doing that 
well. 

And who are prop students? Thya is i11 a 'gif~ed' program. 

Oh the prop students and Company students they 
go every day and it's a full dedication. I was in the 



prop last year but this year I have 8 classes and I'm 
doing Math 20, Math 30, Physics 20, Biology 30 

and English and Social and French. So I have al1 
these classes this year so I thought there's no way I 
can be dancing like 20 hours a week. So I am only 
dancing. 5 hours a week. 1 am still doing okay 
considering that I'm not training my body every day, 
because I only dance Tuesdays and Saturdays. 
But I rnean even Maeve says I'm doing pretty good. 
But she's in 'company', she's there all day, al1 the 
tirne. And she says I am doing pretty good. When 
you're in 'prop' or 'Company' you are there every 
day. But that doesn't mean anything. 

Whai does a 'gifred' curriculum look like? I rhink of the 

artificial divisiotis as 1 look af the photographs and stories 

thar girls' tell atid rerefl, [ive and relive. There are spaces 

where altempts to i~~tegrate a greater whole occurs. 1 also 

tliink about $lie embedded stories tliat are held with 

superglite. . . 

Wlm keps  Our stories of believitig iti ourselves goirig? 

Even when you work out every day? 

That's why there's so many, like if you saw the 
bodies on the dancers at my ballet school you 
would be like wow because they al1 have perfect 
bodies. Well so many of them have perfect bodies. 
And they're really good when you try because if you 
don'! try because they get sick of it. Being there 
everyday. You know I think they need a break. 

The perfecr body. . . I/eye rhink about how foreign Our 

bodies are. 

Well, don? they have other Wngs to do? 



I f  you are dancing too much and the  majority of the 

people will just start to give up after a while. 
Because you don't start to notice the drastic 
irnprovement. 

Okay. 

So you stait to feel really discouraged sometimes. 

Dut you made a decislon then last yetu to focus on like 

school and academic stuff. 

Yeahl And I want to do that so next year I will only 
have 4 classes and I can dance full time next year. 
And next year I'm going to get my teacher's 
certificate, 

You have, Okay so you have a plan? 

Oh, I have plan, a real plan, and next summer I am 
going to work al1 summer. And get money so that 
when I finish next year I c m  go to Europe, right after 
high school. 

Thya's camerawork is laden wirli baller images uf her body. 

Dmio look a mini narrarive of lier duing housework in lier 
ballet clothes, , . 

Cari we feani from discippoiritmerif? 

Did Thya decide or wos rhis presenfed to her? 

a Real plarl 

Well you probably applied for a dance scholarship too? Motlier/researcher resportse 





How many years have you been doing this. 

Oh wowl 

This 1s my tenth year. And rny Dad hasn't really 
complained about paying for dance lessons before. 
But he thought I was just using it too much as my 
life, but actually I should be able to make my own 
decisions. If, I felt cornfortable doing things like that, Wliat decisioru do girls mnke or1 iheir OWII?  

last year, why not. I still do spend time at home. I 
mean not as much but, big deal, al1 he does is 
watch TV, when he cornes home, you know. It 
doesn't really matter anyway, what am I missing. 
Certainly me and my mom are really good friends, 
she is my best f riend. 

Yeah 

But 1 mean my dad doesn't really, he's not in rny 
ways, like. 
And that oh, 

Beyorid the paiti of lier particular story of 'wkat am I 

missirig ' as n resenrcher l feel discornfort, ns though 1 were 
emesdropping or1 n pai,?frti iriiimate famiiy scelle. 

We 're lookircg nt a pliotograph of Thya 's televisiorr. . . 
cliarigirig file slibjecf, iookilig uf differenr images. 



What's that on the television? 

Well, it's just some violent show. 

l feel awkwurd at~d corrJi<sed ln part because if's riot that ! 

itaveri't Iieard stories or read the fheories. 

just anotlier violent show 

I watcli television closely, 

[conversation ends] 

[I asked permission to show Thya's photographs for my 
first AERA poster presentation] 

n y a  
95- 12-09 
Cameru works III 

Coilecihg Cuhure 

Eocli rime I warited ro show the girls' pitorographs 1 tdked 

Okay let's finish these pictures, Christmas tree, Lhe trunk witli tliem/irst so flrnr tliey biew 1 was making tlieir 

story.  cnmeraworks public. 

Oh, the trunk, that was where al1 rny secrets are Secrets, where are they hiddeti and are they secrets orice 

now. And then I just feel cornfortable in ballet rold. 
clothes because of low cut things and stuff. I feel 
comfortable wearing a bodysuit. Because you're 

running around usually all the players are in the 
bodysuit. And this one, this picture has I was sitting Slie hm pkorograptied lierselj i f1  ballet clothes with n 

beside my trunk because that is where I hide all rny vacuum cleiirier. 

essential t hings. 

Yeah. 



Like I keep al1 my secrets and my bond in there. I What stays private for Tt~ya? 

think my boyfriend took this one, he just asked me 
to look up, and he was standing on my bed and so 
this one was kind of a surprise too. But thls one Comeraworks III nreatit risking. . . 
wasn't. Oh, that's the trunk I got for Christmas. collecting cdture was not the most liked prolect. 

I reaIIy, really wanted one and we had to switch my 
whole room around, because my dad snoops 
through rny room. He does, he snoops through my 
room. And I wanted to hide al1 my love treasures 
in there. So I locked it always and hide the key. 
That is a neat present to have. I am going to paint it lprobably Look sw-prised, like I dodl  wanr ro henr ibis . 
or something. 

What's your dad looking for when he goes through your 

room? 

I think he does, I don't know what he's looking for. 
But I just corne home and my clothes are sticking 
through my doors. Or my drawers are partially 
open. He does it to my sister. She had al1 her 
secrets written in ber diary and my dad went 
through her diary so finally she would leave little 
notes saying dad you 'scuzbucket' I know you are 



searching through my drawers. But there's nothing 
really for him to find because I hide things so well 
like I have lots of stuff hidden in my room. I took it 
ail and just shoved it in my trunk. So now he 
cannot see it. 

1 wonder if he's going to look for that key. 

I have that hidden really well too. There's a lot of 
places in my closet to hide things because it is so 

packed with junk. bedroom . . . 

1 never thought about mat. 1 wonder if rny dad went 
through my stuff in my room. You know 1 would be 

surprised. 

1 don? know what it is. 

Well perhaps, dads do hat  to their girls. Other girls have 

told me that. I don? remember who it was though. Wer dad 

read her d i q ,  

That is so terrible. 

That's like sornetimes Steve has said to me 'oh you can 

open it'. But l'm like, 'no 11s addresseù to y o d ,  I just 

1 tliiiik a lot aboidi whoi privare (and public means . . . 











13. marriage: the great canadian dreum 

n y a  
95-0 1-04 

Cameraworks I 
projective p hotographs 

And they still love each other a lot and that's how 
I'm going to be when I get married. We're going to 
have kids. It works believe it or not people don? Desirhig chifdreri. . . 
think nowadays because 1 in 2 marriages break up What are oirr expecratio~rs for marriage? 

but I don't know YOU find the right person. . . 1 thirik of how marriage Iias cltanged sitice the tuni of ihe 

ceri tu ry. Womeri 3 work arid expecintio~is ia relationships. 

Hey I've been with Steve since I was 18. Who do lue leam frorn? Whar scripts are abserit? 

Yeah that's quality. Qicaiify ? 

Who takes out the garbage? Who pays rlie bills? Who does 

the irivisible work? 

But that's me. People don't talk about it. We hear always . The glossy view or the oppressive view. Thya likes fo mlk 

about marriage. So do 1, not because 1 promore rlie 

ideology bur becairse I see girls desiring tu author fhis 

script. 1 see adulrs ask girls arzd boys from roddlerhood ori 

"So, are yoic married?", "Do you have a boy/neid?" We 

have created television shows rhat ask children those very 

qrrestio~is arrd laugli at tfzeir responses. I believe we sel1 

marriage in our culture tiirough weddirig stores, diamorids, 









do he has to do with me because h e  wants to be 
with me. Which I don? like. I want him to do stuff for 
hirnself and then I can have respect for him. Like 
he is going to a technical institution and wants to do 
that because he didn't apply to the University 
because he wants to do a two year program so that 
hopefully he can get a job right away so he can put 
me through University. Because, I found out about 
student loans, and rny dad makes too much money, 
so I can't get a student loan. But my dad refuses to 
give me any money to go school. So I 
don? know what I am going to do. So my mom 
babysits and she is trying to Save up money for me 
to go to University, and Dana wants to help too. But 
1 feel bad because I feel as if there is no money for 
what he wants to do. But he really feels that he 
doesn't wants to go to University right now, 
because he want to go to the technical school. But 
right now he doesn't care about being well 
rounded, he wants to go into technology or 
something. 

Wlio pays for oltr educnrion? 1 think of economic parity. . . 
Who gets an education ? 

I reread my high school jounlal where 1 goestion myseif 'Am 

I going fo marry my boyfiend?'. I wrofe abouf not being 

able fo live wifhouf him, but I have. Thya tells stories 

abouf Dana fhar remind me of my highschool boyfriend, 

adoriiig, cool, possessive, and figuri~lg out who he is in this 

romanfic story. Is Thya goir~g fiom her father's house to 

Dana's? Do girls experience life alone? Wirh other girls? 

Women ? Men? Wha f are girls wanlieg from relationships? 

Work, school, babies. . . 1 see rlireaùs of my stary. 







men you got half the points when you made it through a 
Udverslty degree. 1 remember enjoylng this ssignment. 

As artificial as it was, il was fun, because you got paired up 

with a person that you may not have chosen. 1 found It 

interesting to see how I figurcd things out when differing 

values swfaced in this arranged relationship. It was cool. 

Who teaches girls to love, 

to love carejùlly 
to leam about their body's mirrd 

who fhey share their bodies with? 

1 Jirid myseif thinkirrg about the erotic and serrsual film 

'Kama Srttra' tliat tells ariother story of love arid a historical 

place of womeri irr Iridian culture. 

n y a  
Interview 3 

Cameraworks 111 
col lecting culture 

Thya addresses relationship experiences. Today I sense slie 

is figuririg out anoflier di men si or^ of herfBeruNiip with 

Dart a 

Il's bee?~ close tu n year atid Thya is still in rehtiori witli 

Daria, hr a previous telephorre conversarioir she fells me 

fhat fier relotior~ahip is shifîing m d  that she would iuve to 

Do you think it is different? 1 don't mean to trap you, but talk. 

do you thlnk it's different when you are in a relationship 

that's b e n  a long time now. I'm making an assumplion, I 

don't even know if you want to get Into that, you don't have 

10. But, 1 think about niy own High school 





just think it's like they're a married couple already. Mnrried nlreally 

And they think they are ready. h i  arj already irrlerpreted world. . . 

Okay. Are ihey loving curefully? 

ldeals of romantic love arid a curriculum of fear. . . 
And treat them like a married couple, okay you 
know. Like our finances we have saved money 
together, and it is in a bank account, because we Is tliis a sign ojcommimetii? 
are going to Europe next year. 

1 was wondering how Wngs were going with your boyfriend 

and if  you were still planning on doing that. 

It is serious, and I'm sure there is concern that I'm 
16, and last year before I went with Dana when I 
was 15, it was so bizarre because we never 
imagined that a year from now I would be going on 1 fhi~ik bock to how I dored rhe snme boy fhroicghour mosr of 

a little vacation with a guy and bis parents, you my High school years. We were serioilr, wetit away for 
know. Dana has spent the night at my house. I weeketids, alid speni tirne wirh each others' parents. 

would have never guessed that I would be doing 
this, you know. But I never wonder what life is now, Togerher all the rime 

it has a lot to do with life before, like we are 
together all the tirne. 

Okay, that's interestlng. 



I need Dana to keep him out because 

Oh, okay. 

My boyfriends never stuyed over night with my parents' 

know f edge. 

I don't know it was a couple of times when we were 
out he was just so nice to me. And the fact that 
before ballet he would buy me a gift, a bike tender. 
It just meant so much to me, like that he would think 
to buy that for me, even as small as il was, it was so 
nice, 

1 know, it's urnes like that, that always means to me and he . 
sîill does, He is still very kind to me and ihen 1 think about 

people saying oh, you were so young and then 1 think, 

well 1 was young to people then, you, 1 rnean 1 have been in 

relation for over 18 years, Namittg rny story of marriage 

That's so long. 

Then 1 think there are good things too. But we never 

explose those, we always just Say what they shouldn' t do, 

what they ought not to do. Not that they should tell you 
what to do. Ifirid myseifrnirldfirl to the tellirig of hererosexwd srories, 

wondering how or~d where I name ofher srmies of possibility. 

What is my cultural ly dominari t orid privileged posiriori arid 



lrow can I dismiss i f  as irrelevant ? I wortder if Thya can be 

aware of oiher agerits or her own agency, and thus how one 

posits a differerit perspective Ni the /rame of the riaiitral or 

urliversal visiorr of marriage ? 

That is true. 

Just interesting, 

I was glad that you guys have been together for so 
long. 

Yes, 1 guess I can't imagine my life without Mm, but 1 Ceel as 

though I had my own life within Ns Hfe. I have deep feelirjgs ruid love i l )  my relationship. 

Wliat dues Thya imagirie ? 

See that is so important. 
1 con critique the iieterosexual perspective of marricage. 1 

also live a script irtdepertderrt of my parttier and I still 

rroitbfe my script. 

I mean we have had highs and lows, but mainly not, we get 

along really well. 1 don7 know, but 1 never think about, I thitik marriage/cokabitatio>i worksfor some people alid 

unîil 1 talked to you girls, perhaps, it is an age difference. not for orhers. Some grow fogefher, there is no righi fime, 

Because 1 don't think about it anyrnore, what i s  age. . . uge, place or space. Marriage is as Heilbritn (1988) wro te, 

If she marries, why does the marriage fail or 

succeed in the  familinr roles of wife or 

husband, but because they have evolved, or 

failed to evolve, a narrative of marriage that  



I think about age, well I will be 17 in a few months, 
and if Dana and I are still together by the time I am 
18, like really it is so hard to find someone that you 
do love, and sorneone that you get along with really 
well. Then when people say do you think you will 
be with Dana for a long, long tirne. Sometimes 
I Say, yes it is a big possibility, because al1 the guys 
1 meet at school, none of thern are even close to 
having trust in a girl, how cute I think he is, you 
know. It's like, like my sister who has been going 
out with, well she is married to Gary now, but they 
have been going out since she was 17. It's all you 
do foi a 13 year relationship, and there are some 
people at school who donit even have anybody. 
And they seern so lonely. 

I know something has corne out that 1 have been reading, 

Lonel y. 

will make possible their development, as 

individuals and as a couple, What does 

usuccessful" marriage really look like? W e  

have remarkable l i t t l e  evidence of the 

"story,* as opposed to the convention, behind 

long marriages between women and men who both 

have established place in the public sphere 

( p .  27-28) , 

Nard to jhd someone fo love 

Trusr irt a girl. . . Trust irr a w o m  . . 



They are lonely, and al1 rny girlfriends who never 
had boyfriends, they are like, you are so lucky to 
have someone you can count on. The reason I can cheerleader vs. criiic 

get along so well with Dana, is that I am strong 
enough in myself that I don? have to rely on him al1 Can there be independence within oppressive scripts of 

the time. That's the reason that we're together so systernic discriminatiuri? 

long. Ili time? 

[Later in the conversation Thya tells me of her travel plans] 

I can't wait, it would be so mal though, to be in the 
same hotel m m ,  you know cause when he stays at 
my house overnight 'oh, goodnight and I kiss him 
goodnight and I go off to my mom's room you know. 
And then it would be oh, goodnight we'd be in the 
same room. I don? know what I'H do, I don't even 
know, and my morn she is happy for us that we are 
going to Europe. 

That would be interesting, 1 Just wondered about that, going 

away is fiin. 

That's why people Say we seem like a married 
couple. 

So Real. 

What's real? 

What dues Thya experience as real? 

Who ericourages relationships wiih boys? 

The intimacy, erriiilement, and fieedum ? 

I om remembering lhe rimes 1 was away witli a boypiend. 

The f i t~ .  The jkeedom I wonder i f  I thoughr of myselfas 

married? Or jus1 us coupled? I alwnys haà a large circle of 

friertds who illwninated the same stories. 





She goes to Europe with Dana. 

Y eah. 

You know, I don? want to have that more of a 
married person vacation, you just go and relax and A 'married persori' vacatiori 

lay on the beach and stuff. That's not what I had in 
mind. 

You want to go and do things. 

I want to go and do actual things. Like spend time 
looking around. I don't care if I don't have much 
spending money. 

Sorry I we'll neeù to turn this of f .  Several mmtlis luter in a telephorie cal1 afer refurnirrg/rom 

Europe Thya tells me she is no loriger seeing Dma. They 

have broken up. And Dana hm showri her his disappmval 

of the breakup by followirig her, sliowirzg up ut places where 

she is and muking ielephones calls asking forgiveness. 

Thya tells me 'No wuy' she's over him 



Retelling thya's stories 

In recdling Suleiman (1994) 'the r i s k  of being contemporaryN , 1 think of Thya's photographs of "party life" as glimpses 
of a past into abject girl teen life. Stones of boyfriends, first loves, and maniage continue. Seeing this, 1 wonder as a researcher 
ûnd as a mother of how I write on the body of rnhage knowing 'traditionally, men belong to groups, to society 

(the matrix, the canon). Women belong to men. (Brooke-Rose, 1968 in Suleiman, 1994, p.  1 6 9 ) .  

Thya's stones remind me of tensions of wanting to belong. What do girls belong to? What do 1 belong to? Thya was a dancer 
of ten years, active and productive in a subculiure. What stories are reproduced? Manriage? A room of one's own? How would 
I teach girls to love carefully within institutional spaces of leaming? What siories do women tell? What is left silent? Ignored? 
What continues to be institutionally dismissed? How would 1 know which students live within/through/around stories of abusive 
practices? What is seen? What is told? What happens in girls' search for self in relation to authorities, in particular, those who 
want control of their limited position? I see Thya speaking to disturbing trends chat sustain the containment of girls in an attempt 
to control sictivities and desires. 



introduction to and then sorne 

In researching girlhood, 1 see that the effort of asking critical questions is at times frightening and almost impossible and may not 
dways produce the desired results. Yet those questions need to be asked, if not at the moment, lates, not lost to social mandaies 
that eclipse experience in strict ideology or dominant notions of self. What are the socially inscribed convols on the body? How 
are these boundaries personaily negotiated. How do we play a role in their enforcement and sedefimition? These notebooks and 
visual narratives are passages, moments cracked open by the senses; perhaps, seen as naive and analytical acts of memory and 

imagination. 

I have woven Beth, Maeve, Morgan and Thya's expenences throughout these smries as a way of composing visual narratives 
that speak of girlhood pleasure and violence, dis-ease, disappointment, love, depression, self loathing, and transformation, as a 
space of possibility to recast self and see the evaded within the lives of these girls. Questions remain. 

Who has the authority to speak? 
Whose identity is sanctioned? 
W hose experience is universolized? 

1 have aitempîed to address moments when language, photographs and "self" suffer categorical rupture. Our work is inventive 
and lies in the realrn of the writing on the body. Our work is our truth. 
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stories and showing their photographs. I teil her about what troubles my thinking about what research conversations look like. 1 

question whether or not they are really conversations; or are they pseudo-conversations, dialogues, or monologues? Whose 
talking matters? Whose signature in making knowledge claims matters? 

Reading our fathers Morgan tells me "îhis is an example of the evaded". In sharing the story with her mother she fmds out thai 
her father never had any intentions to see her. Her mother tells her she purchased his plane ticket and money for coming to see 
her. ~ o r g a n  said she was ready to h m  the unveiiing story of her father. "1 don't love what you have written. 1 like it." 1 

wonder what stories Morgan will tell of her father in years to corne. What would she tell her children? What photographs will 

show? 

Morgan wants to work as a photographer. She tells me about her 'real' work photographing portfolio work for acting students. 
She will be attending the Arts-based High school for her fifch year just to do her photography. The school has studio space and 

camera equipment which she can continue to use. Morgan taks about pursuing her professional photography career, perhaps 
even documenting animals such as cows and horses. Hearing her tell me that she loves photography is joyous. Being a 
photographer, an imagemaker, means Morgan remains active in forming, reforming and questionhg aspects of making culture. 

and then some 
rhya 

Thya is working a summer job in Vancouver. Maeve tells me she is working at contemporary restaurant and living at Dana's 
cousins or uncle's place. 1 wonder is Thya seeing Dana? I saw Thya at Maeve's contemporary spring recital. She was with a 
different man although 1 did not speak with her. Thya attends Ihe same University as me. She has susvived her first year of Arb 

and of her winter session she told her of scniggles with her classes, teachers and classes of 'chiily climates'; stories of feeling 
alien. 1 sensed her confusion and continue to wonder about the corridors and classes of our university environments, the 
inslitutional story of being a fïrst year fernale siudent. 1s there a flicker of experience? 





morning hug. She aslcs me "how rnany pages have you written?" os she reads a few words from the screen and critiques the 

courier font. I am pulling together the ends of writing up my research regretting having not used ProCite. I track down my 
reference list and revise and sift lhrough papers and conference presentations from the past four years. 1 wish it was done. It is 
like Chlob's math text book of 358 pages. Ir is not quite done and it is still hanging on into June. She has had a tough year in her 
classroom. I can no Longer look. We're moving schools. Chloe will attend the same Arts-based school thal Beth, Morgan and 
Maeve attended. 

1 love writing and reading. 1 think of Dillard (1989) and I imagine books I would like to write. Her words brought comfort on 
days as 1 wondered W ~ O  will teach me to write? " ~ h e  page, the page, that eternal blankness, the blankness of 

eternity which you cover slowly, affirming tirne's scrawl as a right and your daring as necessity" (p. 

58) . 1 tell myself I will have a block of tirne lakr to write. 1 have re/presented four girls' multi layered, unfinished, open-ended 
narratives. These visual narratives are not typical to girls' education and perhaps, in our composition girls' visual narratives 
might be seen as a connection of politicai, theoretical, and symbolic production; the locus of definitions of gender and sexuality, 
as well as a site of control and desire. Complernenting the task of deconstruction is my rewriting of the herstory of girls in tems 
which firmly locates gender relations as a determining factor in cultural production and signification. Like Bateson (1994), 1 
yeam a need for double recognition in changing the composition of a Me: 

From the point of view of composing a life or managing an institution, the ability 

t o  recognize any situation as representing both continuity and change makes it 

possible to play that double recognition in tune with changing needs, to nvoid the 

changes that reduce flexibility and the constancies that e a t  awny at  the necessities 

of survival (p. 93) . 

The necessities for survival rneans attending to girls' lived experience, ernotionality, and with hem, making sense of what they 
see. Throughout the cÿmernworks and listening to siones about lheir photogrophs, 1 see these girls differenlly. 1 also see myself 

differently. Our visual namitives are recreated constructions within an adult-dominated world. 1 see the girls' cameraworks 
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quesiions and in imiigining teaching I turn to whüt Greene (1995) calls 'teaching for openingsa . 1 think about diverse 
student experiences in the context of institutional learning : 

When we teachers have wanted to believe that education has been a means of giving 

every living person access to any sort of discourse that person might prefer, when 

we have wanted to believe that literacy is a personal achievement, a door to 

personal meaning, it takos an effort for us to realize how deeply literacy is 

involved in relations of power and how it must be understood in context and in 

relation to a social world (p. 110). 

I have sat in diverse classes as a student for thirty-three years. As a learner 1 found myself reflecting on my reflecting. on my 
experience, knowing I leamed from both educative and miseducative experiences. Often 1 identify discornfort on my body as an 
action of efficacy in how I un/)eam dong the way. As 1 reflect on the continuum of my teacher education experiences, 1 have 
leamed and grown from research experiences as a participant and as a researcher in alternative teacher education programs (Bach, 
1996). The las1 year of my teacher education program was nested in practices of .iearning t o  teil and reteii our 

stories and learning to tell and retell the stories of our students. We do this in Our research, in 

our teaching, in our lives. Telling, retelling and responding to stories is at the heart of our workM 

(Conneîly & Clandinin, 1994, p. 150) . The practice of telling and reielling slories of my teaching and researching 
experiences has created discomfori on my body and only with time and collaborative relationships 1 have leamed that telling and 

retelling stones matkrs. 

Throughout rny visual narrative inquiry 1 have leamed that retelling my stories of practice bnngs about a different undersmding 
of how I see my self as educated, as a knowing body, a body that wants to know. With my ongoing inquiry of becoming a 
teacher educator I am mindful to my multiple subjectivities disrupting ihe living out of my story. As a student with Jean 
Clandinin 1 have learned to listen closely. Listening is hard work. As 1 search to understand rny practice of listening and 



looking, 1 am awake to my limited position. I have witnessed the embedded practices of teacher as expert and about what matters 
to the institution. 

in my research work with an Alternative Teaching Partnership, 1 heard administrators say 'aiternative projectsa have a 
W a y  of 'hindering careers a (Bach, Horowitz h Mickelson, 1995 ) . In my teaching work, 1 hear that ilri nm€x"S iittie 

in the institution. So 1 teach marginalized subject matter. I also see how alternative expenences are marginalized within 
institutions. 

On the other hand, 1 tell stosies of myself liking life on the margins. 

For me, living on the margins means 1 cm "teach for openings". In my first art meihods teaching experience 1 was able to build 

on my personal practical knowledge and the embodied knowing with the visual arts that 1 have "narned" and "historized" within 
my ongoing professional development. Working with what 1 know, for example, using a cameraworks experience with 
students, will build on my commitmeni that art matters and that visuai knowing should be learning. 

As a teacher educator, 1 could never know about ail of the student's experiences, oppressions, and understandings of other 
participants intheclass. NThis situation makes it impossible for any single voice in the classroom - 
including that of the professor - to assume the position of center or origin of knowledge or 
authority, of having privileged access to authentic experience or appropriate language* (Ellsworth, 

1989, p.  310) . As I watch and liskn in methods courses for undergraduates and hem teaching stories I think oEHinchman & 

Oyler's experiences of teaching stories in the academy. Like them I am left to wonder about the irony of the .us and themN 

while teaching within our institutions. A false dichotomy? 1 imagine my teaching as an ongoing 'pedagogical 
conversationa ( Phelan in i-iinchman & ûyler , 1997 ) . 1 wonder about living out the contradictions of teaching in 
aitemative ways. against the grain, knowing inevitable realities of power relations in 'rat ionai discourses of refîect ive 

teaching paradigms, the being with is split off from the doing". It is the distance frorn the doing 

and the being that leaves the preservice teacher Eree to sit back and reflecta (p. 7-8). fi0wing Lhat 



the Uinstrumentai student questionsN and Mprofessor answersm and ucourse evaluationsn matter, how will I live 
out what matters to me while encouraging studenk to find their own cunicular philosophies? 1 wonder if 1 will have the courage 
to presen t m yself as a CO-learner with the students? 

I seek to ask, question and actively inquire into the changing rneaning and plurality of evaded experiences. 1 look into the mirror 
and think of how 1 draw the veil aside as I look into the predator's eyes. I wonder about the implications of the research; Whose 
gaze? Whose voice? Whose meaning making? How is this knowledge catalogued in the composition of a teacher education? I 
trouble and re-focus rny reading of texts in an already interpreted world. In attempting to pursue separate visionsn 

(Bateson, 19 9 4 ,  p .  15) , 1 try to understand institutional stories by which we live and yet questions rernain: What am 1 
seeing? What am 1 looking at? In learning to pursue separate visions 1 have been pressed to reclaim my gaze. Turning my eyes 
out to see what matters has meant I have relearned to use my penpheral visions. Beginning my pursuiis with Uechi Ryu Karate 1 

am finding my glare. A glue bat can "burn through" is a required prowess I am told. This bas meant releaming to author rny 
gaze. Leaming new skills in a "new" context has been a hurnbiing experience as 1 leam to connect mind body. I trace back 
through lived experiences that have been disconnected and miseducative. 

In wriling slories with images of sur[veil]lance, 1 acknowledge the discomfort in my body, of seeing tex& in the shadows, not 
merely seeing but looking on those margins of the larger frame lhat have * generally been kept vei led; but t ha pub1 ic 

ought to be made acquainted wi thn (Morrison, 1987, p. 1 1 0 )  . Will the girls' photographs be seen as defying the 
conventions and the proprieties of traditional femininity? Or will they be seen as a wish to define themselves according to their 
own krms, iheir own pleasures, heir own interests, in their own way? It is what I've never seen before tliat 1 recognize, images 

that linger in my mind's Yeye. How cm I resistlopposeldeny seeing? 1 think about images of absent things, and real things 
thernselves, not merely what is seen, but the dialogic tensions, the intention behind the combination of image and text which is 
narrated. What is learned dong the way from sites of discomfort? What cornes to light with the veil removed? 1 think about the 

piciures that linger and allow for later retums. 
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Appendix 

Introduction letter to parents 

1 would like to take this opportunity to inîsoduce myself and my proposed r e m c h  to you and your daughter. 

My narne is Hedy Bach. 1 completed my Bachelor of Education with a major in Art in 1990 and moved directly into a Masters of Education 
progran which 1 completcd in the spring of 1993. My Master's work focused on the lives of four girls. Their stories md photographs were the 
basis of my work entitled 'Listening io girls' voices: Narratives of expenence'. Currenlly 1 am pursuing docroral siudies in rhe Department of 
Elementary Education, University of Alberta. My doctoral research will focus on girls' expenences of the evaded cumculum through visuai 
n,mativcs. My study has receivçd erhical approval. 1 hope to begin collecling dafa which will form the basis of my dissertation writing wilh 
your hughter. 

The research focus of this study is the evaded cumculum, Lhat is, life experiences avoided in the schwl cumculum in relation to girls' lives in 
md out of the classroorn. The research chia will be collected lhrough talking w i b  your daughter, Iistening to her accounts of her school 
experienccs, and hearing about her inierests in phoiography. Working wiîh your daughler and three other girls 1 will explore their scories of f ie  
cvaded cumculum. The eventual purpose of the research is to consulici spaces for girls to lalk about their experiences. 1 wi)l work wiîh your 
âaughter outside of the school at a location of her choice, (Le. rny home, a mall, a place where they are cornfortable). 1 will negoriate rimes 
wirh your daughtçr on a bi-weekiy basis over a perioà of rhree or more months (no school time will be involved). 

A11 of the girls in this project will be guaranteed anonymity in the final dissertation, 1 will not at ariy point in the writing of ihis dissertation, 
use your daughter's name, your narne(s), or the school name. At the end of bis study, the stories and photographs will be shared with the girls. 

Should you have any thoughts or concems regarding bis work, I would be deiighied lo discuss lhem witb you. 1 am looking forwafd to 
working with your daugbter. 

S incerely , 

1 l d y  Bach 



Letter of parental consent 

FurLher (O my recent leuer regarding my work with your daughler 1 must seek your wriiten permission to work wilh and to share your 
daughter's stories. In order to share ber story, 1 will include parts of your daughter's conversations, anecdotes and photographs in the 
dissertation. 1 ask lhat you sign and return the atiachcd copy of this letter and îhc enclosed Acadcmic Relcase Form in order io permit me to 
begin work with and to share your àaughier's siory. 

In Lhe future, when speaking or writiiig of our work togethet 1 will at no thne rcveal h e  m e  of the school, your name(s), or your daughter's 
name. I will be careful about making sure confidentid information about your daughler is proiected. As discussed, please remember chat 1 will 
bc shuing with your daughter the phoiographs and stories bai will be used in the dissertation. Eventually 1 will also shart: these stories and 
visual representations with other people as a part of research presentations. 

1 am Jso aware that, as parents, some of your story will be sharxd rhrough your daughter's stories/photogmphs. Therefore, as indiutcd in the 
Academic Release Fonn. Because 1 feel it is imporiant mai parents know and undersinnd my involvement wilh lheir daughters 1 will be ple~scd 
to discuss the projecl wich you. Your ciaughtcr is frcc to withdraw froin the projeci ai any time. 

Should you have concems rit any time regarding this work, p l a  contact me at (wk) 492-7770. Thank you for providlng me with this 
opponunity to work wilh your daughter, 

Sincerely, 

Hedy Bach 

1 grarit permission for 

to participate in the project: a visual narrative concerning curriculirrrt, girls, photography etc. 

Signed: Date: 





* YS, without any conditions ( ) 
* YES, but with the conditions listed below ( ) 
* Not now, but contact me later for possibility for ceriain specific situations ( ) 
* Not at dl, ever ( ) 

Witness to.lhe above signature(s) for person underage: 




